
 

 

   

 
Call to Order 
 
1 Approval of Agenda 
 
2 Minutes 
2.1 Regular Meeting – January 12, 2021 

2.2 Special Meeting – January 18, 2021 
 
3 Presentations  
3.1 Gregg Little – Object to Glamping Proposal 994 Main Street 
3.2 Chris Heide – Council of Canadians South Shore Chapter 
 
4 Correspondence – Action Items 
4.1 Jenny Sandison, Mahone Bay Garden Club – 2020 Activities 
4.2 Patsy Henneberry, Volunteer Awards Community Liaison – 2021 Volunteer Awards 

a. Info & Submission Handbook 

4.3 Jeff Phillips, MBTCC – Request RE Local Artisans at the VIC. 
4.4 Jeff Phillips, MBTCC – Funding Requests.  
4.5 Hobart and Paula Corwin – Additional Concerns Regarding Glamping Proposal 994 
Main St. 
 
5 Correspondence – Information Items 
5.1 NSFM – Monday Memo – January 11, 2021 
5.2 Gregg and Christine Little – Glamping Proposal and Requested Zoning Amendment 
5.3 Hobart and Paula Corwin – Property Owner Concerns RE: Glamping Proposal 
5.4 John and Sari Moriarty – Glamping Proposal at 994 Main Street 
5.5 Marilyn Millett and Lisa Millett Stevens – Proposed Glamping Retreat at 994 Main St. 
5.6 NSFM – Monday Memo – January 18, 2021 
5.7 Geoff Bowlby, Statistics Canada – 2021 Census of Population  
5.8 John Millet – 994 Main Street Campground Concerns for Council 
 
6 Staff Reports 

6.1 Staff Report – January 28, 2021 
6.2 Staff Report – MELG Recommendations 
6.3 Staff Report – Housing Call for Proposals 
6.4 Staff Report – Community GHG Action Plan 
6.5 Staff Report – Transportation Project Update 
6.6 Staff Report – 2021-25 Strategic Plan Engagement Plan 
6.7 Staff Report – First Nations Traditional Land Acknowledgement Engagement Plan 
6.8 Staff Report – Community-Wide Bicycle Route Engagement Plan 
6.9 Staff Report – Plan Mahone Bay – Amended Documents 
6.10 Quarterly Report – Mahone Bay Volunteer Fire Department - Quarter 3 
6.11 Quarterly Reports – RCMP  

6.11.a July – September 2020  
6.11.b October – December 2020 

 
7 Council Items 
7.1 Mayor Devenne – Community Representative Appointment to Committees 
7.2 Mayor Devenne – Lunenburg County Housing Plan 
7.3 Councillor Carver – Council/CAO Relations 

TOWN COUNCIL AGENDA 
January 28, 2021 
7:00 p.m.  
YouTube Live 
 



  
 

 

7.3.a Mackenzie County – Council/Administration Protocol 
7.3.b Municipality of Meaford – Council-Staff Relations Policy 
7.3.c. Town of Digby – Council/Staff Relations Policy 

7.4 Councillor Burdick – Crossing Guards 
 
8 Committee Reports 
8.1 Planning Advisory Committee – January 19, 2021 – Draft minutes 

8.1.a Staff Report – Request for Amendment to LUB 
8.1.b Correspondence received at PAC – Gregg and Christine Little 

8.2 Audit and Finance Committee – January 21, 2021 – Draft minutes 
 
9 New Business 
 
10 Closed Session 
10.2 MGA 22(2)(c) - Contract Negotiations 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Regular Meeting of Town Council for the Town of Mahone Bay was held on Tuesday, 
January 12, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. via video conference and broadcast via YouTube live. 

Present: 
Mayor D. Devenne 
Deputy Mayor F. Kangata 
Councillor A. Burdick 
Councillor P. Carver 
Councillor J. Feeney 
Councillor R. Nowe (7:20pm) 
Councillor K. Wilson 
CAO, D. Heide 
Town Clerk, M. Hughes 
 
Gallery:   online 
 
1. Agenda 
A motion by Councillor Burdick, seconded by Councillor Carver, “THAT the agenda be 
approved as amended to include a notice of motion to new business.”        
            Motion carried        
 
 
2. Minutes 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Carver, “THAT the minutes of the 
December 8, 2020 special meeting of Council be approved as presented.”  

Motion carried. 
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Carver, “THAT the minutes of the 
December 8, 2020 regular meeting of Council be approved as presented.”  

Motion carried. 
 
 
4. Correspondence – Action 
4.1 Valda Walsh, Regional Coordinator, Region 6 – Budget Approval 2021-22. 
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Wilson, “THAT Council approve 
the 2021-22 Region 6 Budget as presented in the amount of $913,830 with the Town’s 
share being $827.94”         Motion carried. 
 



 

 

4.2 Alison Clements, Development Officer, Health Services Foundation – Request 
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Carver, “THAT Council direct 
staff to respond to the letter from the HSF indicating that Council has declined the 
request and directing them how to apply for funding through the Town’s annual 
budget process.”          Motion carried 
 
 
5. Correspondence – Information Items 
5.1 NSFM – Monday Memo – December 7, 2020 
5.2 NSFM – Monday Memo – December 14, 2020 
5.3 NSFM – Special Update – December 21, 2020 
5.4 Trudy Johnson, Chair, SSHPCS – Year End Update. 
 a. SSHPCS – Report to the Community 2019-2020 
5.5 NSFM Monday Memo – January 4, 2021 
5.6 NSFM – Seeking Members for Working Group 
 
A motion by Councillor Burdick, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT the 
correspondence, numbered 5.1 – 5.6 be received and filed.”  Motion carried. 
 
 
6. Staff Reports 
Council Report 
Council received the Staff Report for January 8, 2021. 
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Feeney, “THAT Council schedule 
a meeting with the MBVFD Society to discuss possible contributions to capital 
projects and to follow up on an earlier request to discuss the relationship between 
the Town, Department and Society.”      Motion carried 
 
Wayfinding Signage  
Council received a staff report providing the results from the latest public survey to 
determine public preference between the final options for wayfinding signage design. 
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Nowe, “THAT the Council accept 
Option 1 as the design for new wayfinding signage and direct staff to relay 
confirmation to the designer to proceed on this basis.”   Motion carried 
 
Revision to Town Council and Committee Policy 
Council received a staff report presenting the amended Town Council and Committee 
Policy. 



 

 

 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Burdick, “THAT Council adopt 
the amended Town Council Policy as amended.”    Motion carried. 
 
A motion by Deputy Mayor Kangata, seconded by Councillor Feeney, “THAT Council 
direct staff to provide alternative wording for Section 5.3, to address Electronic 
Participation.”          Motion carried 
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Wilson, “THAT Council adopt the 
amended Committee Policy amended to add wording to clarify that the committee 
discharges its responsibilities via recommendation to Council, with a further 
amendment to suspend the Age Friendly Community Committee to enable Council 
to evaluate and review of its Terms of Reference”    Motion carried 
 
Temporary Borrowing Resolution 
Council received a staff report to provide information and recommendation concerning 
the renewal of existing short-term borrowing related to two prior-year capital projects.  
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Wilson, 
Whereas Section 66 of the Municipal Government Act provides that the Council of 
the Town of Mahone Bay, subject to the approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing, may borrow to expend funds for a capital purpose as authorized by 
statute; 
 
Whereas the Council of the Town of Mahone Bay has adopted a capital budget for 
this fiscal year as required by Section 65 of the Municipal Government Act and are so 
authorized to expend funds for capital purposes as identified in their capital budget; 
and 
 
Whereas the specific amounts and descriptions of the projects are contained in 
Schedule “A”; 
 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED 
 
THAT under the authority of Section 66 of the Municipal Government Act, the Council 
of the Town of Mahone Bay borrow a sum or sums not exceeding One Hundred 
Seventy-Four Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($174, 800) for the purpose set out 
above, subject to the approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing; 
 
THAT the sum be borrowed by the issue and sale of debentures of the Council of the 
Town of Mahone Bay to such an amount as Council deems necessary; 



 

 

 
THAT the issue of debentures be postponed pursuant to Section 92 of the Municipal 
Government Act and that a sum or sums not exceeding One Hundred Seventy-Four 
Thousand Eight Hundred Dollars ($174,800) in total be borrowed from time to time 
from any chartered bank or trust company doing business in Nova Scotia; 
 
THAT the sum be borrowed for a period not exceeding Twelve (12) Months from the 
date of approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing of this resolution; 
 
THAT the interest payable on the borrowing be paid at a rate to be agreed upon; and  
 
THAT the amount borrowed be repaid from the proceeds of the debenture when 
sold.  
            Motion carried. 
 
Recognition of Donations (2019-2020) 
Council received a staff report to provide Council with information on donations received 
by the Town in accordance with the Donations Policy.  
 
A motion by Councillor Burdick, seconded by Councillor Feeney, “THAT Council accept 
this report for information.”        Motion carried. 
 
Fire Service Batteries Purchase 
Council received a staff report to provide Council with a recommendation concerning a 
fire services expenditure recommended by the Fire Department but not included in the 
2020-21 budget.  
 
A motion by Deputy Mayor Kangata, seconded by Councillor Carver, “THAT Council 
approve a budget allocation of $5,000 for the purchase of SCBA batteries, to be paid 
from the Fire Equipment Reserve.”      Motion carried. 
 
Plan Mahone Bay Update 
Council received a staff report with an update regarding the progress of the Plan Mahone 
Bay initiative.  
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Burdick, “THAT Council direct 
staff to work with Upland to present a re-phrased Heritage Introduction section for 
Council’s next meeting.”         Motion carried 
 
 
 



 

 

7. Council Items 
2020-2022 Citizen Committee Appointments 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Wilson, “THAT John 
Biebesheimer, Bryan Palfreyman, Katherine McCarron, and Bill Lewis be appointed as 
community members to the PAC.”      Motion defeated 
 
A motion by Deputy Mayor Kangata, seconded by Councillor Burdick, “THAT John 
Biebesheimer, Bryan Palfreyman, Katherine McCarron, and Glen Patscha be 
appointed as community members to the PAC.”    Motion carried. 
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT Bill Lewis 
and Darryl Haley be appointed as community members to the Audit and Finance 
Committee.”          Motion carried. 
 
The appointment of remaining committee members has been deferred to the January 
28, 2020 meeting of Council.  
  
Items for Discussion with MP Hon. Bernadette Jordan 
Council discussed potential items for discussion with South Shore – St. Margaret’s Bay MP 
Hon. Bernadette Jordan. 
 
 
8. Council Reports 
8.1 Heritage Advisory Committee 
Council received the draft minutes of the December 9, 2020 meeting of the Heritage 
Advisory Committee. 
 
8.2 Lunenburg County Seniors Safety Program 
Council received the December monthly report from the Lunenburg County Seniors’ 
Safety program. 
 
8.3 Lunenburg County REMO 
Council received the draft Guide to Emergency Management for Elected Officials.  
 
A motion by Councillor Carver, seconded by Councillor Nowe, “THAT the Town of 
Mahone Bay accept the REMO Guide to Emergency Management for Elected Officials. 
as presented.”          Motion carried. 
 
8.4 South Shore Housing Action Coalition 
Council received a report from Councillor Burdick with an update on the December 2, 
2020 meeting of the South Shore Housing Action Coalition.  
 



 

 

9. New Business 
Notice of Motion 
Councillor Carver provided notice of motion that at the next regular meeting of Council 
she will put forward a motion asking staff to draft a policy pertaining to the relationship 
between Council and the CAO. 
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Burdick at 10:20pm to go into 
Closed Session to discuss contract negotiations as permitted by the Municipal 
Government Act section 22(2)(c). 
 
 
Council returned to open session at 10:27pm 
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT Council 
approve the application for Network Service Agreement.”  Motion carried. 
 
Council adjourned upon motion at 10:28pm. 
 
 
TOWN OF MAHONE BAY      TOWN OF MAHONE BAY 
 
 
 
 
Mayor, David Devenne               Clerk, Maureen Hughes 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

A Special Meeting of Town Council for the Town of Mahone Bay was held on Monday, 
January 18, 2021 at 12:00 pm via video conference. 

Present: 
Mayor D. Devenne 
Deputy Mayor F. Kangata 
Councillor A. Burdick 
Councillor P. Carver 
Councillor J. Feeney 
Councillor R. Nowe 
Councillor K. Wilson 
CAO, D. Heide 
Town Clerk, M. Hughes 
Sean Flemming, AREA 
Aaron Long, AREA 
 
Gallery:   online 
 
1. Agenda 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Wilson, “THAT the agenda be 
approved as amended to include a notice of motion to new business.”        
            Motion carried        
 
2. Closed Session  
A motion by Councillor Wilson at 12:02 pm, seconded by Councillor Nowe, to go into 
Closed Session to discuss contract negotiations as permitted by MGA 22(2)(c) 

Motion carried. 
 
Council returned to Open Session at 1:28 pm 
 
 
4. Business Arising from Closed Session  
 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Wilson: 
 
WHEREAS Section 66 of the Municipal Government Act provides that the Council of 
the Town of Mahone Bay, subject to the approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs 
and Housing, may borrow to expend funds for a capital purpose as authorized by the 
statute; 
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WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Mahone Bay has adopted a capital budget for 
this fiscal year as required by Section 65 of the Municipal Government Act and are so 
authorized to expend funds for a capital purpose as identified in their capital budget; 
and 
 
WHEREAS the Council of the Town of Mahone Bay has determined to borrow the 
aggregate principal amount of One Million Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars 
($2,700,000) for the purposes of Solar Garden Project.  
 
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED 
 
THAT under the authority of Section 66 of the Municipal Government Act, the Council 
of the Town of Mahone Bay borrow a sum or sums not exceeding One Million Seven 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,700,00) for the purpose set out above, subject to the 
approval of the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing; 
 
THAT the sum be borrowed by the issue and sale of debentures of the Council of the 
Town of Mahone Bay to such an amount as the Council deems necessary; 
 
THAT the sum be borrowed by the issue and sale of debentures of the Council of the 
Town of Mahone Bay to such an amount as the Council deems necessary; 
 
THAT pursuant to Subsection 92(2) the sum be borrowed for a period not exceeding 
Thirty-Six (36) Months from the date of the approval of the Minister of Municipal 
Affairs; 
 
THAT the interest payable on the borrowing be paid at a rate to be agreed upon; and  
 
THAT the amount borrowed be repaid from the proceeds of the debentures when 
sold.  
            Motion carried. 
 
Deputy Mayor Kangata left the meeting at 1:29 pm. 
 
 
A motion by Councillor Wilson, seconded by Councillor Feeney, “THAT Council award the 
tender for facilitation services in relation to the Town Council’s development of a 
2021-25 Strategic Plan to Uprise Consulting in the amount of $12,150 + HST.”  
            Motion carried 
 
Council adjourned upon motion at 1:30 pm. 
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TOWN OF MAHONE BAY      TOWN OF MAHONE BAY 
 
 
 
 
Mayor, David Devenne               Clerk, Maureen Hughes 
 

 

 



Re: Glamping Proposal and Request for Amendment of Residential Unserviced (RU) 
Zoning Usage at 994 Main Street by Rae Kraushar 
 
Honorable Major, Deputy Mayor and Town Council Members; 
 
As the adjacent resident property, I am presenting to voice concern and objections to 
the request for amendments to RU zoned area to allow the development of campsites, 
known in the proposal as “glamping”. 
 
Many structural and related issues to the proposed camping project include water 
supply, sewage and garbage, surface run-off, access road(s), traffic, fire, residential 
peace and quiet enjoyment, trespass and property values and, environmentally 
sensitive wet land and water shed.  This I am sure is not a complete list and there 
seems to be a philosophical disconnect when allowing commercial development in 
areas zoned RU. 
 
My impression of RU zoning is to allow the expansion of future residential development 
and necessarily curtails commercial expansion into those areas zoned for such future 
residential development. 
 
Expanding the permitted commercial activities outside the commercially zoned areas 
and into other zones, as the proposal is requesting, is contrary to the philosophical 
intent or essence of this land-use by-law purpose. 
 
This requested amendment, or expansion of permitted use, is not a site specific or a 
single property modification.  This change will affect all RU zoning in Town and this is 
not an insignificant area.  The RU area effectively encircles the Town on all sides from 
our eastern boundary and around to the Mushamush River on our north side of Town. 
 
For future residential development, the Town needs RU zoning to allow for this 
expansion.  Eroding the purpose of this residential zoning resource (RU), instead of 
utilizing the existing commercial zones, seems counter intuitive to the current land-use 
reasoning. 
 
An intended or unintended consequence of RU zoning is an effective buffer zone 
between residential (R) and other zone uses thereby mitigating unexpected conflicts. 
 
In addition to the proposed camping sites, an access road over the residential zone (R) 
and a store to service the clientele is proposed. On top of all that, additional structures 
for ancillary activities include washrooms, showers, kitchen and common area for 
retreats.  From this point on, is it not arguable that any number of low impact 
businesses, and I use the term “low impact businesses” rather loosely, can demand 
equal footing for development in the RU zones throughout our Town? 
 
Is this camp ground proposal the type of restricted in-home business intended for this 
class of zoning or is it the start of corrupting the RU zoning’s intended purpose? 
 
Respectfully submitted, Gregg Little 
(revised January 22, 2021) 
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Maureen Hughes

From: Chris <cheide@eastlink.ca>
Sent: Friday, January 22, 2021 11:23 AM
To: Maureen Hughes; Town of Mahone Bay Clerk
Subject: Request to Town Council
Attachments: Town of Mahone Bay 1.jpeg; Town of Mahone Bay.jpeg

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

Good Morning Maureen, 
 
The South Shore Chapter of Council of Canadians (SSCofC) wishes to convene a public session 
on Inequality sometime this winter.   With this email we are requesting that this session be co-
presented by the Town of Mahone Bay with the South Shore Council of Canadians.  Though 
our plans are not yet complete, this is the basic gist: 
  
(TITLE) Inequality and a Just Recovery 
(BYLINE) As we move toward a COVID free world how can municipalities better respond to 
issues such as homelessness, climate change and discrimination. 
  
With others on our SSCofC Steering Committee, I propose to put together a panel that can 
speak to these various issues from a diversity of perspectives.  The Council of Canadians does 
not have a political affiliation and panelists would be selected solely on the basis of their 
expertise.  Our South Shore Chapter has a very substantial mailing list and we expect public 
interest would be high as most of our previous in-person sessions drew good crowds. 
 
To ensure a municipal lens, I wish to include the Mayor or Deputy Mayor of Mahone Bay.  I 
would also welcome their and your suggestions for other panelists.  If the Town embraces this 
partnership then we would be happy to have Town officials or staff to vet all publicity of the 
event. 
 
I am aware that Town of Mahone Bay  Council meetings are done with a combination of Zoom 
amongst Council and Staff and Youtube allowing for observation and comment by the general 
public.  I know you have this technology down pat now handled by Kelly Redden.  If the Town 
agrees to be co-presenter of this session then we would hope to have Kelly handling the 
technology for us.  I think her wage related to this would be the only monitory cost 
involved.  We could cover this or share it with the Town. 
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I have submitted a request for delegation so as to be present at your next Council meeting on 
January 28th in order to answer any questions arising from this request.  A scanned copy is also 
attached here. 
 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Chris Heide. 
 



January 17, 2021


Dear Mayor Devenne and Town Council,


Happy New Year! And greetings from Mahone Bay Garden Club. In spite of the pandemic or 
maybe because of it the Garden club was again very active in the Town last year. 


We were very happy to partner with Talking Trees and contributed a Star Magnolia and a Dawn 
Redwood to the Town’s ongoing tree planting campaign and assisted in planting others. Other 
members of the Club also donated trees. We have agreed to assist in ongoing maintenance of 
the Town trees


We maintained the flower gardens by the Town Flagpole and the Town Hall and the Peace 
Garden by the Public Washrooms. At this last site we had Ground Works replace part of the 
flagstone surround which had been damaged. The Aquatic Garden got a minimal clean-up in 
the spring this year due to the pandemic restrictions but held up well. Deer are really becoming 
a problem in the Town and are playing havoc with some of the perennial plantings.  We have 
tried to limit this by spraying regularly with little success.I wonder if the Town has a plan to 
reduce the population at all?


Some of our plans were put on hold as our main income source, our plant sale, was cancelled 
due to the pandemic. We were hoping to purchase and place 2 garden benches in the parks 
but hope to do so this coming year.


Also this year, with the Town’s help, we hope to begin work on improving and renovating the 
entrance to the Aquatic Gardens.  


All in all looking at the last three years we have managed to contribute over $2,500.00 to the 
various projects we have been involved with in the Town. 


	 	 	 	 


	 	 	 	 	 	 Yours sincerely


                                                                                       Jenny Sandison, President


    



From: Henneberry, Patsy
Cc: Sheppard, Nancy C
Subject: Provincial Volunteer Awards: 2021 Volunteer Representative Submissions
Date: Friday, January 15, 2021 3:54:27 PM
Attachments: Info & Submission Handbook.pdf

Select Survey Vol Rep Submission Form Revisions.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender.
Hello,

It’s that time of year again when Nova Scotia turns its attention to the efforts of our regional
volunteers and their work to build better communities in our province. Each year this spirit is
celebrated by the Government of Nova Scotia and the many communities across the
province, with the Provincial Volunteer Awards program and virtual celebration scheduled

for Monday, April 26th, 2021. Updates to the Provincial Volunteer Awards website to reflect
the 2021 program are underway. 

 
Please find attached an Info & Submissions Handbook to assist you with your submission
and future correspondence with your chosen Volunteer Representative.  Using a diverse lens
to highlight volunteer contributions is important as our province is home to a diverse
population dedicated to improving communities. The following timeline (also included in the
Handbook) will help you to manage the activities associated with the program:  
 
January 15, 2021 – Program Launch to Municipalities & Bands (the official launch to the
public is TBD) 
March 1, 2021 – Final deadline to submit Volunteer Representative information 
March 11, 2021– Deadline to submit photo and any corrections to names or bios 
April 1, 2021 - Receipt of Celebration Guide to be forwarded to your chosen Volunteer
Representative 
April 26, 2021 – Provincial Volunteer Awards Virtual Ceremony (A viewing link will be sent at
a later date) 

 
Please use the following link to submit the information for your Municipality’s or Band’s
Volunteer Representative no later than March 1, 2021: 
 
 
http://surveys.novascotia.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=9l4L67m6 
 
A PDF Submission form is attached for those who may need to fax in their submission. 

 
Thank you! 
 
Patsy Henneberry 
Volunteer Awards Community Liaison 
ZedEvents Great Productions 

mailto:Patsy.Henneberry@novascotia.ca
mailto:Nancy.Sheppard@novascotia.ca
http://surveys.novascotia.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=9l4L67m6
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For Municipalities & Bands 







Provincial Volunteer Awards 2021 
   
 


 
ZedEvents great 


productions 


CELEBRATING VOLUNTEERISM 


Surrounded by the sea and sun, our communities are abundant with those who give of their time – fundamentally good 


people who share their knowledge, time and expertise in their respective communities. The 2021 Provincial Volunteer 


Awards provides an opportunity for municipalities and bands throughout the Province to celebrate a community member 


who gives of themselves for the better good of all.  The opportunity to submit information for your chosen volunteer 


representative opens January 15th, 2021.  This kit will provide you with all the information needed to make your submission 


and manage communications with your volunteer representative leading up to the virtual celebration event. 


 


Please contact us by email with any questions: 


Patsy Henneberry 


Provincial Volunteer Awards Community Liaison 


Email: patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca Ph : 902.422.6277 ext. 5 


 


Important Dates 


January 15, 2021 Program Launch to Municipalities and Bands 


March 1, 2021  Deadline to submit Volunteer Representative information 


March 11, 2021  Deadline to submit photo and any corrections to names or bios 


April 1, 2021 Receipt of Celebration Guide to be forwarded to your chosen Volunteer 


Representative 


April 26, 2021 Provincial Volunteer Awards Virtual Ceremony                                                                        


(A viewing link will be sent at a later date) 


 


Promotions 


Branded images will be provided to you at a later date to be used at your discretion to promote the program and encourage 


participation within your community.  The following web page link can also be utilized as part of your promotion plan, 


https://novascotia.ca/NonProfitSector/ProvincialVolunteerAwards/ .  and will be updated to include information on the 


2021 program later in January. 


 


 


SUBMITTING YOUR VOLUNTEER REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION 


Please provide your info via the following link https://surveys.gov.ns.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=8l01397M# 


or fill out the attached PDF and email to patsy.henneberyy@novascotia.ca  no later than March 1, 2021.    


 


To assist with your submission, please refer to the “sample submission”. Once your submission has been received, we will 


provide you with an Award Recipient Information Handbook to be provided to your Volunteer Representative. The 


handbook contains important dates, event information and links.   


 


 


 


 


 



https://surveys.gov.ns.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=8l01397M

mailto:patsy.henneberyy@novascotia.ca
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Sample Submission 


To assist you with filling in the on-line submission form we have included sample bios as a guideline to formulating the bio for 


your volunteer representative. Bios should not exceed 150 words.  Information included in the bio will be used in the event 


program to highlight the achievement of your volunteer at the celebration event.  


Sample #1 


Since 2006, Richard has poured thousands of hours and kilometers into providing opportunities for 140+ intellectually 


challenged athletes in the Special Olympics Program. He’s excelled at directing 30 coaches and volunteers and ensuring 


they have all the resources needed to run their programs. Richard is an extraordinary mentor, teaching the athletes self-


confidence and social aspects alongside the sports skills.  As a Special Olympics Regional Coordinator he wears a number 


of different hats. He DJs dances for the athletes, he’s the head chef at the annual BBQ, and he hosts the province’s floor 


hockey tournaments. Richard is always behind the scenes applying for grants and promoting the program. Richard is an 


absolute asset to the Special Olympics community. 


Sample #2 


Volunteering has been a part of Heather's life for over 40 years. She was a founding member of the Lion's Club and has 


also volunteered with many other organizations locally. In recent years, Heather joined the Festival Committee and worked 


with local volunteers to revitalize the event. The last two years, Heather has chaired the committee which saw over 300 


volunteers put in 6000 collective volunteer hours. Thanks to this effort, the event has won numerous provincial awards 


and helps bring thousands of visitors to the area every year. Heather knows the value of volunteerism and spends much 


of her time volunteering to build communities within the Municipality. There are not many organizations in the area that 


Heather hasn’t influenced through her volunteer work.  


 


Volunteer Representative Photo 


We are requesting a photo of your volunteer representative be provided to assist us in creating a visual tribute to award 


recipients.  Please connect with your volunteer representative and ask them to provide you with a high-resolution JPG digital 


photo of themselves.  When possible, a headshot would be the ideal option, if available.  These photos will be used to create a 


visual montage as part of the virtual award acknowledgements. In order to be included we must receive your ohoto no later 


than March 11th, 2020. Please name the photo file using the following format and email to patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca :  


Photo File Name: Volunteer Last Name_Municipalit Namey.jpg 


VIRTUAL AWARDS CEREMONY 


Please find information below, regarding the virtual awards ceremony, to assist you in answering any inquiries you may 


receive from your volunteer representative, government officials or members of the community.   


 


Date 


Monday, April 26th, 2021   


12:00 pm Awards Presentations 


*A viewing link will be sent at a later date 


 



mailto:patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca
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Volunteer Representative Award Submission Form  
 


*Please only use this form if you are unable to submit your information on-line at the following link: 


http://surveys.novascotia.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=9l4L67m6 
Completed forms may be faxed to 902.424.0710 or emailed to patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca 
 


 
Award Criteria 


 
• Is a resident of Nova Scotia; 
• Has not been previously awarded the Volunteer Representative Award; 


• Is willing to be selected and represent their Municipality or Mi’kmaq 


Band  


• Is an individual, a couple, or a group volunteering together 


• Submissions must be received by March 1, 2021, by midnight. 
 


 
Privacy Statement for collection, use and disclosure of personal information  


(to be provided to the nominee) 
 


COLLECTION: The personal information you have provided is collected under the authority of the Nova Scotia 
Freedom of Information & Protection of Privacy Act and will be used only for the administration of the Volunteer 
Award to which you have been nominated. 
 
USE: The personal information collected will only be used and disclosed in keeping with the access and privacy 
provisions of the Nova Scotia Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act and the Nova Scotia 
Personal Information International Disclosure Protection Act. Such uses may include: determining eligibility, or 
selecting the award winner, for the Volunteer Award, display on our website as part of celebrating the winners, 
evaluating success of the event from award recipients, development of the ceremony program, and for agencies 
providing support to the program. 
 
DISCLOSURE: The personal information provided may be shared with a Service Provider Organization that will 
coordinate the event.  
 
ACCESS: Under the privacy provisions of the Nova Scotia Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act 
individuals have the right to protection of, and access to, their personal information. To obtain access to, or request 
correction of, your personal information collected and used by NS Communities, Culture & Heritage please contact 
the Department's Information Access and Privacy Designate by email iapservices@novascotia.ca phone (902) 424-
8472. 


 


The nominee has been provided the above privacy statement and consents to the use of their 
personal information by the Department of Communities, Culture and Heritage for the purposes 
of the Provincial Volunteer Awards Ceremony and program. 


 


___________________________________________________     _________________________ 
Signature of Municipal or Band Representative    Date 



http://surveys.novascotia.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=9l4L67m6

mailto:patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca

mailto:iapservices@novascotia.ca
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Which Region and Municipality or Band is the Volunteer representing? 


 


     Valley Region  City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


     South Shore Region City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


     Central Region  City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


     Highland Region  City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


     Fundy Region  City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


     Cape Breton  City, Town, Village or Band:  


__________________________________ 


   


 


In which language would the Volunteer Representative like to have their certificate? 
  


     English  


     French 


     Mi’kmaq 


 


 


In which language would the Volunteer Representative like to have their program biography? 
  


     English  


     French 


     Mi’kmaq 


 


Volunteer Representative Contact Information 


Name: 


Phonetic spelling: 


Mailing Address: 


City/Town: 


Province: Nova Scotia  


Postal Code: 
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Phone number: 


Email: 


 
 


 
 
 
 
Volunteer Description/Bio 


 


At the ceremony, we share a brief description of the Volunteer Representative’s impact. The 
information you provide will help us to capture their volunteer legacy. In 200 words or less please 
describe the Volunteer Representative’s overall impact they have had on your community taking 
into account highlights and results of their effort.  


 


(IE: Since 2006, Richard has poured thousands of hours and kilometers into providing opportunities for 140+ 
intellectually challenged athletes in the Special Olympics Program. He’s excelled at directing 30 coaches and volunteers 
and ensuring they have all the resources needed to run their programs. Richard is an extraordinary mentor, teaching 
the athletes self-confidence and social aspects alongside the sports skills.  As a Special Olympics Regional Coordinator 
he wears a number of different hats. He DJs dances for the athletes, he’s the head chef at the annual BBQ, and he hosts 
the province’s floor hockey tournaments. Richard is always behind the scenes applying for grants and promoting the 
program. Richard is an absolute asset to the Special Olympics community.) 


 


*Please refer to the Information & Submissions Handbook for Municipalities & Bands for 
additional examples of bios 
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Fill in the table outlining the nominee’s volunteer contributions: 


 


ORGANIZATION/ACTIVITY ROLE DAYS, MONTHS OR YEARS 


WITH ORGANIZATION 


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


   


 





		Award Criteria

		Volunteer Representative Contact Information





 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Information & Submissions  
For Municipalities & Bands 



Provincial Volunteer Awards 2021 
   
 

 
ZedEvents great 

productions 

CELEBRATING VOLUNTEERISM 

Surrounded by the sea and sun, our communities are abundant with those who give of their time – fundamentally good 

people who share their knowledge, time and expertise in their respective communities. The 2021 Provincial Volunteer 

Awards provides an opportunity for municipalities and bands throughout the Province to celebrate a community member 

who gives of themselves for the better good of all.  The opportunity to submit information for your chosen volunteer 

representative opens January 15th, 2021.  This kit will provide you with all the information needed to make your submission 

and manage communications with your volunteer representative leading up to the virtual celebration event. 

 

Please contact us by email with any questions: 

Patsy Henneberry 

Provincial Volunteer Awards Community Liaison 

Email: patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca Ph : 902.422.6277 ext. 5 

 

Important Dates 

January 15, 2021 Program Launch to Municipalities and Bands 

March 1, 2021  Deadline to submit Volunteer Representative information 

March 11, 2021  Deadline to submit photo and any corrections to names or bios 

April 1, 2021 Receipt of Celebration Guide to be forwarded to your chosen Volunteer 

Representative 

April 26, 2021 Provincial Volunteer Awards Virtual Ceremony                                                                        

(A viewing link will be sent at a later date) 

 

Promotions 

Branded images will be provided to you at a later date to be used at your discretion to promote the program and encourage 

participation within your community.  The following web page link can also be utilized as part of your promotion plan, 

https://novascotia.ca/NonProfitSector/ProvincialVolunteerAwards/ .  and will be updated to include information on the 

2021 program later in January. 

 

 

SUBMITTING YOUR VOLUNTEER REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION 

Please provide your info via the following link https://surveys.gov.ns.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=8l01397M# 

or fill out the attached PDF and email to patsy.henneberyy@novascotia.ca  no later than March 1, 2021.    

 

To assist with your submission, please refer to the “sample submission”. Once your submission has been received, we will 

provide you with an Award Recipient Information Handbook to be provided to your Volunteer Representative. The 

handbook contains important dates, event information and links.   

 

 

 

 

 

https://surveys.gov.ns.ca/TakeSurvey.aspx?SurveyID=8l01397M
mailto:patsy.henneberyy@novascotia.ca
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Sample Submission 

To assist you with filling in the on-line submission form we have included sample bios as a guideline to formulating the bio for 

your volunteer representative. Bios should not exceed 150 words.  Information included in the bio will be used in the event 

program to highlight the achievement of your volunteer at the celebration event.  

Sample #1 

Since 2006, Richard has poured thousands of hours and kilometers into providing opportunities for 140+ intellectually 

challenged athletes in the Special Olympics Program. He’s excelled at directing 30 coaches and volunteers and ensuring 

they have all the resources needed to run their programs. Richard is an extraordinary mentor, teaching the athletes self-

confidence and social aspects alongside the sports skills.  As a Special Olympics Regional Coordinator he wears a number 

of different hats. He DJs dances for the athletes, he’s the head chef at the annual BBQ, and he hosts the province’s floor 

hockey tournaments. Richard is always behind the scenes applying for grants and promoting the program. Richard is an 

absolute asset to the Special Olympics community. 

Sample #2 

Volunteering has been a part of Heather's life for over 40 years. She was a founding member of the Lion's Club and has 

also volunteered with many other organizations locally. In recent years, Heather joined the Festival Committee and worked 

with local volunteers to revitalize the event. The last two years, Heather has chaired the committee which saw over 300 

volunteers put in 6000 collective volunteer hours. Thanks to this effort, the event has won numerous provincial awards 

and helps bring thousands of visitors to the area every year. Heather knows the value of volunteerism and spends much 

of her time volunteering to build communities within the Municipality. There are not many organizations in the area that 

Heather hasn’t influenced through her volunteer work.  

 

Volunteer Representative Photo 

We are requesting a photo of your volunteer representative be provided to assist us in creating a visual tribute to award 

recipients.  Please connect with your volunteer representative and ask them to provide you with a high-resolution JPG digital 

photo of themselves.  When possible, a headshot would be the ideal option, if available.  These photos will be used to create a 

visual montage as part of the virtual award acknowledgements. In order to be included we must receive your ohoto no later 

than March 11th, 2020. Please name the photo file using the following format and email to patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca :  

Photo File Name: Volunteer Last Name_Municipalit Namey.jpg 

VIRTUAL AWARDS CEREMONY 

Please find information below, regarding the virtual awards ceremony, to assist you in answering any inquiries you may 

receive from your volunteer representative, government officials or members of the community.   

 

Date 

Monday, April 26th, 2021   

12:00 pm Awards Presentations 

*A viewing link will be sent at a later date 

 

mailto:patsy.henneberry@novascotia.ca


  

Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 59, Mahone Bay, NS, B0J 2E0 

Mayor David Devenne 

Town of Mahone Bay 

493 Main Street 
PO Box 530 
Mahone Bay, NS   B0J 2E0 
 

4th January 2021 

Dear Mayor Devenne, 

Application for Budget Funding Allocation 2021  

With the impact of COVID affecting businesses of all size and nature during 2020, 
the MBTCC is seeking avenues to support our local artisans. 
 
As such, we approached the Towns CAO to establish if the VIC was eligible to apply 
for a temporary Vending Permit during the tourism season, enabling Chamber to 
invite local artisans to hold several pop-up stores at the VIC. 
 
However, we have been advised that this request does not fall within the Vending 
Permit By-Laws and, as such, required an amendment to the current lease. 
 
Consequently, as instructed, we seek Councils approval to adjust the existing lease 
to enable MBTCC to host local artisans within the VIC (we believe we may utilize 
25% of the current space) during the period May-October.  This would not only 
provide the artisans with a covered showplace, enabling them to both promote and 
sell their wares, but also enable new visitors the opportunity to experience the skills 
of our local talents. 
 
We look forward to hearing from Council on this application, which should provide 
yet another avenue of attraction for our Town and businesses. 
 

Jeff Phillips 

Chair 

Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce 

 



  

Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 59, Mahone Bay, NS, B0J 2E0 

Mayor David Devenne 

Town of Mahone Bay 

493 Main Street 
PO Box 530 
Mahone Bay, NS   B0J 2E0 
 

4th January 2021 

Dear Mayor Devenne, 

Firstly, may we at the Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce (MBTCC) 

take this opportunity to offer our belated congratulations to the new and re-elected 

members of the Mahone Bay Town Council.  Although we continue to live in a time 

of challenge and uncertainty, your contribution and willingness to serve our 

community is welcomed and appreciated. 

Even in this period of challenge due to the impact of COVID, the business 

community continues to create opportunities and experiences throughout the year 

that bring visitors and economic activity to town.  This past year has been particularly 

challenging as, due to the restrictions imposed by COVID, events (Father Christmas 

Festival) have had to be “reengineered” to cater for social distancing and adherence 

to Provincial guidelines.  Additionally, for this coming year and the shoulder season, 

events such as the Nova Scotia Lobster Festival are already seeing postponements, 

which may set the tone for 2021?  

Despite reduced funding being made available, the MBTCC extended the opening of 

the Visitor Information Centre together with its staffing, enabling face to face 

interaction with visitors.  However, these acts only go part way in creating a year-

round destination and securing the much-needed repeat visitors to our town.  

Consequently, we would seek Councils agreement for several requests to be 

included within the 2021 budget. 

Winterization of the Towns public washrooms. 

We would request that consideration be given to winterization of the public 

washrooms within town, together with those at the Visitor Information Centre.  An 

alternative to this may be the creation of additional washroom facilities to serve the 

town e.g. within the Town centre, at the Pond Street Playpark and possibly within the 

Town Hall?  Due to Provincial regulations (COVID notwithstanding) causing 

businesses to restrict access to their washrooms, such year- round access to the 

public would aid in enhancing the visitor experience. 

 

 

 

 

 



  

Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce, PO Box 59, Mahone Bay, NS, B0J 2E0 

External Event and Visitor Provisions 

We have three areas, Visitor Information Centre, park opposite the three churches, 

Pond Street Playpark, which could provide a community service similar to the village 

green concept, hosting public events benefitting visitors and the wider community. 

We would request Council consider undertaking an enhancement of these areas to 

include provision of: 

Secure External Power Outlets – Given the need to provide safe and secure power 

to possible vendors or events, these would be beneficial in promoting the above 

concept. 

Picnic Tables - Due to COVID, the perception was of an increasing number of 

visitors partaking of take-away meals and seeking appropriate seating areas.  Such 

(additional) tables could be placed at the suggested locations, ensuring that visitors 

enjoy a safe and secure break out area to enjoy our community at their leisure. 

Bike Racks and Repair Stations - Use of bicycles has been showing an increase this 

year.  We would propose additional racks and a repair station (as already erected at 

Longhill Road) at the suggested locations, creating safe zones off the main traffic 

flow, while attracting visitors to the town’s amenities. 

We understand that funding of these projects may be cost prohibitive, but the 

MBTCC (upon consultation with its members) may be able to provide some measure 

of fundraising and support?  

Although we may not be able to provide large scale events for some time to come, 

these acts alone would: 

➢ enable businesses to extend their season 

➢ create a “destination” not only for the shopping public, but also for potential 

new residents 

➢ an opportunity to showcase and enhance the current visitor experience 

We look forward to your consideration and favourable response in our ongoing 

partnership for the long-term benefits for the Town and its future development of the 

tourism and visitor “experience”.  

Jeff Phillips 

Chair 

Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of Commerce 
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Maureen Hughes

From: Hobart <hobiec@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 4:49 PM
To: Maureen Hughes
Cc: David Devenne; Francis Kangata; Alice Burdick; Penny Carver; Joseph Feeney; Richard 

Nowe; Kelly Wilson; Dylan Heide; gsturtevant@chester.ca
Subject: Re: Additional Concerns Regarding Glamping Proposal at 994 Main St.

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

Maureen:  
 
We have previously submitted along with our neighbors a number of concerns regarding the Glamping Proposal 
submitted by Rae Kraushar for 994 Main St.  In addition to those items we would like to add these concerns: 
 
1.  The proposed glamping illustration shows a wood stove located in each tent.  Would such a stove comply with building 
codes?  What restrictions, if any, exist in the Land Use By-Laws or elsewhere, for the location of a wood-burning stove 
inside a tent?  Are there limits as to how many stoves can be on one property? Twenty tents with twenty stoves, as well 
as twenty open fires or fire-pits adjacent to each tent, could significantly increase the level of smoke pollution in the area 
as well as posing a sizeable fire hazard. If campers have Open-Air fires will there be a requirement to observe the 
provisions of the Outdoor Burning By-Law at all times? It appears according to the Outdoor Burning By-Law that any open 
fire or fire pit must be located in excess of 4.5 meters from a flammable structure or combustible material. How would that 
work?   
 
2.  Access to the campsites for fire trucks and other emergency vehicles is a major concern in that the property has a 
narrow driveway making turns off a busy highway difficult and the campsites are located up a steep hillside and far back 
from the highway, near significant vegetation. Land Use By-Laws encourage that vegetation be retained in 
environmentally sensitive areas such as steep slopes thereby increasing risk. We believe the nearest fire hydrant is 
approximately 275 meters from the entrance to the business site. 
 
3. What additional lighting would be required? Would there be the need for lighting along the access road, along the 
exterior of the washrooms and kitchen facilities as well as inside those facilities? The same question arises for the retreat 
facility. 
 
4. Is there a required parking pad size for each tent and of what material would that be made? Considerable dust pollution 
could result if untreated gravel is used for access road and parking pads. Is additional parking required for the in-house 
store?  
 
5. What are the requirements for the access road? Is there a stipulation as to one or two lanes? Increasing the 
dimensions of the driveway may be problematic given the approximately 110 foot width of the lot. 
 
6. If the initial phase of constructing approximately three tents (70 sq m) goes forward with approval of a Development 
Permit, what washroom facility would be available? 
 
7. Would customers be able to occupy their own campers and RVs on the property, thereby increasing the number of 
people from two-per-tent to a considerably larger number?  
 
Please excuse the quality of this letter. We are trying to get our thoughts down quickly in order to get this to you by the 
close of business today, January 21. Thanks for your patience. 
 
Please add this input to the information provided to the Town Council for the meeting on January 28. 
 
Thank you for your assistance, 
 
Hobart & Paula Corwin 
970 Main St. 
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Kelly Redden

From: NSFM Communications <communications@nsfm.ca>
Sent: Monday, January 11, 2021 1:38 PM
To: Town of Mahone Bay Clerk
Subject: NSFM's Monday Memo: January 11, 2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

 

View this email in your browser  

  

  

 

 

Spring Conference 2021 - Do You Have Suggestions for 

Event Topics? 
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NSFM will be hosting a Virtual Spring Conference in early May. More details 

will be coming in the next couple of months.  

 

The planning committee will be holding its first meeting in February and would 

appreciate input from the membership in terms of topics you would like to see 

considered. Our events are a great opportunity for professional development, 

and we want you to get the most out of them. 

 

If you are interested in having input into the sessions, please provide up to 

three topics you would like to see offered. 

 

The Committee will review all suggestions received at their initial meeting. Even 

though we may only be able to accommodate a few suggestions, we sincerely 

appreciate all of your input. We will also ensure those that can’t be fit into the 

spring event get referred to the November Conference Planning Committee and 

they may also be considered for future webinars. 

 

Please provide your topics via e-mail directly to NSFM Event Planner, Judy 

Webber by FEBRUARY 2nd, 2020.  
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NSFM seeking members for the Compliance and 

Enforcement Working Group on behalf of the Accessibility 

Directorate 
 
Working Group members will work collaboratively to co-create a high-level Compliance and 
Enforcement Framework. Their work will be supported by the Accessibility Advisory Board 
which is accountable to the Minister of Justice. 
  
 Working Group members will be expected to: 
    

 Participate in all meetings with their membership group, including an orientation 
session 

 Review meeting materials and research, and prepare for and actively participate in 
meetings 

 Ask relevant and probing questions, and respect the views and expertise of fellow 
members 

 Brief senior officials in their respective departments and bring forward any relevant 
concerns to Core Members (Government of Nova Scotia members) 

 Keep their respective sectors informed, consult with their sectors, and bring forward 
any concerns to Core Members (Sector and Prescribed Public Sector Body members) 

 Present both individual views and interests, as well as the views, feedback and 
recommendations of the sector or organization which they represent, if applicable 
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 Work collaboratively with other members to make decisions based on the best 
evidence 

  

Core Members will be expected to participate in a total of approximately 15 

hours fo meetings throughout winter 2021. Regular members will be expected 

to participate in a total of approximately 8 hours of meetings throughout winter 

2021. The full term for the Working Group will last no more than 6 months. The 

Accessibility Directorate will be responsible for scheduling meetings, with input 

from the Working Group. An agenda and supporting documents will be 

provided by the Accessibility Directorate in advance. 

 

All meetings will take place via audio or visual conferencing. All meetings and 

meeting materials will be accessible to members with disabilities. 

 

One core deliverable is expected: A high-level Compliance and Enforcement 

Framework for the Accessibility Act and its regulations co-created by Working 

Group members. 

 

Submissions (including a resume, and expression of interest) must be 

forwarded to NSFM at info@nsfm.ca by no later than 12 p.m. on January 

15, 2021.  

  

  

 

View the Women in Municipal Politics project video!  

Click here to watch on YouTube  

 

 

 

 

Complimentary Webinar: Nova Scotia Quality of Life 

Initiative Survey 
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Thursday, January 21st - 1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.  via Zoom 

  

Presenters: Danny Graham, CEO of Engage NS, and Deputy Minister Bernie 

Miller, Dept. of Business, Province of Nova Scotia 

  

Together with DMAH and Engage Nova Scotia, we extend an invitation for an 

online presentation and closer look at the results from the Nova Scotia Quality 

of Life Survey.  

  

As you can see from the attached PDF, the high response rate (12,827 

residents to 230 questions) allows us to understand deeply how Nova Scotians 

in each of the 10 regions of the province are doing. 

  

Local Leadership Teams (including some of you) have been working in your 

regions to move this from a measurement exercise to a change initiative. These 

teams are keen to engage municipal and REN leaders to make that happen. 

Danny Graham and Deputy Minister Miller will provide a high-level look at the 

initiative and answer questions you might have. 

  

Topics covered include Community Vitality, Living Standards, Health, 

Environment, Time Use, Leisure and Culture, Education, Democratic 

Engagement, Poverty, and Discrimination.  

  

The data can be disaggregated according to region, age groups, gender, 

income level, ethnic origin, living arrangements, education-level, reported-

disability and more.  

  

In this presentation you will hear about important findings from the survey and 

learn about ways that your municipality or region can access additional results. 

  

We hope you consider joining. If interested in attending this free webinar, 
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please email communications@nsfm.ca by 12:00 p.m. on January 20th to 

receive the zoom link.  
 

 

Media Relations in the New Virtual Landscape 

  
Joint webinar by NSFM and AMANS 

Thursday, February 18th, 2020 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. via zoom 

 

Join NATIONAL Public Relations for this 90 minute session. Their media 

experts will take you through the current media landscape and best practices 

when conducting media interviews, specifically in the new virtual environment. 

They will also outline the role of staff in briefing council for media and how to 

develop and stay on message. 

 

Facilitator: Tara Wickwire, Associate Vice-President, Marketing and Brand 

Strategy, NATIONAL Public Relations 

 

Fee:     Early Bird Registration: $125 prior to February 4th 

            $150 after February 4th 

 

Click HERE to register Once you have registered, a calendar appointment with 

a zoom link for the session will be sent to you. 

 

Cancellation policy: If you wish to cancel your registration, in order to receive a 

full refund you must provide an email in writing to rkolstee@amans.ca before 

Monday, February 8, 2020 at 4:30 p.m. Cancellations received after this 

deadline will be subject to the full fee and substitution only.  
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Finance Management for Elected Officials workshop 
 

The AMA is pleased to be offering another round of their Finance Management 

for Elected Officials workshop on January 25, 27 &29th from 10-11:30.   

 A must have for newly elected officials as part of their orientation  

 A refresher for more seasoned elected representatives. 

 Overview of Council’s role in the financial management of the 

municipality 

 Reviews all stages of budgeting from planning, to creating, to monitoring 

 Three 90 minute sessions  

  

Important Note: All sessions are interconnected so it is important to attend all 

three sessions. 

  

Facilitator: Greg Herrett, CPA, CA, CAO, Town of Amherst 

Co-Facilitator: Bonnie Coulter, CPA, CA, Director of Corporate Services, Town 

of Truro 

   

Part I-Setting Operating and 
Capital Budget Priorities 
January 25 @10-11:30 
   

 Legislative framework 
and Council’s role in 
municipal finance 

 Relationship between 
strategic plan and 
budget priorities 

 Identifying and setting 
priorities 

 Operating and Capital 
Budgets 

 Decision making 

  

Part II-Financial 
Statements and Reports 
January 27 @ 10-11:30 
   

 Interpreting 
Financial 
Statements & 
Reports 

 Ensure proper 
Financial Controls 
are in place 

 Financial Condition 
Index 

  

Part III- Monitoring Budgets 
January 29 @ 10-11:30 
   

 Monitor budgets and 
making appropriate 
adjustments 

 Asking staff important 
financial questions  

 Communicating budget 
decisions to the public 
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Registration: To register for the workshop, please complete our registration 

form found here. If you are registering more than one individual, please 

complete one form per individual. Registration numbers will be limited. 

  

Cost: The cost to attend is $300. Once you have registered a calendar 

appointment with a zoom link for each session will be sent to you.   

 

DMAH Learning Opportunity 
 

As the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing (DMAH) prepares to 

release capital grant applications for municipalities this spring, we invite you to 

learn more about these programs, which include the Flood Risk Infrastructure 

Program, Provincial Capital Assistance Program, Community Works, 

Beautification & Streetscape Program and the Emergency Service Provider 

Fund.  DMAH staff will provide brief program overviews along with guidelines 

for completing applications.  As well, this webinar will provide information on 

operating grants administered by DMAH, such as Municipal Financial Capacity 

Grant, Grant In Lieu of Property Taxes, Farmland Grant, Fire Protection and 

Municipal/Village HST Offset Program.   

  

If you are interested in attending this important session, please contact Debbie 

Nielsen at NSFM by Tuesday, February 2 for a link to the webinar.  

 

Ecology Action Centre Training Opportunity 
 

The Ecology Action Centre’s Coastal Team would like to offer coastal 

municipalities in Nova Scotia a virtual presentation and discussion session 

about coastal climate change adaptation options. We know that many 

municipalities are struggling with the influence of climate change, experiencing 

impacts such as coastal flooding, accelerated coastal erosion and inundation. 
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If your municipality’s Council and staff members would like to participate in a 

virtual session, please email Nancy at coastal@ecologyaction.ca 

  

 

 

 

Applications for Employers for the Clean Foundation Clean Leadership 

Summer Internship Program are officially open! You can use this link to access 

the application and our Application Guide which provides more specific 

information about the program.  

 

Applications will be accepted from January 4 to January 18, 2021  

 

Be sure to get yours in early including both appendices. As a sustainability-

focused youth internship program, they offer 15-week and 9-week long 

internships in the clean economy for all youth across Nova Scotia, including 

projects focused on Climate Change Mitigation, Waste Management, Food 

Security, Clean Tech, and much more.  

  

This year, they are also pleased to introduce to the program a new 15-

week African Nova Scotian internship stream specifically aimed at post-

secondary students who self-identify as African Nova Scotian. This is in 

addition to our 9-week and 15-week Indigenous internship streams and 

Clean welcomes applications from all organizations, that share Clean 

Leadership’s value of Inclusive Growth, for these specialized internship tracks.  

  

Please reach out to the Clean Foundation if you have any questions.   
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Re: Glamping Proposal and Request for Amendment of Unserviced Residential (UR) 
Zoning Usage at 994 Main Street by Rae Kraushar 
 
Honorable Major, Deputy Mayor and Town Council Members; 
 
As the adjacent resident property, we are writing to voice concern and objections to the 
request for amendments to UR zoned area to allow the development of campsites, 
known in the proposal as “glamping”. 
 
For context let’s look at this latest fad in outdoor recreation in two local examples 
representing different business models of “glamping", an acronym for "glamorous 
camping". 
 
The first business, Lahave Islands Glamping Adventure is probably closest to the 
concept of remote “back to nature” adventure camping as promoted in the proposal by 
Rae Kraushar.  The set-up of few campsites on a 2-acre private island located off the 
coast offers this unique catered experience.  Their operation can be viewed on the 
website;  
 (<LaHave Islands Glamping Adventure | Tourism Nova Scotia, Canada>). 
 

The zoning amendment request framed in this glamping business model is 
disingenuous, to say the least.  This operation would hardly be a “back to nature” setting 
with 20 campsites on a relatively small acreage, on the edge of a residential area, next 
to a secondary highway all located at the edge of Town.  For all its intent and purpose 
this requested amendment is for establishing a campground to service at least 60 
campers during peak periods. 
 
The second glamping company and an alternate business model, East Coast Glamping 
located in Halifax, is a gear rental outfitter that operates in conjunction with existing 
campsites to provide equipment rental and campsite bookings.  They do not provide a 
secluded wilderness experience but work with existing campground operations.  Their 
website is <www.eastcoastglamping.ca>. 
 
Using clichéd catch phrases like … back to nature …, …. Ecologically friendly …, 
…retreat, … tranquility & privacy …, … “getting back to Nature” …, are merely a 
distraction to what the requested re-zoning and proposal business actually is, simply put 
a campground. 
 
Again, the proposal for a zoning amendment is clearly for establishing a standard 
campground with additional ancillary businesses including a convenience store.  Clearly 
this would compete for local tourist dollars and would not compliment local businesses 
as stated in the proposal.  
 
Other issues include increased ground water usage during peak camping season which 
will necessarily lower the water table effecting all the nearby residences’ water supply, 
dependant on drilled and dug wells.  The Town of Mahone Bay has yet to run the 
municipal water supply to this last section of Main Street.   

https://www.novascotia.com/packages/findapackage/lahave-islands-glamping-adventure/204266


Combine the dry summer season and residential well-water use with an additional draw 
from the campsite, a lower groundwater table would result in reduced flow rates to all 
the wells.  Historically, and through personal experience, wells often run dry during the 
summer.  One can easily understand that this reduced well water supply would 
seriously compromise the Mahone Bay Fire Department’s ability to combat a potential 
wildfire danger originating from campsite activities. 
 
Closely linked to the ground water conditions is the issue of increased sewage and 
septic requirements.  Without rigorous engineering, the potential of groundwater 
contamination by campground effluent to impact many down slope residential wells is a 
real possibility.  Ground water modelling could demonstrate that as many as 8, or 
possibly more, wells could suffer contamination.  This type of contamination can render 
wells unusable for months if not years. 
 
Surely there are specific reasons why Mahone Bay’s land use by-laws, formulated by 
previous Councils, excluded commercial camping operations from unserviced 
residential zones and surely those same reasons are equally applicable to this 
“glamping” proposal. Amending this by-law as proposed is a developer’s dream to give 
instant added market value to the property and obfuscates the adverse affects for 
adjacent residences.  Preventative or corrective actions land squarely on the residential 
owner’s shoulders to mitigate any adverse conditions arising from the campground 
activities if the buffering effect of the UR zoning is removed. 
 
In essence a buffer zone for residential properties is removed requiring residential 
property owners to take actions to reduce their exposure of liability arising from 
campsite users egress or trespassing, wildfires and well water shortages. Other lesser 
but still onerous issues would likely include privacy signage, barriers or fencing, 
increased traffic, noisy campers, garbage, reduction in privacy and a litany of other 
issues arising from close proximity to a commercial campsite operation. 
 
On a Province-wide basis demands for campgrounds, trailer campsites, nature retreats 
and similar businesses are well served by the existing private and government 
operations.  This relatively small business model if successful or unsuccessful will leave 
a legacy of Town and County disfunction in the zoning by-laws putting commercial and 
residential land use in conflict. 
 
Sincerely, Gregg and Christine Little 
984 Main Street, Mahone Bay 
Res: 902-624-6411 
Cell: 902-277-0780 

gregg.little@yahoo.ca 
 

mailto:gregg.little@yahoo.ca
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Maureen Hughes

From: Hobart <hobiec@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 4:18 PM
To: Maureen Hughes
Cc: David Devenne; Francis Kangata; Alice Burdick; Penny Carver; Joseph Feeney; Richard 

Nowe; Kelly Wilson; Dylan Heide; gsturtevant@chester.ca
Subject: Property Owner Concerns Re: Glamping Proposal at 994 Main Street, Mahone Bay

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

Dear Maureen Hughes:          
 
My wife Paula and I are seasonal residents at 970 Main Street, Mahone Bay and have owned our property for over 20 
years.  We are writing in response to the proposal dated August 25, 2020 from Rae Kraushar to the Mahone Bay Town 
Council regarding proposed zoning changes to permit a Glamping business with 20 domed camp sites and communal 
facilities on her property at 994 Main St.  We are neighbors to Gregg and Christine Little who reside at 984 Main St. and 
thus would be only one property removed from the proposed camp sites.  We are strongly opposed to the proposed 
zoning changes which would enable the Glamping business.  The following is a list of our concerns: 
 
1.  Zoning changes to accommodate a Glamping business are not compatible with and offer no benefit to the 
neighborhood. The presence of 20 platform tents as well as a communal tent, common washroom/shower facility and 
common kitchen facility large enough to accommodate the approximately 40 occupants of the tents would certainly 
change the complexion of the neighborhood. 
 
2.  Property values would be adversely affected by the proposed campsite operation.   
 
3.  There are no town services, other than power, to the property.  A water well could draw down underground water 
tables relied upon by neighboring houses who have drilled or dug wells because city water is not currently 
available.  Upgraded septic facilities would be needed.  Power line capacity may need to be increased.   
 
4.  The location along a busy, narrow highway is not conducive to easy and safe vehicle entry and exit.  There are no 
sidewalks so customers walking to town would be at risk, especially at night. 
 
5.  The property is located on a steep hill so a road to access the campsites would have to be engineered in a way to 
control erosion and runoff and be easily navigated by cars as well as emergency vehicles. 
 
6.  There is no nearby fire hydrant in case of fire and access to a campsite by a fire truck would be difficult up the hill.  The 
presence of 20 wood stoves in tents as pictured in the proposal and as many as 20 open campfires could be a hazard 
in  dry or windy conditions. 
 
7.  Neighboring homes could be subject to noise and light pollution from the campsites.  In addition, campers desiring to 
explore the area may trespass on neighboring properties, subjecting homeowners to possible liabilities. 
 
8.  Environmental issues could result from increased garbage, rubbish and recycling output.  The amount of solid waste 
generated by 40 people would be significantly larger (by a factor of 10) than that generated by a typical household of 
4.  Would this contribute to an increase in the rodent population in the area?  Multiple compost carts and trash bags would 
be unsightly in a residential area and could overflow to neighboring properties.   
 
9.  The proposed gift shop would be of no value to the neighborhood, would require additional parking facilities and would 
increase traffic turning onto and off of the highway. 
 
In conclusion, the current designation of residential zoning is the most appropriate use of the property in order to maintain 
the ambience of the surrounding neighborhood.  Changing the zoning in order to accommodate a project of the scale 
envisioned by Rae Kraushar would have a serious impact on the ability of neighboring homeowners to enjoy the peace 
and quiet of their properties, could be detrimental to the environment and would negatively impact property values.  We 
request that you submit our comments to the Planning Advisory Committee and keep us advised of any action taken by 
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the committee with regard to this proposal.  Please acknowledge receipt of this email to ensure that the PAC is made 
aware of our concerns.  We would also appreciate it if you would send us a link so we could participate in the Zoom 
meeting of the committee. 
 
Sincerely. 
 
Hobart & Paula Corwin 
(770) 367-2702 
hobiec@aol.com 
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Maureen Hughes

From: John Moriarty <JMoEastCoast@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, January 15, 2021 10:02 AM
To: Maureen Hughes; gregg.little@yahoo.ca
Subject: Glamping proposal 994 Main Street, Mahone Bay 

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

We live at 964 Main Street, three houses down from the proposed Glamping development at 994 

Main Street. When we retired and came back to Nova Scotia and looked at our current property, there 

were, as is the case with all properties a number of both positive and negative features. They 

included the age of the house, the amount of the work required to fix it, the narrow road in front, the 

steep slope in the back, the presence of a well and one of the infamous south shore straight pipes. 

But it had a perfect view of the harbour and a swing on the front porch. The property was located in a 

residential zone of the town. The view, the zoning and the front porch were what sold us on the place. 

Now the house is fixed up. The well water conditioned with what we call our own water treatment 

plant. The straight pipe replaced with a new septic system, essentially a tiny sewage plant and the 

place is quite livable.  

 

There are a number of issues which are beyond our control. The road is very narrow. It is bounded by 

the bay on one side, the hill on the other. The seaward side of the road is undercut in places by the 

storm erosion and the seaward shoulders in several places are gone.  

In the summer it is almost impossible to walk into town, the traffic is just too heavy and there are very 

narrow shoulders until one reaches the beach. In the fall and early winter, it is more accessible.  

 

Vehicle access to the road from the property is a daily adventure. Care must be taken to avoid the 

cars accelerating to get out of town and those entering who regularly miss the sign for the speed 

reduction.  

 

In the fall, early winter and the spring a lot of water comes down the hill. The thawing and freezing of 

which does two things, it creates icy surfaces and heaving pavement. It is not an understatement to 

say this part of the road is one of the worst stretches between Mahone Bay and Lunenburg.  

About three years ago towards Maders Cove a driveway was cleaned up, the ground cover was 

removed, and work carried out upgrading the driveway. Serious erosion occurred. It only took one 
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heavy rain. The results clogged ditches, blocked drains and gravel across the road. The point being 

that the terrain here dictates what happens when changes are made to this immediate environment. 

 

My wife and I are normally not averse to introducing new businesses into the community, but we feel 

that this project has a number of serious issues which must be addressed.   

 

Access to and from the site. The current entry to the proposed development is both steep and located 

just before a curve in the road. There will be additional traffic in and out of the property during the 

business season. I believe up to 20 sites have been proposed. That would increase immediate traffic 

by at least 100%. People will not be walking to and from the town in the summer. It is too dangerous. 

They will be driving.  

 

Road work will be required to correct delays caused by access to and from the site. That will include 

work both on the property and the main road. As the proposed development sits at the town 

boundary, any public road issues will require commitment from both the Town of Mahone Bay and the 

County of Lunenburg to somehow widen the road to allow a turning lane for those accessing the 

property from the Lunenburg side along with those who want to drive into Mahone Bay.  

The development site is narrow, so it will be necessary to drive a road straight up the hill. Again, 

some significant engineering issues. 

 

Water, Power, and Sewage. We have both a dug well and a drilled well. Several of our neighbours 

the same. There are also those around who have only dug wells. Most of them are situated about 

halfway up the hill in an attempt to deal will the major declines in flow rates in July, August and 

September.  

The proposal will require the development of water and sewage systems which are designed to 

handle the maximum demand rate, possibly up to 40 people a day. Such systems are expensive, but 

in order to protect both the water supply and the environment, are necessary.  

 

Prior to my retirement I was involved with a number of interesting rural developments which were 

ultimately abandoned because the costs associated with water and sewer were prohibitive. In one 

instance an inadequate sewage system polluted the entire water supply of a small rural settlement. 

So, failure to address the water and sewage issues properly would ultimately have a negative impact 

on the surrounding residents and pose significant liability to the town and county.  
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Power access will probably also need to be upgraded to meet the proposed plan. Does that mean 

more power poles? There are already poles on both sides of the road here.  

 

Noise and Camping Activity. This proposal will create an increase the population density and related 

people pollution during the summer in our immediate area. It is also inconceivable to think that people 

who are escaping the confines of their normal life will not, to use an old expression, cut loose a bit. 

Along this stretch of road sounds tend to carry. Sound that will include vehicle noise, sounds of the 

visitors, and their related activities. The related activities will include food preparation, additional 

smells, social interaction, related relaxants, now mostly legal, and inevitability, music.  

 

Think of the current town fire pit bylaw. Even with covers on fire pits, one has to ask how safe would 

that be? Not to dwell on the smell of open fires, some like them some don’t, the maximum use of fires 

will occur during the driest months of the year. A combination of intoxicants and relaxed behaviour is 

a potential recipe for a disaster.  

 

Those who come here will not have a vested interest in the overall well being of the neighbourhood. It 

is naïve not to acknowledge that there will not be situations where people simply get out of control. 

That will require proper policing and enforcement of the local laws.  

 

Unless the guests are confined, or fenced in, it is also a given that at some point curious visitors will 

wander through the fields and woods along the side of the hill. The result of such activities could 

result in loss of privacy and potential liability with and for those living around the area of the proposal.  

 

Finally, there is the question about the logic of placing a camp ground in the Town of Mahone Bay? 

My mother used to ask us when we did something questionable, “What were you thinking?” This type 

of project is one which would fit well with any number of different locales around the area in a proper 

rural setting. But to try and shoehorn it into a narrow lot without proper services, on the side of a hill 

running down to a road without proper access falls clearly within the scope of my mother’s question.  

 

In the summer my wife and I enjoy sitting out front in the summer on the aforementioned porch with 

our neighbours, viewing the bay. I do not see how this proposal, no matter how well designed and/or 

monitored will not impact negatively on that enjoyment.  
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John & Sari 

 
 
Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
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Maureen Hughes

From: John Millett <john.millett@hawboldt.ca>
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2021 11:24 AM
To: Maureen Hughes
Subject: FW: 994 Main st campground concerns for council

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

Good Morning Maureen, 
 
As was mentioned during the PAC meeting I would like to submit a list of concerns for consideration during the next 
Town Council meeting on Jan 28.  I’m sure Dr. Carmichael’s concerns are the same as the other neighbors but worth 
adding his voice to the group! As you may be aware Dr. Carmichaels house (9114) is in the MDOL but his boat house is 
located in the Town of Mahone Bay so he should deserve equal representation as a Tax payer of the town of Mahone 
Bay! 
 
The first concern is related to the narrow lot size  and access to the proposed campsites, this is a quiet residential 
community with houses in close proximity on both sides that would be adversely affected by increased traffic (car and 
foot) to and from the site.  With added traffic comes added Noise, additional light pollution  in the evenings, possibility 
of  more garbage, additional risk for theft,  property damage, lack of privacy, and will alcohol be permitted?  Has any 
plan been submitted to the town to address these issues? 
 
Another concern is whether there has  been any type of engineering study completed on the property to confirm if 
the  development is even feasible based on septic, water, and road access road requirements?  As was mentioned during 
the PAC meeting the steepness of the hill may cause safety hazard for guests and more importantly for any fire or 
emergency vehicles that may be called  to the site.  Will the access road need to be to Commercial road standards with 
proper setbacks and construction? Will there be proper control of runoff water  as the area in front of the driveway is 
already a an ice and water hazard during the winter months.  
 
Ground water in the area is not in abundance during the summer months,  will a larger draw of water for the 
development have adverse effect on others in the area with dry wells mid-summer?  
 
Has a site study been completed by the local fire marshal or Mahone Bay fire department to assess the fire risks the 
proposed site.  Camping generally includes camp fires and the proposed area tends to be very dry in the summer 
months, its location on the back side of the hill  is very dry as the sun lays on the lee side of the hill making for very good 
fuel! Also the campsites will be in close proximity to woodlands and due to our South West  prevailing winds the Town 
of Mahone Bay center is a mere few moments away should a fire get out of hand. 
 
Another big concern is that there does not seem to be an upper limit on the number of campsites… It is conceivable if 
the development is allowed to go ahead in any form there is no guarantee it will not be expanded at some point in the 
future.   
 
Lastly I see a commercial development of this type to be detrimental to the property values of the surrounding 
properties. People have invested a great deal of money in the properties along this section of road and it does not seem 
appropriate for many to suffer so one resident can possibly benefit from a commercial endeavour.  Has any thought 
been given to reduced property values and reduced property taxes should this project  be approved? 
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It is our hope that this campground development not be approved in any form and direction given to the UPLAND 
consultant group to protect the Town from future commercial developments of this type  in the residential zones of the 
town.   
 
Please feel free to contact me at any time should you have any updates on the process or  have any questions! 
 
Regards, 
John  Millett 
Caretaker of Dr. Trevor Carmichael  property 
9114 Hwy 3 , Mahone Bay 
 

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named. If you are not the named addressee, you should not disseminate, 
distribute or copy this email. Please notify the sender immediately by email if you have received this email by mistake and delete this email from your system. Email 
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free, as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain 
viruses. The sender and Hawboldt Industries (1989) Ltd. , therefore, accept no liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message which arise as a result 
of email transmission. No liability is accepted for the consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided.  
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Kelly Redden

From: NSFM Communications <communications@nsfm.ca>
Sent: Monday, January 18, 2021 1:33 PM
To: Town of Mahone Bay Clerk
Subject: NSFM's Monday Memo: January 18, 2021

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

 

View this email in your browser  

  

  

 

Universal Broadband Fund Deadline Approaching 
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The $1.75 billion Universal Broadband Fund will support high-speed Internet 

projects across the country. The Universal Broadband Fund has been designed 

to fund broadband infrastructure projects that will bring high-speed Internet at 

50/10 Megabits per second (Mbps) to rural and remote communities. 

 

Deadlines: Rapid Response Stream deadline is January 15 whereas the 

Universal Broadband Fund deadline is February 15, 2021. 

 

Eligible Costs: Any technology that can be used to improve household Internet 

connectivity is eligible under both the main Universal Broadband Fund and the 

Rapid Response Stream. Customer premise equipment can be considered as 

an eligible cost under the Rapid Response Stream, if it is required to make the 

access available. All other eligible costs are the same for the Rapid Response 

Stream and the main Universal Broadband Fund. 

 

For more information, read the official FAQ  

 

NSFM Seeking E911 Cost Recovery Committee Member 
 

The E911 Cost Recovery Committee is made up of 3-4 members appointed by 

the Minister of Municipal Affairs and Housing, one of whom must be a 

representative of the Nova Scotia Federation of Municipalities (NSFM). The 

Minister appoints one Committee member to be the Chair of the Committee. 

 

The committee meets four times per year to advise the Minister respecting the 

administration of the collection and remittance of the E911 cost recovery fee 

and the administration of the distribution of the money from the Fund for the 

provision of E911 Services. 
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Interested applicants are asked to submit their name and resume to 

info@nsfm.ca for consideration.  
  

 

 

Spring Conference 2021 - Do You Have Suggestions for 

Event Topics? 
 

NSFM will be hosting a Virtual Spring Conference in early May. More details 

will be coming in the next couple of months.  

 

The planning committee will be holding its first meeting in February and would 

appreciate input from the membership in terms of topics you would like to see 

considered. Our events are a great opportunity for professional development, 

and we want you to get the most out of them. 

 

If you are interested in having input into the sessions, please provide up to 

three topics you would like to see offered. 
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The Committee will review all suggestions received at their initial meeting. Even 

though we may only be able to accommodate a few suggestions, we sincerely 

appreciate all of your input. We will also ensure those that can’t be fit into the 

spring event get referred to the November Conference Planning Committee and 

they may also be considered for future webinars. 

 

Please provide your topics via e-mail directly to NSFM Event Planner, Judy 

Webber by FEBRUARY 2nd, 2020.  

   

 

Applications Now Being Accepted to Participate in the 

Nova Scotia Asset Management Policy Networking 

Framework  
 

Apply by February 12, 2021 

  

Based on your feedback, in association with the Nova Scotia Infrastructure 

Asset Management Working Group (IAMNS), the Department of Municipal 

Affairs and Housing is pleased to offer the following opportunity: 

  

Nova Scotia Asset Management Policy Network 

  

Network details include:  

 Purpose: To assist with asset management policy development and 

implementation in NS. 

 Enrollment: Voluntary (free). 

 Networking Options:   

o 1:1 Mentoring  (less formal one on one sessions, frequency and 

duration determined by mentor and mentee profile submissions). 
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o Mentoring Circles (more formal sessions, frequency and duration 

determined by mentor and mentee profile submissions). 

 Meeting Format:  Virtual (e.g. Zoom). 

 Based on our current asset management culture in NS, this network has 

been developed for NS Municipal staff that:  

o Have expertise to assist/mentor their municipal counterparts with 

asset management policy development and implementation. 

Or  

 Have an interest in working with municipal mentor(s) to move their asset 

management policy development and implementation forward. 

  

In addition to any questions that may arise, interested participants are 

requested to forward completed mentor or mentee profiles 

to Jennifer.Duncan@novascotia.ca on or before February 12, 2021.  

  

All networking sessions will incorporate kick-off meetings as well as the 

completion of brief participation agreement form(s) (i.e. to set expectations for 

the sessions etc.). 

  

DMAH looks forward to continuing to work with you all!  
 

 

 

 

View the Women in Municipal Politics project video!  

Click here to watch on YouTube  
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Complimentary Webinar: Nova Scotia Quality of Life 

Initiative Survey 
 

Thursday, January 21st - 1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.  via Zoom 

  

Presenters: Danny Graham, CEO of Engage NS, and Deputy Minister Bernie 

Miller, Dept. of Business, Province of Nova Scotia 

  

Together with DMAH and Engage Nova Scotia, we extend an invitation for an 

online presentation and closer look at the results from the Nova Scotia Quality 

of Life Survey.  

  

As you can see from the attached PDF, the high response rate (12,827 

residents to 230 questions) allows us to understand deeply how Nova Scotians 

in each of the 10 regions of the province are doing. 

  

Local Leadership Teams (including some of you) have been working in your 

regions to move this from a measurement exercise to a change initiative. These 

teams are keen to engage municipal and REN leaders to make that happen. 

Danny Graham and Deputy Minister Miller will provide a high-level look at the 

initiative and answer questions you might have. 

  

Topics covered include Community Vitality, Living Standards, Health, 

Environment, Time Use, Leisure and Culture, Education, Democratic 

Engagement, Poverty, and Discrimination.  

  

The data can be disaggregated according to region, age groups, gender, 

income level, ethnic origin, living arrangements, education-level, reported-

disability and more.  

  

In this presentation you will hear about important findings from the survey and 
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learn about ways that your municipality or region can access additional results. 

  

We hope you consider joining. If interested in attending this free webinar, 

please email communications@nsfm.ca by 12:00 p.m. on January 20th to 

receive the zoom link.  
 

 

DMAH Funding Opportunity 
 

As the Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing (DMAH) prepares to 

release capital grant applications for municipalities this spring, we invite you to 

learn more about these programs, which include the Flood Risk Infrastructure 

Program, Provincial Capital Assistance Program, Community Works, 

Beautification & Streetscape Program and the Emergency Service Provider 

Fund.  DMAH staff will provide brief program overviews along with guidelines 

for completing applications.  As well, this webinar will provide information on 

operating grants administered by DMAH, such as Municipal Financial Capacity 

Grant, Grant In Lieu of Property Taxes, Farmland Grant, Fire Protection and 

Municipal/Village HST Offset Program.   

  

If you are interested in attending this important session, please contact Debbie 

Nielsen at NSFM by Tuesday, February 2 for a link to the webinar.  

 

Media Relations in the New Virtual Landscape 
 

Joint webinar by NSFM and AMANS 

Thursday, February 18th, 2020 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. via zoom 

 

Join NATIONAL Public Relations for this 90 minute session. Their media 
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experts will take you through the current media landscape and best practices 

when conducting media interviews, specifically in the new virtual environment. 

They will also outline the role of staff in briefing council for media and how to 

develop and stay on message. 

 

Facilitator: Tara Wickwire, Associate Vice-President, Marketing and Brand 

Strategy, NATIONAL Public Relations 

 

Fee:     Early Bird Registration: $125 prior to February 4th 

            $150 after February 4th 

 

Click HERE to register Once you have registered, a calendar appointment with 

a zoom link for the session will be sent to you. 

 

Cancellation policy: If you wish to cancel your registration, in order to receive a 

full refund you must provide an email in writing to rkolstee@amans.ca before 

Monday, February 8, 2020 at 4:30 p.m. Cancellations received after this 

deadline will be subject to the full fee and substitution only.  

 

Finance Management for Elected Officials workshop 
 

The AMA is pleased to be offering another round of their Finance Management 

for Elected Officials workshop on January 25, 27 &29th from 10-11:30.   

 A must have for newly elected officials as part of their orientation  

 A refresher for more seasoned elected representatives. 

 Overview of Council’s role in the financial management of the 

municipality 

 Reviews all stages of budgeting from planning, to creating, to monitoring 

 Three 90 minute sessions  

  

Important Note: All sessions are interconnected so it is important to attend all 
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three sessions. 

  

Facilitator: Greg Herrett, CPA, CA, CAO, Town of Amherst 

Co-Facilitator: Bonnie Coulter, CPA, CA, Director of Corporate Services, Town 

of Truro 

   

Part I-Setting Operating and 
Capital Budget Priorities 
January 25 @10-11:30 
   

 Legislative framework 
and Council’s role in 
municipal finance 

 Relationship between 
strategic plan and 
budget priorities 

 Identifying and setting 
priorities 

 Operating and Capital 
Budgets 

 Decision making 

  

Part II-Financial 
Statements and Reports 
January 27 @ 10-11:30 
   

 Interpreting 
Financial 
Statements & 
Reports 

 Ensure proper 
Financial Controls 
are in place 

 Financial Condition 
Index 

  

Part III- Monitoring Budgets 
January 29 @ 10-11:30 
   

 Monitor budgets and 
making appropriate 
adjustments 

 Asking staff important 
financial questions  

 Communicating budget 
decisions to the public 

  

  

Registration: To register for the workshop, please complete our registration 

form found here. If you are registering more than one individual, please 

complete one form per individual. Registration numbers will be limited. 

  

Cost: The cost to attend is $300. Once you have registered a calendar 

appointment with a zoom link for each session will be sent to you.   
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‘Working smarter & not harder’ remains top-of-mind as we 

venture into this new year. 
 

What better way to achieve this then reevaluating our cooperative trade 

programs? Throughout 2021 our team will keep members updated through 

monthly webinars and messaging pertaining to trade compliancy updates, 

newly awarded vendors, and special offerings. 

  

As you know, our members can choose to participate in our cooperative trade 

programs without any obligations. Simply put, our programs are tools to help 

relieve some of your workload, while securing transparent competitive 

prices/services, by leveraging purchasing power of a national purchasing 

alliance.  Rather than ‘reinventing the wheel’, our trade programs enhance your 

preferred purchasing methods, and that kind of peace of mind we can all get 

behind. 

 

For more information visit NFSM/RMA Business Services or contact Tim Elms, 

Client Relations Manager 

 

If you have yet to register in the MNL trade programs: Stay tuned for program 

updates!  
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Maureen Hughes

Subject: FW: 2021 Census of Population / Recensement de la population de 2021

  

From: Do Not Reply / Ne Pas Répondre (statcan/statcan) <statcan.DoNotReply-NePasRepondre.statcan@canada.ca> 
Sent: January 13, 2021 11:10 
To: David Devenne <David.Devenne@TownofMahoneBay.ca> 
Subject: 2021 Census of Population / Recensement de la population de 2021  
  

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

(La version française suit.) 

Dear Mayor, 

I am pleased to inform you that the next census will take place in May 2021. I am writing today to seek your support to 
increase awareness of the census among residents of your community. 

For over a century, Canadians have relied on census data to tell them about how their country is changing and what 
matters to them. We all depend on key socioeconomic trends and census analysis to make important decisions that 
have a direct impact on our families, neighbourhoods and businesses. In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Statistics 
Canada has adapted to ensure that the 2021 Census is conducted throughout the country in the best possible way, using 
a safe and secure approach. 

Statistics Canada will be hiring approximately 32,000 people across the country to assist with census collection. We 
would like to work with you and your municipality to ensure that your residents are aware and informed of these job 
opportunities. 

Furthermore, your support in encouraging your residents to complete the census will have a direct impact on gathering 
the data needed to plan, develop and evaluate programs and services such as schools, daycare, family services, housing, 
emergency services, roads, public transportation and skills training for employment. 

If you would like to express your municipality's support for the census, please share the municipal council resolution text 
below with your residents: 

Be it resolved that: 

The Council of the Corporation of (NAME OF CITY/TOWN/MUNICIPALITY) supports the 2021 Census, and 
encourages all residents to complete their census questionnaire online at www.census.gc.ca. Accurate 
and complete census data support programs and services that benefit our community. 

In the coming weeks, a member of our communications team may contact you to discuss ways in which we can work 
together. Should you have any questions, please contact us at statcan.censusoutreach.atlantic-
rayonnementdurec.atlantique.statcan@canada.ca. 

Thank you in advance for supporting the 2021 Census. 
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Yours sincerely, 

Geoff Bowlby 
Director General, Census Management Office 
Statistics Canada / Government of Canada  

Bonjour, 

J'ai le plaisir de vous informer que le prochain recensement se déroulera en mai 2021. Par la présente, je sollicite votre 
appui afin de mieux faire connaître le recensement aux résidents de votre collectivité. 

Depuis plus d'un siècle, la population canadienne s'appuie sur les données du recensement pour se renseigner sur 
l'évolution du pays et sur ce qui compte pour elle. Nous nous fions tous aux tendances socioéconomiques clés et à 
l'analyse des données du recensement pour prendre d'importantes décisions qui ont une incidence directe sur nos 
familles, nos quartiers et nos entreprises. En réponse à la pandémie de COVID-19, Statistique Canada s'est adapté afin 
de veiller à ce que le Recensement de la population de 2021 soit mené partout au pays de la meilleure façon possible, au 
moyen d'une approche sécuritaire. 

Statistique Canada embauchera environ 32 000 personnes partout au pays pour aider à la collecte des données du 
recensement. Nous aimerions travailler avec vous et votre municipalité afin que les résidents de votre collectivité soient 
avisés et informés de ces possibilités d'emplois. 

De plus, vos efforts pour encourager les résidents de votre municipalité à remplir leur questionnaire du recensement 
auront une incidence directe sur la collecte des données nécessaires pour planifier, élaborer et évaluer des programmes 
et des services tels que les écoles, les garderies, les services à la famille, le logement, les services d'urgence, les routes, 
les transports publics et la formation pour acquérir des compétences nécessaires à l'emploi. 

Si vous souhaitez exprimer le soutien de votre municipalité au recensement, veuillez communiquer aux résidents le 
texte de résolution du conseil municipal suivant : 

Qu'il soit résolu que : 

Le Conseil de la Corporation de (NOM DE LA VILLE OU DE LA MUNICIPALITÉ) appuie le Recensement de 
2021 et encourage tous les résidents à remplir leur questionnaire du recensement en ligne au 
www.recensement.gc.ca. Des données du recensement exactes et complètes soutiennent des 
programmes et des services qui profitent à notre collectivité. 

Au cours des prochaines semaines, un membre de notre équipe des communications pourrait communiquer avec vous 
afin de discuter des façons de travailler ensemble. Si vous avez des questions, n'hésitez pas à communiquer avec nous 
au statcan.censusoutreach.atlantic-rayonnementdurec.atlantique.statcan@canada.ca. 

Je vous remercie à l'avance de votre appui au Recensement de 2021. 

Je vous prie d'accepter mes sincères salutations. 

Geoff Bowlby 
Directeur général, Bureau de gestion du recensement 
Statistique Canada / Gouvernement du Canada  



 
Mahone Bay Town Council 
Planning Advisory Committee 
Mahone Bay 
Nova Scotia 
 
January 14, 2021 
 
Marilyn Millett 
Lisa Millett Stevens 
9122 Highway 3 
Mahone Bay 
Nova Scotia 
 
Dear Maureen Hughes, 
 
My family and I have lived at 9122 Highway 3 for the past 58 years, enjoying the beauty 
surrounding our property. Our neighborhood is comprised of mostly full-time retired residents 
and a few seasonal residents. 
 
We have learned of a proposal submitted by Ray Kraushar to establish a Glamping Retreat, 
campground, on her property, which is located two lots away from our property.  Even though 
our property is not located inside the town limits, it is very close in proximity to Ray Kraushar’s 
property and so we wanted to submit our many concerns about the possibility of a campground 
being established so close.   
 

1. Safety 
2. Noise 
3. Increase traffic on the road 
4. Risk of fires from campfires 
5. Reduction of property value 
6. Water table – potential to reduce the water table with excessive use 

 
One of the biggest concerns for us is safety, as people don’t typically respect property lines, 
with the possibility of strangers walking over and around our property.  My Mom lives alone 
and would feel less safe in her home with a campground so close to the property.  Many years 
ago, there was a development built about a half mile down the road from our house when 
heading towards Lunenburg.  The guests staying at this property would horseback ride, take 
nature walks, snowmobile all around the land at the top of the hill.  There were times they 
would venture on our property, and come down around our house.  We contacted the owners 
of the property to tell them we did not approve of their guests trespassing on our property; 
however, they were not respectful of our requests, and told us to mind our own business.  The 
mentality of many visitors that frequent these vacation spots don’t hold the same values for 
privacy as we would expect.  We are very concerned this will happen again should this glamping 



project be approved.  My mother is elderly and lives alone in her own house.  Your home is 
supposed to be a safe haven and we feel this would be changed should this project be 
approved. 
 
Increased noise, when people are on vacation they tend to be in groups, drinking alcohol, 
smoking marijuana, becoming louder especially at night.   
 
We are concerned about the impact this commercial operation will have with increased car 
traffic near our property.  No one wants to live next door to a daycare, or busy operation where 
there are lots of strangers coming and going creating increased traffic.  The road is very narrow, 
not allowing for an additional lane for people to turn up to the property would be a hazard.  We 
have had 3 accidents over the past 6-8 months on this road along the water where cars have 
gone over the bank into the harbor.   
 
We are concerned about fires as most campers want to have a campfire at night, which could 
spread and get out of hand. The town water supply does not service this property and so access 
to water to put a fire out would be limited. 
 
The property values would most certainly go down as people would not wish to live next to a 
campground.  Campgrounds are typically located in an isolated area where you can’t see them.   
  
We have had water supply issues on our property in the past, with the well running out almost 
annually.  Water had to be delivered to fill up the well.   The past number of years we have 
experienced draught with little to no rain during the summer months.  The added stress of a 
campground on the water table in our area could make the water table even lower.   
 
We understand that should such a project be approved that the town would impose rules for 
the owner and campers to follow.  Once the campground is established, it is too late to go back 
and deny the business the ability to operate.  Rules can be broken, and where would that leave 
the neighboring residents…very frustrated and able to do nothing but call the police.  People 
come and go, but it is the neighbors surrounding the development that would be stuck dealing 
with the day to day issues that would arise from such a business.   
 
It is our hope that when the PAC Committee is presented with the planning report for this 
variance request, that you consider the many concerns of the neighboring properties.  Based on 
our many concerns, our vote is a No in the consideration of changing the zoning to allow this 
campground business to move forward. 
 
Regards, 
 
Marilyn Millett   
Lisa Millett Stevens 



This Report to Council is intended to provide the Mahone Bay Town

Council with a high-level summary of staff progress towards Council's

direction to staff. As per the Town Council Policy, the report will be

provided at each regular meeting of Council. The Report to Council is a

living document and will improve and expand to incorporate new

source documents as approved, and to respond to feedback received

from Council.  

Report to Council

January 28, 2021



Goal Objective Assigned Target

10 10 10 10 100% 

14-Apr-20 Feb, 2021 75%

25-Jun-20 Jan., 2021 75%

25-Jun-20 Jan., 2021 75%

2

Staff to contact the NS 

Department of TIR regarding 

the Town's proposed 2020/21 

Transportation Project as well 

as to discuss proposed changes 

on highway approaches to 

Mahone Bay as outlined in the 

CBCL report.

Notes: In Progress. Update included in 2020-

21 Transportation Project Update to Council's 

Nov. 26 meeting. Awaiting confirmation from 

TIR regarding poposed speed limit changes 

on highway approaches.

Staff to contact the NSLC 

% Completion

Council Assignments to Staff

1

Council to revisit its 

commitment to the use of the 

current Three Diamonds 

designs as its corporate logo 

following the community 

branding public engagement 

component of the Wayfinding 

project and the community 

vision public engagement 

component of the MPS Review.

Note: MPS Review contract awarded to 

Upland; public kick-off took place July 21, 

2020. Background report, results of initial 

engagement and community vision 

documents presented to project steering 

committee Dec 1; draft documents on 

Council's Jan. 12 meeting agenda, feedback 

received from Council for amendment, 
reappearing on Jan 28 meeting agenda. Staff 

initiated discussions with MBTCC regarding 

Wayfinding Strategy development as per 

Council's direction. Provincial Beautification 

and Streetscaping program funding for 

Wayfinding Project confirmed, design 

contract awarded to P. Tabbiner Design + 

Illustration. Council selected design template 

Jan. 12; direction provided to design for 

production of final designs, to be reported to 

Council in February, 2021.



08-Sep-20 Feb., 2021 75%

08-Sep-20 Feb., 2021 75%

4

Staff amend the Respectful 

Workplace Policy and/or 

Employee Conduct Policy to 

reflect points raised in review of 

the draft Violence in the 

Workplace Policy specific to 

Town employees and 

recommend to Council. 

Notes: In Progress. Report to be tabled to new 

Policy & Strategy Committee initial meeting.

5

Staff to review Town policies 

regarding signage and provide 

recommendations in respect to 

plastic and disposable signage 

within the Town of Mahone 

Bay, specifically including a 

recommendation regarding 

election signage. 

Notes: In Progress. Report to be tabled to new 

Policy & Strategy Committee initial meeting.

3

Staff to contact the NSLC 

regarding the proposed bicycle 

corridor across their property 

referenced in the CBCL Ltd. 

report, connecting Main Street 

and Kinburn Street and 

supporting the establishment 

of a community-wide, all-ages 

bicycle route. 

Notes: In Progress. Update included in 2020-

21 Transportation Project Update on Council's 

Jan. 28 meeting agenda. Draft Engagement 

Plan re development of community-wide, all-

ages bicycle route included on Council's Jan 

28 meeting agenda.



08-Sep-20 Feb., 2021 50%

08-Sep-20 Feb., 2021 50%

24-Sep-20 Feb., 2021 75%

13-Oct-20 Mar., 2021 50%

8

Notes: In progress.

Staff to report back with 

information about costs for 

permanent speed signs for 

consideration in 2021/2022 

budget process.

6

Staff to draft a CAO 

Performance Review Policy 

that includes a detailed 

procedure, or procedure 

options, for how regular CAO 

Performance Reviews will be 

conducted, and to present 

such policy to Council for 

consideration after the new 

Council is sworn in following 

the October municipal 

elections. 

Notes: In Progress. Report to be tabled to new 

Policy & Strategy Committee initial meeting.

7

Staff to develop a multi-year 

bench installation program 

with potential locations being 

decided on in consultation with 

the Age Friendly Community 

Committee in alignment with 

the CBCL Transportation Plan 

Report and Accessibility 

Standards.

Notes: In progress.

9

Staff to prepare a proposal for 

the FCM's Municipal Asset 

Management Program for data 

collection and development of 

management plans for Town-

owned natural assets. 

Notes: In progress. Coordinating with MODL 

participation in MNAI natural assets initiative. 

Report on FCM application anticipated to 

Council ahead of 2021-22 budget process. 

Current MAMP project to be completed 

before FCM application can be submitted. 



26-Nov-20 Jan., 2021 100%

26-Nov-20 Jan., 2021 100%

26-Nov-20 Apr., 2021 50%

26-Nov-20 Jan., 2021 100%

26-Nov-20 Jan., 2021 100%

12

Council direct staff to 

commence work on the 3-way 

stop at the intersection of 

Clearway and Main as soon as 

possible. 

Notes: Engineering designs complete (CBCL 

Ltd.), materials ordered, contractor engaged; 

work remains weather dependant.

13

Staff to produce a Public 

Engagement Plan concerning 

the establishment of a 

community-wide, all-ages 

bicycle route in accordance 

with the Town's Public 

Engagement Policy.

Notes: Engagement Plan on Council's Jan 28 

meeting agenda.

Staff to prepare a report on the 

14 recommendations of the 

Municipal Energy Learning 

Group and their applicability to 

the Town and its electric utility. 

Notes: Report on Council's Jan 28 meeting 

agenda.

11

Staff to develop an 

engagement plan in 

accordance with the Town's 

Public Engagement Policy to 

seek feedback from the local 

First Nations Community 

regarding the Town of Mahone 

Bay territorial 

acknowledgement.

Notes: Engagement Plan on Council's Jan 28 

meeting agenda.

14

Staff to put out a call to the 

community for ideas that may 

be put forward for the Rapid 

Housing Initiative or plans for 

affordable housing in Mahone 

Bay. 

Notes: Call issued via social media, website, 

newsletter, etc. no response from developers / 

non-profit organizations to date. Report on 

Council's Jan 28 meeting agenda.

10



26-Nov-20 Feb., 2021 25%

08-Dec-20 Jan., 2021 100%

08-Dec-20 Jan., 2021 100%

08-Dec-20 Jan., 2021 100%

28-Jan-21 Jan., 2021 100%

19

Staff to respond to the letter 

from the HSF indicating that 

Council has declined the 

request and direct them how 

to apply for funding through 

Notes: Completed

15

Staff to initiate discussion with 

MODL Planning staff and 

prepare a report for Council 

about the possibility of 

intermunicipal collaboration 

between the Town of Mahone 

Bay and MODL on the topic of 

housing in the preparation of 

their respective planning 

documents. 

Notes: In Progress. Discussion initiated with 

MODL Planning staff.

17

Staff to issue a request for 

proposals for facilitation 

services in relation to 

development of a 2021-25 

strategic plan including 

monitoring and evaluation plan 

for same.

Notes: RFP issued, closed Jan 12, 2021, 

awarded Jan 18, 2021 to Uprise Consulting.

18

Staff to develop a draft public 

engagement plan associated 

with the 2021-25 strategic plan, 

for consideration of Council.

Notes: Engagement Plan on Council's Jan 28 

meeting agenda.

16

That staff issue a Request for 

Proposals for conduct of the 

Town's 2020-21, 2021-22, 2022-

23 annual audits and that the 

audit be fully scoped to reflect 

the Town's current audit 

process.

Notes: RFP issued, closed Jan 21, 2021.



28-Jan-21 Jan., 2021 100%

28-Jan-21 Feb., 2021 75%

28-Jan-21 Jan., 2021 100%

10 10 10 10 100% 

20

Staff to relay confirmation of 

option 1 design for new 

wayfinding signage to 

designer.

Notes: Completed.

21

Staff to provide alternate 

wording for section 5.3, to 

address Electronic 

Participation in the amended 

Council Policy.

Notes: In Progress. Report to be tabled to new 

Policy & Strategy Committee initial meeting.

22

Staff to work with Upland to 

present a re-phrased Heritage 

Introduction section for 

Council's next meeting.

Notes: Report on Council's Jan 28 meeting 

agenda.

Chief Administratve Officer's Report - January 28, 2021

COVID-19

Staff have implemented measures at 

Council's direction and have issued public 

bulletins in this regard via website, social 

media and mailout. Staff are adhering to all 

provincial guidelines for safe work and are 

working remotely if possible. Town office 

remains closed to the public except by 

appointment, until renovations can be 

completed (RFP closing Jan 26). CAO 

participating in all NSFM and AMANS 

discussions concerning COVID-19 and 

relaying Provincial updates. COVID-19 

Property Tax Financing Program closed 

September 30, report provided to Council 

Nov. 26. Staff regularly updating COVID-19 

messaging as required.

1



Atlantic Infrastructure 

Management (AIM) Network 

Asset Management Cohort 

Program

MJSB not proceeding with Safety and 

Procurement shared services in 2020-21 at 

request of MODL; discussions continue for 

2021-22. HR Shared Service (MoDL/TOB with 

ToMB) up and running, MJSB Board has 

approved budget for HRSS in 2020-21. Town 

staff participating in performance 

management project which will standardize 

and enhance Town's performance 

management practice. MJSB IT security audit 

procress completed Oct. 2020. Regular MJSB 

meetings continue. New COO Jennifer 

Keating-Hubley has started, is now meeting 

regularly with CAOs.

Staff working with Municipality of the District 

of Chester GIS technical support to map 

Town’s assets; water map with condition, 

probability of failure and risk completed, 

wastewater, stormwater and 

streets/sidewalks under development. MAMP 

funding received and 2020-21 AM project 

(electrical system and non-linear assets) well 

underway. Funding for participation in AIM 

Cohort 2.0 approved by Council in 2020-21 

budget; currently awaiting confirmation of 

format and schedule for Cohort 2.0 (likely to 

take place in fiscal 2021-22). AIM Network 

annual conference took place virtually Oct 28-

29; CAO and Mayor Devenne presented on 

Town AM program / committee experience. 

New MAMP-funded poster series now on 

Town website.

2

3
Municipal Joint Services 

Board (MJSB)



Alternative Energy Resource 

Authority (AREA)

Weekly AREA staff meetings continue by 

phone. NB Power imports continue under 

new annual agreement for 2021. BUTU 

applications for 2022 submitted. Community 

Solar Gardens funding application submitted 

by AREA staff; awaiting confirmation. HOME 

(Heatpump Options Made Easy) program 

launched Oct 1 (see statistics below).

Coordinating with Riverport re staffing, 

imports, equipment inventory, safety 

program, policy development, stand-by 

coverage, etc.. Currently drafting agreements 

for consideration of Council / Board. Exploring 

opportunities to coordinate on utility asset 

management and 2020-21 rate study. Shared 

Service Committee meetings expected to 

resume soon (having been temporary 

discontinued due to Riverport Board 

turnover). Update report to Council 

anticipated in February.

5

6

4

Coordinator and CAOs still working to 

implement REMO Board approved Post-

Dorian report recommendations, significant 

progress has been made with Angela's 

coordination. Dorian claim submitted and 

being followed up by Province. Regular bi-

weekly COVID-19 meetings between REMO 

Coordinator and CAOs continue (along with 

regular planning meetings). Coordinator 

continues to review and improve REMO EOC 

activation procedures in consultation with 

CAOs. Participating in ongoing REMO staff 

tabletop exercises.

Riverport Electric Shared 

Service Committee

Regional Emergency 

Measures Organization 

(REMO)



7

FCM / Clean Foundation 

Transition 2050 (Partners for 

Climate Protection) Initiative

8

Lunenburg County 

Accessibility Advisory 

Committee

9
Nova Scotia Federation of 

Municipalities (NSFM)

Updated draft GHG Reduction Action Plan on 

Council's January 28 meeting agenda (initial 

draft provided to Council at Special meeting 

on April 21st, 2020).

CAO remotely attended Aug 25, 2020 

meeting of Nova Scotia Infrastructure Asset 

Management Working Group as AMA/NSFM 

representative (next meeting scheduled for 

Feb, 2021). Participated in Fall AMA/NSFM 

AGMs and Town Caucus in remote format. 

Municipal Awareness Week 2020 celebrated 

Nov 15-22; virtual infrastructure tour video 

published on Town website / Youtube.

CAO serving as staff policy resource to 

Lunenburg County Accessibility Advisory 

Committee; meetings continue in remote 

format. Province has extended legislative 

deadlines for the development and 

implementation of Accessibility Plans and 

associated Operational Plans to April 1, 2022.



10 10 10 10 100% 

1 Streets & Sidewalks

During the past month there were only 2 

minor snowfall events that required plowing 

of streets and sidewalks; salting of streets and 

sidewalks was completed as necessary.  

Partial street closures were conducted on 

Pleasant and School St. in order that a 

contractor could conduct private property 

tree removals.  Shoulder washouts and a 

blocked culvert were repaired on Long Hill Rd.

2 Cemeteries & Open Space

An deteriorated 80 foot pine tree was 

removed from Park Cemetery.  Vegetation at 

Lift Station #3 was cut back.  A wooden foot 

bridge at the playground was repaired.

3 Electric Utility

Preparations were made for installing a 

temporary power service for the construction 

site for a new nursing home.  A temporary 

power service was installed for the new fire 

station project.  4 electrical inspections were 

conducted.  A service was installed for new 

residential construction at 32 Clearway St.  

Data was collected throughout the Town's 

power distribution system as part of updating 

for Asset Management Project.  Our Meter 

Reader resigned and training has been 

provided for a new Meter Reader.  Riverport 

Electric is in the process of hiring a new 

Powerline Technician.

Director of Operations' Report - January 28, 2021 



6 COVID-19

10 10 10 10 100% 

Finance Manager's Report - January 28, 2021

4
Water Supply, Treatment & 

Distribution

Regular monitoring and maintenance 

activities continued.   Public Works staff have 

commenced interior painting at the 

Pumphouse.  A 50 ft. pole was installed and a 

underground conduit was layed as part of the 

SCADA Upgrades and replacement of the 

antenna at the Water Treatment Plant; 

project should be complete within 2 weeks.  A 

number of water meter repair were 

conducted.

5
Sewage Collection & 

Treatment

Regular monitoring and maintenance 

activities continued.  A 47 hp sewage lift 

pump was replaced at Station #1 and sent out 

for repairs.  On January 21 we received final 

approval from NS Environment to conduct 

the PAA (peracidic acid) pilot program; staff 

have installed the equipment for the pilot 

program;  the pilot is scheduled to start the 

week of January 25.

Staff continue to provide essential services 

while practicing physical distancing, wearing 

of masks and good hygene practices.

1 COVID-19

No change from prior report.  Finance staff 

continue to provide a high level of service to 

residents remotley during these challenging 

times.  



10 10 10 10 100% 

1 Plan Review

2 By-laws and Policies

3
Communications and Public 

Engagement

Audit

2 Provincial Reporting

No outstanding Provincial Reporting 

Requirements at this time

3 Tax Bills/Tax Sale
Tax accounts are paid up to date, and there 

will be no Tax Sale for Fiscal 2020-21

4

Draft documents for Plan Mahone Bay 

presented at Council on January 12, 2021; staff 

working with Upland to re-phrase the 

Heritage section of the draft Guiding 

Principles, Vision, and Goals document. 

5 2021-22 Budget
Finance Staff have started preliminary work 

on the 2021-22 Budget

A public education about dogs on leash and 

the need to stoop and scoop has begun on 

facebook and the website; printed education 

materials are expected soon and 

enforcement staff will be spending time 

speaking with dog walkers in town to discuss 

by-law requirements.

Staff have started a weekly public 

engagement/education piece on how to find 

information about the Town. 

The RFP for Audit Services closed on January 

21st, 2020.  Staff are working on evaluating the 

proposals received and will bring a 

recommendation to Council once the 

evaluation process is complete.

Clerk & Deptuy CAO's Report - January 28, 2021



4 Asset Management

5 Council Support

6 Projects

10 10 10 10 100% 

Target

31-Mar-21

Target

31-Mar-21

Target

31-Mar-21

Target

25-Feb-21

Regular Council orientation has been 

completed. The 2021 meeting schedule has 

been printed and distributed via Canada Post.

Working with designer to proceed to signage 

production and location based on Council's 

January 12, 2021 design approval.

By-law and Policy Review - January 28, 2021

1 Trees By-law

Staff to prepare a report on 

drafting a Trees By-law in 

context of Plan Review.

4
CAO Performance Review 

Policy

Staff to prepare a report on 

drafting a CAO Performance 

Review Policy.

3 Off Premises Signage Policy

A monthly focus on the new Asset 

Management posters has begun - one poster 

will be featured in the Mayor's Newsletter 

every month and weekly messaging from the 

Town on Facebook will share more detailed 

information about the specific class of Assets. 

Staff to review Off Premises 

Signage Policy in context of Plan 

Review.

2

Staff to review Park By-law in 

context of Plan Review.
Park By-law



Target

25-Feb-21

10 10 10 10 100% 

Dec. 2020 

Q3 2020 50

Jul-Dec 27

4 Traffic (Speed Signage)

Notes: Signs in need of repair / replacement, 

report anticipated.

3
Mahone Bay & District Fire 

Department

-

Notes: MVCs: 3; Fire Alarms: 12; Mutal Aid: 7; 

Other: 5

By-law Enforcement

Parking Tickets: 0 

Notes: Parking tickets have been updated 

with information on how to pay fee in line 

with current Covid-19 safety practices. 

Investigation into Dangerous and Unsightly 

Property has been concluded. Ongoing 

patrols of Mahone Bay, focus on Land-Use 

and Dog By-law enforcement in 

January/February.

Service Statistics - January 28, 2021

1

2
Police Services (founded & 

SUI occurrences)

YTD: 390

Notes: None.

6
Land-Use By-law and 

Municipal Planning Strategy

Plan Review Underway. Community Vision 

and Engagment Summary delivered to 

steering committee November 2020. 

TO BE REVIEWED AT POLICY & STRATEGY COMMITTEE MTG.

5 Employee Conduct Policy

Staff to review Employee 

Conduct Policy in relation to 

violence in the workplace.

Oct, 2020

237 Edgewater

Av. Speed 57 / 

50 Kph

Sep, 2020

38 Clearway 237 Edgewater

Av. Speed 34 / 

30 (50) Kph

Av. Speed 58 / 

50 Kph

38 Clearway

Av. Speed 35 / 

30 (50) Kph



Dec. 2020 77.60

Leads: 50

Pumped

Treated

Sold

Domestic

Commercia

Industrial

31/12/2020

31/03/2020

8 Electrical Utility

7 Water Utility

Oct., 2020: 17,517,000 Litres

Oct., 2020: 16,247,000 Litres

Oct., 2020: 7,216,982 Litres

6 HOME Program

Installations: 5

Notes: Ambassador engagement (Oct-Nov 

2020) to resume in April 2021.

9 CodeRED Registrations

5 Solid Waste (Tonnage)

YTD: 774.44

Notes: Recyclables = 14.37; Organics = 17.53; 

Garbage/Other = 38.18; Cardboard = 7.52.

Residential: 243; Business: 12; 

Email: 134; Text: 157

Q3: 1,197,036 kWh; YTD: 

3,440,874

Q3: 103,204 kWh; YTD: 365,204

Q3: 1,309,122 kWh; YTD: 4,443,813

Residential: 285; Business: 10; 

Email: 146; Text: 189



21st Century Infrastructure

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

General 

Action

Specific 

Action
Responsible

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Council *

CAO/DOO

CAO and Council

100% blue

Strategic Plan - Action Plan 2018-2021 - January 28, 2021

Condition 

Assessments 

of Town 

Infrastructure

Ongoing

FCM MAMP funding application approved. 

Project work has now begun. Report anticipated 

February 2021.

Public 

Engagement 

Process

Ongoing

AIM Cohort participation complete Nov 2019; 

Cohort 2.0 participation approved in 2020-21 

budget, start date TBD. Town AM Committee 

meeting monthly. New Poster-Fact Sheet series 

on Town website now.

Facilities 

Management

Council 

makes 

decisions and 

authorizes 

staff to 

prepare 

RFP(s) 

relating to 

renovation or 

construction 

of facilities.

Fire Station project management / engineering 

assistance with the preparation of design-build 

tender documents contract awarded to Vigilant 

Management Inc. Feb 11, 2020. Design - build 

contract awarded to Roscoe Construction Ltd. 

Sept 8, 2020. Project underway with regular 

progress updates provided to Council. Staff have 

applied for ICIP funding for Community Hall 

project on Council's direction.



Council *

Council/Staff * *

Provide Fire 

Protection 

Services to 

Town and 

area residents 

with MBVFD

CAO and Council

Coordinate 

Policing 

Services with 

RCMP

CAO and Council

Offer 

Emergency 

Coordination 

through 

REMO Board / 

Coordinator

CAO and Council Ongoing

Adopt Asset 

Management 

Plan 

AM Committee developed Town of Mahone Bay 

Asset Management primer (posters and fact 

sheets for each asset class) approved at Council's 

Oct 13th meeting; foundations of AM planning. 

When Committee meetings resume in February 

Committee will receive report from MAMP 

project and discuss next steps for plan 

development.

Prepare 

annual 10 year 

capital 

budget

Asset 

Management

Draft 10 year capital budget based on 5 year plan 

included in 2020-21 budget approved May 12, 

2020. Capital Investment Plan report for 2020-21 

submited to Province. Draft 10 year capital 

budget will be updated for Council's review 

ahead of 2021-22 budget process.

Emergency 

Services

Ongoing

Ongoing



Staff *

CAO/DOO *

Council *

DOO *

Provide safe 

streets and 

sidewalks
Active 

Transportatio

n Plan

CBCL Ltd. Transportation Plan Report presented 

to Council May 12, 2020, referred to Asset 

Management Committee to be considered in 

future AM planning. Staff have applied to 

Connect2 program and included 2020-21 

Transportation Project in Bicycle NS AT 

infrastructure ICIP application. Connect2 funding 

not received; update report on Council's Jan 28 

meeting agenda.

Request and 

implement 

traffic 

authority 

recommendat

ions

CodeRED 

Service - enroll 

all residents

Currently promoting CodeRED enrollment to 

residents at every opportunity (including GHG 

data collection and HOME Program promotion).

CAO/Council Ongoing

Ensure water 

pumps have a 

backup 

emergency 

generator

In early January 2020, the new back-up 

generator at the Pumphouse was commissioned 

and is now operational.

Speed Signs 

Deployment 

Plan

Deployment plan approved by Council.



DOO * * *

CAO/DOO * *

DOO *

Council *

Decholorinate 

wastewater 

effluent

Included in 2020-21 budget to be funded from 

exisiting PCAP funds. Approval to proceed with 

Pilot received from DoE January 2021. Pilot 

underway (no chlorine now being added to 

effluent, in compliance with Federal regulations).

Implement 

Federal and 

Provincial 

Accessibility 

Legislation

Establish 

Lunenburg 

County 

Accessibility 

Advisory 

Committee

Lunenburg County Accessibility Advisory 

Committee members appointed. Official first 

meeting held Jan 21, 2020; meeting monthly. 

Meet and 

exceed 

standards for 

water and 

wastewater

Establish gate 

valve 

replacement 

program

A "Gate Valve Exerciser" program has been 

incorporated into our bi-annual Water Main 

Flushing Program, thus reducing dirty water 

complaints;  2021 infrastructure replacement 

program will include the replacement of many 

gate valves.

Straight pipe 

study follow-

up

Included in 2020-21 budget but conditional on 

external funding. On June 11 the Town Council 

prioritized Main St. straight pipes for 2020-21 ICIP 

funding applications. Letters sent to MLA/MP.



CAO and Council *

CAO

CAO to make 

recommendat

ions to 

Council for 

optimal 

operations 

structure, 

including 

succession 

planning 

CAO 

Foster inter-

municipal 

cooperation

Report on 

existing 

shared 

services and 

explore 

opportunities 

for additional 

cooperation 

with other 

units.

Ongoing

Shared Building & Fire Permits pilot proceeding 

well. Shared HR services also proceeding well; 

Mahone Bay participating in performance 

management initiative. Shared procurement and 

safety being considered through MJSB for 

possible 2021-22 implementation. Staff working 

with REMO and MoDC contract staff to 

strengthen local EMO cooperation.

Implement 

Federal and 

Provincial 

Accessibility 

Legislation

Develop an 

Accessibility 

Plan in 

accordance 

with 

provincial 

legislation 

Draft plan recommended by Committee to 

councils for approval (joint presentation 

scheduled for Jan 26, 2021). Development of 

Mahone Bay Operational Plan appendix included 

in 2020-21 budget (to be tendered following 

approval of county-wide Plan). Deadline for 

operational plan extended to Apr 1, 2022 as a 

result of COVID-19.

Optimize 

Ongoing



CAO * *

Explore 

enhanced 

customer 

service 

opportunities, 

including 

maximization 

of technology

CAO

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

General 

Action

Specific 

Action
Responsible

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Council/Econ. Dev 

Committee
*

Define the 

framework for 

Implement an 

updated 

records 

management 

system

Reflected as a priority in 2020-21 business plan 

approved June 9, 2020.

Ongoing

operations 

structure for 

efficient 

delivery of 

services

Committee meetings currently suspended by 

Council pending review of Committee TOR. To be 

discussed in 2021-25 Strategic Plan development.

Engage 

community 

partners in 

identifying 

potential 

areas of 

economic 

development 

in Mahone 

Bay 

Economic and Community Development



Discussion 

with all 

partners as to 

the role of 

each in 

economic 

development 

to identify 

gaps in 

service

Council/Econ. Dev 

Committee
*

Staff to review 

existing and 

proposed 

bylaws and 

policies and 

make 

recommendat

ions to 

Council

CAO

PAC/Consultant * * * *

an economic 

development 

strategy 

Ongoing

Ensure that 

Town policies, 

practices, 

bylaws and 

other 

regulations 

foster growth 

and 

development

Planning 

Advsory 

Committee to 

review MPS 

and LUB - 

including 

overseeing a 

public 

engagement 

process - and 

make 

recommendat

ions to 

Council

Contract awared to Upland Planning and Design. 

Steering committee consisting of PAC and 

Council members established. Public kick-off 

events took place at Jubilee Park and Micheal 

O'Connor Memorial Bandstand July 21, 2020. 

Public engagement process continuing. Steering 

committee received background and initial 

engagement reports in November; revised 

documents on Council's Jan 28 meeting agenda.



CAO/Econ. Dev 

Committee

Regular 

meetings with 

Mahone Bay 

Tourism and 

Chamber of 

Commerce

CAO

MBTCC 

participation 

on Economic 

Development 

Committee

Econ. Dev 

Committee
Collaborate 

with 

organizations 

that are 

involved in 

economic 

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ensure that 

Town 

infrastructure 

is in place to 

support 

development 

plans

Work with the 

Mahone Bay 

and Area 

Tourism and 

Chamber of 

Commerce to 

identify 

opportunties 

for tourism-

supporting 

infrastructure 

(wifi, signage, 

etc.)

Letters from Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber 

of Commerce received at Council's Feb 27 

meeting and refered to budget. 2020-21 budget 

approved May 12 includes commitments for 

wayfinding signage and other tourism-

supporting infrastructure. On May 28 Council 

directed staff to each out to MBTCC regarding 

wayfinding signage and the Wayfinding Signage 

project team consisting of Town staff and MBTCC 

representatives initially met on June 10 and 

regular meetings continue as required. Contract 

awarded by Council to Pierre Tabbiner Design 

and Illustration Sept. 24. Council confirmed 

direction on design template Jan 12, 2021.

Ongoing



Engage with 

other 

Lunenburg 

County units 

via Lunenburg 

County 

Economic 

Development 

group

CAO / Deputy CAO

Explore 

Affordable 

Housing 

Opportunities 

through 

various 

housing 

groups and 

agencies 

Council

PAC * * * *

Continue to 

pursue 

opportunities 

for Harbour 

Management

Council

economic 

development 

activities

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

See MPS Review above. Call for housing 

proposals issued in December 2020; report on 

Council's Jan 28 meeting agenda.

Review 

permitted 

uses in the 

Land Use 

Bylaw re 

Housing Mix

Encourage a 

range of 

housing 

options



Consult with 

Marina 

Operators and 

MBTCC for 

economic 

opportunities 

utilizing the 

Harbour and 

waterfront

Econ. Dev 

Committee

Monitor water 

quality in 

Harbour
BCAF/MODL *

Administer 

Municipal 

Heritage 

Property 

registration 

program

HAC

Provide 

financial 

support to 

owners of 

registered 

heritage 

properties to 

support their 

efforts to 

protect the 

built heritage 

of Mahone 

Bay

HAC Ongoing

Ongoing

Foster the 

preservation 

of our built 

heritage

Optimize the 

economic 

value and use 

of the harbour

Ongoing



DOO/MODL

CAO * *

Encourage 

diversity in 

the 

community

Create a 

welcoming 

environment 

in the Town 

for persons 

from diverse 

communities

Council

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

See active transportation plan above. Staff report 

re Sports Field Management Agreement 

presented to Council July 30, 2020. Council 

approved $10,000 donation for new moveable 

soccer field goals for old school field on Sept 8; 

goals - per specifications recieved from Mahone 

Bay United Soccer - have been ordered and will 

be installed in the spring. Ballfield capital 

improvement (new backstops) completed in 

October, 2020.

Ongoing

Seek out 

opportunities 

to increase 

utilization of 

existing 

facilities by 

groups of all 

ages and 

physical 

abilities

Ongoing

Skysail contracted to assist with update of 

website. Website launched Sept 18, 2020, staff 

continuing to update / troubleshoot. Wayfinding 

signage project to include signage directing to 

recreational assets.

Update 

website to 

increase 

awareness of 

recreation 

opportunities 

within the 

Town

Enhance 

recreation and 

open space 

opportunities

Governance and Public Engagement



General 

Action

Specific 

Action
Responsible

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Council * * *

Council *

Council *

Participate in 

Council 

Governance 

training 

annually or as 

appropriate

Council receiving significant training - internally 

and externally provided - in a variety of areas 

following October 2020 municipal elections. 

Financial training (AMANS) is offered for Council 

members in January and Audit training modules 

should be available by February.

Optimize 

governance 

structure for 

effective 

decision-

making

Engage in 

discussions 

regarding 

governance / 

electoral 

systems

2020 municipal election successfully conducted 

with fully alternative voting as per Alernative 

Voting By-law approved in July, 2020; 70.3% 

turnout recorded (3rd highest in NS)

Develop a 

policy and 

framework to 

engage the 

public in 

Council 

activities and 

decision 

making 

Adopt Public 

Engagement 

Policy

Public Engagement Policy adopted at Council's 

July 30 meeting.



Improve 

communicatio

n and share 

information 

with the 

public in a 

manner 

consistent 

with their 

needs

Explore 

opportunities 

to share 

information 

via Town 

website and 

other 

methods

CAO/Council

Create 

opportunities 

for public 

engagement

Utilize 

newsletter, 

website, 

public 

meetings, etc. 

to increase 

public 

engagement

CAO/Council

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

General 

Action

Specific 

Action
Responsible

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

Q

1

Q

2

Q

3

Q

4

CAO/Consultant *

Ongoing

Ongoing

Establish 

Baseline 

Emissions 

Data

Updated draft Community GHG Reduction 

Action Plan developed in-house by Katherine 

Dorey (hired with LCC funding) - including 

baseline emissions data established by SSG 

consultants and Town data collection - on 

Council's Jan 28 agenda.

Pursue 

Climate 

Mitigation 

Strategies 

Environmental Sustainability



Council/Consultant * *

Implement 

Plan
CAO/DOO * * * *

Engage with 

waterfront 

property 

owners on 

Edgewater St.

CAO *

CAO

Council/Consultant * *

Strategies 

(reducing 

Town carbon 

footprint)

Adopt Targets 

and Develop 

Plan
Updated draft Community GHG Reduction 

Action Plan developed in-house by Katherine 

Dorey (hired with LCC funding) - including 

proposed targets, actions, scenario modelling - 

on Council's Jan 28 agenda.

Monitor and 

pursue 

funding 

opportunities 

for a storm 

surge 

abatement 

plan

Pursuing Investing in Canada Infrastructure 

Funding (Small Communities Component); staff 

recently updated CBCL Ltd. estimates for 

potential upcoming ICIP call for proposals. 

INTACT funded Shoreline Improvement 

demonstration project now underway with 

Coastal Action.

Public 

engagement 

process

See above. Adaptation engagement and 

education project - 3d modelling, signage - 

linked to INTACT funded project now underway 

in coordination with Coastal Action.

Undertake 

Climate 

Adaptation 

initiatives 

(implement 

further phases 

of the Harbour 

Development 

Plan)



Council *

CAO

CAO

Preserve and 

enhance our 

natural spaces 

and assets

Continue to 

preserve and 

enhance our 

natural spaces 

and assets

Council Ongoing

Expand Green 

Energy 

Generation 

(continued 

development 

of Alternate 

Resource 

Energy 

Authority)

Work with 

AREA to 

conclude 

agreements 

and contracts 

supporting 

Town energy 

objectives

Ongoing

Positive NSUARB decision on 2021 imports 

received. BUTU application for 2022 submitted. 

Staff currently working closely with AREA 

partners and solicitors, responding to NSPI 

position re BUTU for wind / imports. 

Continue to 

explore new 

renewable 

generation 

opportunities 

with AREA

Ongoing

AREA progressing with Ellershouse windfarm 

expansion feasibility work (new test mast 

erected). Solar garden feasbility work complete; 

application submitted to Dept. of Energy ICIP for 

Climate Mitigation funding program.

Council 

makes 

decision and 

authorizes 

staff to 

prepare 

Funding not yet received; continues to be a 

priority in Council's 2020-21 budget. Letters sent 

to MLA/MP.



Total Cost Town Cost

$72,895 $26,495 75%

$33,237 $18,237

$50,000 $25,000 75%

$60,000 $30,000 25%

$73,270 $15,000 75%

Notes: Completed requirements to join FCM / 

Clean NS Transition 2050 initiative. LCC funding 

announced Feb 24, 2020. Climate and Energy 

Outreach Coordinator Katherine Dorey hired. 

Completed initial data collection to support 

esablishment of emissions baseline with SSG. 

Community data collection and SSG low carbon 

scenario modelling ongoing. Report to Council 

with draft plan provided April 21, 2020; updated 

draft plan with baseline and scenario modelling 

for actions on Council's Jan. 28, 2021 meeting 

agenda.

100% blue

2020-21 Budget - Operating Initiatives - January 28, 2021

4
GHG Reduction 

Initiatives 2020-21

Notes: LCC Program funding application 

submitted. Funding application not approved. 

Report on project activities anticipated Feb, 2021.

5
Centennial Year 

Program

Notes: Final dates disrupted by COVID-19; final 

wrap-up report to Council anticipated ahead of 

2021-22 budget process.

1
Asset Management 

Initiatives

Notes: MAMP funding received and project work 

has begun; report anticipated in February 2021. 

AIM Cohort 2.0 approved in 2020-21 budget; 

program start date TBD (expected 2021-22).

2 Transportation Plan Notes: CBCL Ltd. Transportation Plan Report 

accepted by Council July 14,2020.

3
GHG Reduction 

Initiatives 2019-20



$12,000 $12,000

$80,000 $80,000 50%

$12,400 $12,400 25%

$8,000 $8,000 75%

$5,000 $5,000 25%

$27,500 $10,000 50%

$12,000 $12,000

$25,000 $25,000

12 Waste Receptacles Notes: Pricing received, receptacles to be order for 

installation in Spring 2021.

13
Accessibility 

Operational Plan

Notes: Waiting on approval of Lunenburg County 

Accessibility Plan. Deadline extended to April 1, 

2022 due to COVID-19. Anticipate moving forward 

early in 2021-22.

9

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Report anticipated to Council's 2021-22 

budget process.

Notes: Website launched Sept. 18, 2020. Staff 

currently updating / troubleshooting.

7
MPS / LUB Update - 

Year 1

Notes: Contract awarded to Upland planning + 

design, completion expected by July, 2021. Report 

on initial engagement phase provided to steering 

committee December 2020.

6 Town Website Update

11
Wayfinding Strategy / 

Signage

Notes: Provincial B&S funding ($12,500) confirmed. 

Signage design RFP awarded to Pierre Tabbiner 

Design & Illustration. Design template approved 

by Council Jan 12, 2021.

Electric Utility "Grow 

the Load" Initiatives

Notes: AREA HOME Program / ambassadors 

community promotion begun Fall 2020 to resume 

in Spring 2021.

10
Electric Utility Rate 

Study

Notes: Consultant contracted in coordination with 

Riverport Electric Commission. Berwick rate 

application approved by NSUARB Dec 2020. 

Report anticipated to Council's 2021-22 budget 

process.

8
Wastewater Rate 

Study



$15,000 $15,000 25%

$50,000

$20,000 $15,645.00 100%

$100,000 $8,965.00 25%

$3,709,263 $258,313.00 25%

$90,000

$5,000 $3,310.00 100%

$22,000 25%

4 Build New Fire Station

Notes: Design-build contract awarded to Roscoe 

Construction Ltd. Sept 8, 2020. Project underway 

with regular progress updates to Council.

5
Resurface Fire Station 

Parking Lot

Notes: Pagers Purchased.

Notes: Emergency Services Provider Fund 

application submitted; confirmation received.

Build / Acquire / 

Renovate PW & Utility 

Facility

Notes: Contingent on other facilities decisions, to 

be determined in Council's 2021-22 budget 

process.

Not Yet Begun

1

Town General

2020-21 Budget - Capital Projects - January 28, 2021

2
Buy Used Truck for 

PW
Notes: 2011 Ford Ranger purchased.

6 Radios & Pagers

Notes: Proceeding with 3d model / project 

website and signage development in 

coordination with INTACT funded Coastal Action 

demonstration project.

Climate Adaptation 

Initiatives
14

Notes: Linked to above. Planned for 2021-22.

7

3
Repair / Renovate 

Town Hall Facility

New PPE

Notes: Request for Proposals for renovations 

closes Jan 26, 2021.

Not Yet Begun



$30,000 $24,094.00 100%

$200,000 25%

$4,000

$30,000

$30,000 25%

$20,000 $4,661.00 25%

$10,000 $1,136.00 25%

$10,000 $6,590.00 

$8,500

Notes: Coordinating with Wooden Boat Society.Repair South-Facing 

Cribwork on Wharf

Bandstand - Phase 3

Notes: Coordinating with Wooden Boat Society.

12

13

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Bird Netting has been reinstalled and new 

bleachers and flag pole are now in place. Canada 

Cultural Spaces Fund application anticipated in 

March of 2021, in consultation with users / 

stakeholders; opportunities for COVID-19 

adaptation. Engagement Plan anticipated to 

Council's February 9 meeting.

8

Transportation 

Project
9

11
Replace Floating 

Wharves / Gangways Notes: Coordinating with Wooden Boat Society.

10

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Connect2 funding not approved. Report on 

Council's Jan 28 meeting agenda.

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Tender issued and Project Budget 

increased to $30,000 based on Council Motion. 

Paving completed Sept 21, 2020.

Pave Turning Loop on 

North Main St.

Security Cameras Notes: Delayed by COVID-19. Planned for 2021-22.

14
Annual Installation of 

New Sewer Services
Notes: Few new services installed.  Done on an as-

needed basis.

15
Replace Pumps - 

Station #2
Notes: Pump Replacement Complete

16 Breakwater Repairs



$349,800 $1,564.00 

$50,000 25%

$5,205,684 $4,860.00 

$20,000

$25,000 $18,250.00 

$10,000

$105,000 $24,294.00 25%

$32,824 $7,003.00 50%

18

Home Heating 

Programs (Town 

Portion)

Notes: HOME Program launched Oct 1. In 

discussions with FCM on funding for program 

expansion. Staff continuing to work with 

Neothermal to develop ETS pilot for Mahone Bay.

19
Community Solar 

Garden 

Notes: Dept. of Energy ICIP funding application 

submitted by AREA staff.

20

Fix / Repair 

Edgewater Lamps & 

Cemetery Fence

Notes: External funds not received. Postponed to 

consideration in 2021-22 budget process.

Not Yet Begun

23
Install Dechlorination 

System

Notes: PCAP funding re-allocated from 

Tranmission Main Diagnostic. CBCL Ltd. engaged 

to assist with paracetic acid pilot. Dept. of 

Environment approval received Jan 2021. Pilot 

project underway.

Not Yet Begun

24
Wastewater PCAP - 

Plant Effluent Options

Replace Ballfield 

Backstop
Notes: Project Complete.

22 Drill Well at VIC
Not Yet Begun

Notes: As required.

17

Sea Level Rise / Storm 

Protection - 

Edgewater St.

Notes: 2016 Edgewater St. Shoreline Project 

estimates updated for potential ICIP application. 

INTACT funded demonstration project underway 

with Coastal Action.

Not Yet Begun

21

Notes: See above.



$448,350 $2,260.00 

$1,312,500

$756,000

$249,200

$164,850

$225,000

$5,000 $2,537.00 25%

$10,000

$14,000 $12,983.00 

$5,000

$3,700

Not Yet Begun

Notes: As required.

Not Yet Begun

2

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Complete

30

Service Extensions - 

Edgewater to Town 

Boundary

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

4
Replace Hydrants as 

Needed

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

27
Line Replacement - 

Long Hill Rd. to WTP

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

28

Line Extension - Main 

St. South to Town 

Boundary

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

29

Line Replacement - 

Main St. North to 

Town Boundary

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

Notes: Updated Engineering Information for ICIP 

Applications.

5
Install Water Meters 

as Required
Notes: As required.

Water Utility

3
Clearwell Cleaning / 

Inspection

26

Line Replacement - 

Cherry Lane to Long 

Hill Rd.

Cut Out Access to 

Transmission Line
Notes: Referred to 2021-22 budget process. See 

Transmission Main Diagnostic below.

1
Connection of New 

Water Services
Notes: As required.

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

25
Line Replacement - 

Fairmont to WWTP

Not Yet Begun



$10,000

$15,000

$5,000 $4,991.00 100%

$4,000

$5,000

$20,000 $5,226.00 25%

$72,456

$448,350

$1,312,500

$756,000

$249,200

$164,850

Line Extension - Main 

St. South to Town 

Boundary

Not Yet Begun

Notes: PCAP funding re-allocated to PAA pilot 

project. Referred to 2021-22 budget process. 

Line Replacement - 

Fairmont to WWTP

14

Line Replacement - 

Cherry Lane to Long 

Hill Rd.

15
Line Replacement - 

Long Hill Rd. to WTP
Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

16 Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

17

Line Replacement - 

Main St. North to 

Town Boundary

13

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Project Complete

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

Not Yet Begun

Deadend Flushings - 

System Extremities

11

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

12

Water PCAP Project - 

Transmission Main 

Diagnostic

Notes: 

6

Install Corrosion 

Coating in Chemical 

Room

Notes: 

7

9
Install Security 

Cameras Notes: Delayed by COVID-19.

8

Replace Door / 

Window / Wet Well 

Cover

10
Install Air Conditioner 

in WTP
Notes:

Move Antenna to New 

Pole and RTU
Notes: Preliminary work has begun.  Expected to 

be completed by Year End.



$225,000

$20,000

$6,500

$45,000 $31,556.00 

$35,000 $32,672.00 

$50,000 25%

$60,000

$40,000

3
Replace Reclosers at 

Substation
Notes: Reclosers Purchased and Installed

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

Pole / Line 

Replacement as 

Required
Notes: As required.

Electric Utility

7

Purchase Utility 

Chipper (50% 

Riverport) 

Notes: 

Not Yet Begun

Not Yet Begun

18

Service Extensions - 

Edgewater to Town 

Boundary

Not Yet Begun

Notes: Waiting on ICIP funding window.

5

Home Heating 

Programs (Utility 

Portion)

Notes: HOME Program launched Oct 1. In 

discussions with FCM on funding for program 

expansion. Staff continuing to work with 

Neothermal to develop ETS pilot for Mahone Bay.

6 EV Chargers

Not Yet Begun

Notes: NRCan funding announced, installation 

planned for Spring 2021.

Notes: As required.

2
New Digital Meters as 

Required Notes: As required.

4
New Transformers as 

Required
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General Overview:  

This report is intended to provide Council with a recommendation 
concerning support for recommendations from the Municipal Energy 
Learning Group (MELG) to the Province of Nova Scotia. 
 
Background: 

Nov 26, 2020 – on receipt of correspondence from MELG requesting Council’s 
support for the recommendations to the Province of Nova Scotia – the 
Mahone Bay Town Council passed the following motion: 

Staff to prepare a report on the 14 recommendations of the Municipal 
Energy Learning Group and their applicability to the Town and its 
electric utility. 

 

Analysis: 

Staff have considered the recommendations from MELG and their 
applicability to the Town and its electric utility and provide the following 
analysis: 

 
 

MELG Policy Recommendation Applicability to ToMB 

1 Funding and Financing: Exclude 
secure energy-related municipal 
borrowing (including Property 
Assessed Clean Energy financing - 
PACE) from the calculation of 
municipal Debt Service Coverage 
Ratios (DSCR) 

Our Municipal Advisor 
with DMAH confirms this 
to be the case already. 
Nonetheless it is beneficial 
to the Town should such 
programs be offered in the 
future. 

2 Funding and Financing: More 
funding and financing for basic, 
“tried and true” climate action that 
is not based on innovation. 

Increased Provincial 
funding for climate 
mitigation would be 
beneficial to the Town. 

 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Staff Report  
RE: MELG Recommendations 
January 28th, 2021 



3 Funding and Financing: Enable 
municipalities to borrow from 
private & non-profit sources to 
capitalize on transformative energy 
& infrastructure solutions. Offer 
financing tools for climate action 
through the Municipal Finance 
Corp – green bonds, catastrophe 
bonds, green banks and allow 
municipalities to offer these 
financial mechanisms to be able to 
fund municipal projects. 

This has not presented an 
issue for the Town as 
short-term borrowing 
through BMO continues to 
be a possibility for projects 
under consideration. 

4 Funding and Financing: Develop a 
carbon budget for the province, 
and then require that provincially-
supported infrastructure projects 
complete emission modeling and 
accounting. 

This recommendation has 
potential to be beneficial 
to the Town - as we have a 
number of mitigation 
projects - however it may 
create a barrier for smaller 
units (including the Town 
if capacity is not 
maintained). 

5 Funding and Financing: Allow 
municipalities to provide tax 
exemptions or reductions for 
property owners that make energy 
efficiency upgrades or meet a 
certain standard of energy 
efficiency. 

This recommendation has 
potential to be beneficial 
to the Town in achieving 
GHG emissions reductions 
however such incentive 
structures - presumably to 
be established by by-law - 
would require careful 
consideration by Council. 

6 Funding and Financing: Have set-
asides in funding programs for 
small municipalities. 

Increased Provincial 
funding for small 
municipalities would be 
beneficial to the Town. 

7 Funding and Financing: Integrate 
existing Federal & Provincial 
funding programs to enable deep 
energy retrofits to existing housing 
stock (low-income in particular). 

Potential to be of benefit 
to Town programs with 
coordination by staff. 



8 Funding and Financing: For the 
purpose of financing energy and 
infrastructure projects that support 
local priorities, maintain the 
Community Economic 
Development Investment Fund 
(CEDIF) equity tax credit program 
and reduce restrictions on 
partnerships between 
municipalities and CEDIFs 

Potential to be of benefit 
to Town programs with 
coordination by staff. 

9 Funding and Financing: Allow 
municipalities to lend to private 
businesses – this will allow PACE 
financing to be expanded to 
commercial and industrial 
participants. 

Potential to be beneficial 
to the Town should such 
programs be offered in the 
future (current third-party 
financed HOME program 
doesn't suffer from this 
restriction). 

10 Access to Data & Data Tracking: 
Access to Efficiency NS and NS 
Power data allowing for better and 
more reliable data collection and 
efficiency of data collection. Useful 
data includes electricity demand in 
each community, program 
participation data, and program 
impact data (with respect to energy 
savings and GHG emission 
reduction).  

Not applicable to the 
Town as we have our own 
electrical utility. 

11 Access to Data & Data Tracking: 
Require private firms to give up 
sales data, e.g. gasoline and heating 
oil sales, for the purposes of GHG 
emission inventory development. 

Potentially applicable to 
Town data gathering; data 
would be a benefit to 
program design. 



12 Access to Data & Data Tracking: 
Support from the province to 
municipalities in creating a 
databank of municipal GHG 
emissions information, specifically 
for community GHG emissions 
inventories. Municipalities would 
report on four primary sectors 
(buildings, on-road transportation, 
solid waste, and land-use change 
from deforestation) and seven 
supporting indicators (housing 
type, residential density, commute 
by mode, green space, floor area, 
walk score, proximity to transit). 

Could be applicable to the 
Town's Community GHG 
Reduction Action Plan 
however as we have 
completed emissions 
inventories any imposition 
of reporting formats by 
the Province could 
necessitate extra work for 
staff. 

13 Provincial Electricity Planning: 
Change the UARB criteria for 
regulating NSP to encourage the 
corporation to accelerate the 
transition to renewable energy 
sources. 

Not applicable to the 
Town as we have our own 
electrical utility. 

14 Capacity and Workforce: Bolster 
trade sector capacity and training 
to undertake the required energy 
efficiency and renewable energy 
work. 

Provincially supported 
workforce development in 
this area would be of 
benefit to the Town's 
initiatives. 

 

 

Financial Analysis: 

There is no cost associated with supporting these recommendations, some of 
which could be helpful to Town initiatives. 

 

Strategic Plan: 

3.4 Environmental Sustainability 
• Pursue Climate Mitigation strategies (reducing Town carbon 

footprint)  
• Expand Green Energy Generation (continued development of 

Alternate Resource Energy Authority) 



Recommendation: 

It is recommended, 
 

THAT Council express support for MELG recommendations to the 
Province, as requested. 
 

 

 

Attached for Council Review:   

▪ MELG Policy Brief “Enabling Meaningful Local Climate Action Across 
Nova Scotia” 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
 
Dylan Heide 
Town of Mahone Bay CAO 



 July 10, 2020 

Policy Brief  
Enabling Meaningful Local Climate Action Across Nova Scotia 

Presented to Nova Scotia’s Department of Environment and the Department of Energy and Mines  

 

The Municipal Energy Learning Group (MELG) is a province-wide network of N.S. municipal staff and elected 

officials that are engaged in community energy leadership, GHG emission reductions, and climate change 

action. As a group, they are suggesting provincial policy changes that would enable the development of 

Smart Energy Communities across the province. We appreciate the opportunity that the Department of 

Environment has given us to provide input to their climate strategy.  

 

Methodology 

QUEST coordinated the collection of policy recommendation ideas from MELG. The first step that QUEST 

took to collect ideas was to email each municipality in MELG and ask them for a list of recommended actions 

the provincial government could take to enable smart energy communities in NS. Follow up phone 

conversations with municipalities were 

then had to better understand their 

challenges and suggestions. We talked to 

11 of the municipalities over the phone 

or by video chat.  

 

Using the feedback from the emails, and 

phone and video calls, QUEST created a 

list of 70 ideas for recommendations to 

the provincial government [Appendix A]. 

The list of 70 recommendations was 

broken down into 10 categories [Table A], 

with the prioritized recommendation 

categories represented in Figure A.  

 

Table A: Category Tags 

1 Access to Data & Data Tracking 6 Land Use 

2 Bureaucracy/Communication  7 Provincial Electricity Planning 

3 Community Energy Generation  8 Standards and Quality Assurance 

4 Education & Training 9 Transportation 

5 Financing & Funding 10 Workforce Capacity 
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The total list of recommendations was circulated prior to a MELG meeting held on April 30th, 2020  so that 

feedback and comments could be collected. In attendance were 37 parties representing 14 municipalities, 

one Mi'kmaw association, the NS Department of Energy, and Clean Foundation.  

 

Subsequently, the 70 recommendations went out to the municipalities in the form of a survey, and they 

were asked to rank their top 10. A total of 13 survey responses and 2 rankings via email were compiled to 

create a list of the top 14 priorities.  The list has received general approval from the municipalities who 

participated in the MELG meeting with the caveat that a much deeper discussion about the prioritized 

recommendations is necessary. The municipal representatives in MELG prioritized their top 14 

recommendations as listed in Table B.  

 

Limitations 

Firstly, we asked municipalities to consider limitations that they have encountered in their own work. 

Therefore, we did not draw on examples of community energy planning from jurisdictions around the world 

to inspire conversation. Further, as this is a MELG initiative, only a fraction of the municipalities in the 

province have been included in the development of the list.  

 

In addition, each municipality consulted is at a different stage of their climate or energy plan 

implementation. While some have been working on their climate plans for quite some time, others have 

only recently started to write their climate plans. Some municipalities have targets for greenhouse gas 

emissions reductions that cannot be reached without action from the Province. 

 

Furthermore, the list of 70 recommendations was challenging to present in a survey since the tool used 

(SurveyMonkey) had its own limitations. Thus, some municipalities opted to respond using email since they 

found that the survey used for collecting responses was difficult to use.  It is unclear whether the challenge 

of using the survey changed responses, but it is a possibility. It is for this reason that the document was 

circulated to municipalities to review twice before sending it to the Department of Environment.  

 

Recommendation 

We would like to make a formal request to the Province to have a follow up meeting with MELG about the 

recommendations below to explore each one more thoroughly. There are other stakeholders that may have 

input into thispolicy that can support municipal climate planning, especially energy and climate planning 

consultants like the Sustainability Solutions Group.  

 

All in all, this is a report  of surface-level recommendations intended to start a lasting and generative 

conversation.  Municipalities face  unique circumstances in their ability to reduce the province’s greenhouse 

gas emissions. The conversation needs to continue to maintain regular engagement in community energy 

leadership, GHG emissions reductions, and climate change action.  
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 Table B: Policy Recommendation Reasoning 

1 

Funding and Financing: Exclude secure 

energy-related municipal borrowing (including 

Property Assessed Clean Energy financing - PACE) 

from the calculation of municipal Debt Service 

Coverage Ratios (DSCR) 

Municipal financing is essential for citizens and 

businesses to reduce their carbon footprint. 

Currently, this financing has a negative impact 

on the calculation of the municipality’s Debt 

Service Coverage Ratios, which constrains their 

ability to fund other capital projects and 

essential services as these almost always take 

priority over energy projects.  

2 

Funding and Financing: More funding and 

financing for basic, “tried and true” climate 

action that is not based on innovation. 

This will allow for municipalities to develop 

more of the basic Smart Energy Community 

programs and policies such as LED street lights 

and active transportation.  

3 

Funding and Financing: Enable municipalities to 

borrow from private & non-profit sources to 

capitalize on transformative energy & 

infrastructure solutions. Offer financing tools for 

climate action through the Municipal Finance 

Corp – green bonds, catastrophe bonds, green 

banks and allow municipalities to offer these 

financial mechanisms to be able to fund 

municipal projects. 

There are billions of dollars available for 

investment in energy and climate solutions. 

Due to regulations, municipalities cannot 

currently access any of this investment capital. 

 

Currently, municipalities can only accept 

financing through the Municipal Finance 

Corporation of Nova Scotia. It would be 

beneficial for the MFC to develop 

climate-focused financing tools.  

4 

Funding and Financing: Develop a carbon budget 

for the province, and then require that 

provincially-supported infrastructure projects 

complete emission modeling and accounting 

This would ensure that the province’s funding 

and financing are directed towards projects 

that enable the energy transition and smart 

energy communities. 

5 

Funding and Financing: Allow municipalities to 

provide tax exemptions or reductions for 

property owners that make energy efficiency 

upgrades or meet a certain standard of energy 

efficiency.  

This helps to target the split-incentive issue 

faced by landlords and tenants. Measures will 

have to be taken to ensure that the tenants 

also benefit from the energy efficiency 

upgrades, as per the design of the Efficiency 

Nova Scotia program. 

6 
Funding and Financing: Have set-asides in 

funding programs for small municipalities 

The smaller municipalities have fewer 

resources to write grant applications. 

Set-asides in funding programs for smaller 

municipalities will more equitably distribute 

financial resources.  
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7 

Funding and Financing: Integrate existing Federal 

& Provincial funding programs to enable deep 

energy retrofits to existing housing stock 

(low-income in particular). 

Essential solution to support mass retrofits for 

housing stock and upgrading living conditions 

to lift residents out of energy poverty  

8 

Funding and Financing: For the purpose of 

financing energy and infrastructure projects that 

support local priorities, maintain the Community 

Economic Development Investment Fund (CEDIF) 

equity tax credit program and reduce restrictions 

on partnerships between municipalities and 

CEDIFs 

More freedom for municipalities and residents 

to receive investments for smart energy and 

sustainable infrastructure developments. Local 

community investment has significant social 

and economic benefits.  

 

** While this recommendation made it into the 

top ten list, we have received many expressions 

of concern about the social equity implications 

of the CEDIF program. 

9 

Funding and Financing: Allow municipalities to 

lend to private businesses – this will allow PACE 

financing to be expanded to commercial and 

industrial participants. 

Many municipalities do not know that this is an 

option. PACE financing options need to be 

clarified. 

10 

Access to Data & Data Tracking: Access to 

Efficiency NS and NS Power data allowing for 

better and more reliable data collection and 

efficiency of data collection. Useful data includes 

electricity demand in each community, program 

participation data, and program impact data 

(with respect to energy savings and GHG 

emission reduction). 

Access to consistently collected and good 

quality data is essential to inform 

community-led initiatives. There is currently 

some frustration being expressed by Climate 

Change Coordinators about the lack of access 

to high quality data when creating municipal 

GHG emission inventories. BC has set a good 

example of how the province can administer 

energy data. Please also see QUEST’s Energy 

Data Roadmap. 

11 

Access to Data & Data Tracking: Require private 

firms to give up sales data, e.g. gasoline and 

heating oil sales, for the purposes of GHG 

emission inventory development. 

Greater pool of data would allow for more 

reliable GHG emissions reduction  planning and 

target setting 

12 

Access to Data & Data Tracking: Support from 

the province to municipalities in creating a 

databank of municipal GHG emissions 

information, specifically for community GHG 

emissions  inventories. Municipalities would 

report on four primary sectors (buildings, 

on-road transportation, solid waste, and 

land-use change from deforestation) and seven 

supporting indicators (housing type, residential 

The smaller municipalities have fewer 

resources, and standardized data would allow 

for more reliable GHG emission reduction 

planning and target setting. A databank of 

municipal energy information would ease data 

collection activities from municipal climate 

change coordinators.   BC has set a good 

example of how the province can administer 

energy data. Please also see QUEST’s Energy 
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density, commute by mode, green space, floor 

area, walk score, proximity to transit). 

Data Roadmap. 

13 

Provincial Electricity Planning: Change the UARB 

criteria for regulating NSP to encourage the 

corporation to accelerate the transition to 

renewable energy sources. 

Some municipalities will not be able to meet 

their climate targets unless Nova Scotia Power 

(NSP) significantly lowers the carbon intensity 

of its electricity.  Collaboration between 

municipalities and NSP on community-scale 

clean energy projects is beginning and should 

also be encouraged and supported. 

14 

Capacity and Workforce: Bolster trade sector 

capacity and training to undertake the required 

energy efficiency and renewable energy work 

Essential solution to support energy transition 

activity as there are a lack of technical skilled 

workers in the workforce to complete the 

required and forecasted work.  
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Appendix A: Full List of Policy Recommendation Ideas 

The following is the full list of recommendations that municipalities were asked to prioritize. At this time, we 

are not asking for follow through on all 70 recommendations. This list of all policy recommendation ideas is 

provided for context. Not all recommendations on this list are achievable, under provincial jurisdiction, or are 

necessarily effective.  

 

1. Funding and financing: Enable municipalities to borrow from private & non-profit sources to 

capitalize on transformative energy & infrastructure solutions 

2. Funding and financing: Offer financing tools for climate action through the Municipal Finance Corp – 

green bonds, catastrophe bonds, green banks and allow municipalities to offer these financial 

mechanisms to be able to fund municipal projects. 

3. Funding and financing: Exclude secure energy-related municipal borrowing (including Property 

Assessed Clean Energy financing - PACE) from the calculation of municipal Debt Service Coverage 

Ratios (DSCR) 

4. Funding and financing: Allow municipalities to lend to private businesses – this will allow PACE 

financing to be expanded to commercial and industrial participants. 

5. Funding and financing: More funding and financing for basic, “tried and true” climate action that is 

not based on innovation. 

6. Funding and financing: Have set-asides in funding programs for small municipalities 

7. Funding and financing: Integrate existing Federal & Provincial funding programs to enable deep 

energy retrofits to existing housing stock (low-income in particular).  

8. Funding and financing: Integrate capital and operating funds to achieve the best long-term value 

9. Funding and financing: Incentivize energy efficiency upgrades in rental housing by providing tax 

exemptions or reductions and/or authorize property tax exemptions or reductions for rental housing 

owners who increase the energy efficiency of properties or meet certain standards of energy 

efficiency 

10. Funding and financing: Develop a carbon budget for the province then require that 

provincially-supported infrastructure projects complete emission modeling and accounting  

11. Funding and financing: For the purpose of financing energy and infrastructure projects that support 

local priorities, maintain the Community Economic Development Investment Fund (CEDIF) equity tax 

credit program and reduce restrictions on partnerships between municipalities and CEDIFs 

12. Funding and financing: Support of initial start-up of retrofit programs – support for studies, funding 

to help leverage private and federal capital 

13. Access to Data & Data Tracking: Access to Efficiency NS and NS Power data allowing for better and 

more reliable data collection and efficiency of data collection. Useful data includes electricity 

demand in each community, program participation data, and program impact data (with respect to 

energy savings and GHG emission reduction). 

14. Access to Data & Data Tracking: Open source GHG emissions measurement tools (these tools should 

not be locked up or behind financial barriers) 
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15. Access to Data & Data Tracking: Support from the province to municipalities in creating a databank 

of municipal GHG emission information, specifically for community GHG emission inventories. 

Municipalities would report on four primary sectors (buildings, on-road transportation, solid waste, 

and land-use change from deforestation) and seven supporting indicators( housing type, residential 

density, commute by mode, green space, floor area, walk score, proximity to transit).  

16. Access to Data & Data Tracking: Require private firms to give up sales data, e.g. gasoline and heating 

oil sales, for the purposes of GHG emission inventory development 

17. Access to Data & Data Tracking: Support communities in collecting public health, environmental, 

social and economic data and indicators related to their climate action plans 

18. Access to Data & Data Tracking: A repository of municipal GHG emission  inventories from the 

province so that conclusions can be drawn as to what the largest contribution to GHG emissions  are 

in municipalities, and therefore have a clear idea of the most impactful actions 

19. Standards & Quality Assurance: Standards for energy-related engineering and assessment work.  For 

example, all energy assessments and audits to conform to standard ‘x,y,z’. 

20. Standards & Quality Assurance: Standards for government-based procurement activities.  For 

example, energy performance standards for equipment contracts / construction to conform to 

standard ‘x,y,z’ 

21. Standards & Quality Assurance: Provincial or National certification requirements for energy-related 

work and government/UARB maintenance of those certifications.  

22. Standards & Quality Assurance: Where municipalities rely on codes and standards developed by the 

Province, update these to reflect the changing climate.  Low-carbon and resilient infrastructure 

standards should be updated frequently as new knowledge about climate develops. 

23. Buildings: Institute an energy consumption cap for new construction 

24. Buildings: Develop minimum energy performance standards and requirements for existing 

building(s) undergoing renovations, including large, commercial and MURBS 

25. Buildings: Adopt a step code and allow municipalities to lead and require buildings within its 

jurisdiction to be at a higher tier in the code.  

26. Buildings: Develop and adopt a net-zero and climate-resilient building code that scales up over time 

so that all new construction is net-zero by 2030.  

27. Buildings: Allow municipalities to develop and enforce their own “stretch” building codes if they are 

more environmentally stringent than the Provincial code. 

28. Capacity and Workforce: Permanent climate change coordinator in each municipality 

29. Capacity and Workforce: Permanent climate change coordinator in each county 

30. Capacity and Workforce: Bolster trade sector capacity and training to undertake the required energy 

efficiency and renewable energy work 

31. Capacity and Workforce: Collaborating with students from Universities and NSCC to help with the 

environmental planning  

32. Education and Training: Mandate and invest in comprehensive in-school climate change education 

33. Education and Training: Providing courses/seminars about energy planning / Climate action plan 

tools for municipal staff 

34. Community Energy Generation: Bring back Community Feed-In Tariff (ComFIT) program or some 

type of community-based Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) 
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35. Community Energy Generation: Eliminate or reduce the feed-in tariff for the renewable to retail 

program. 

36. Community Energy Generation: Policy (or specific program under the Electricity Act) to enable 

community-scale virtual net metering (e.g. Solar Garden) 

37. Community Energy Generation: Legislation to enable Combined Heat & Power (CHP) systems 

38. Community Energy Generation: Public Utilities Act should be amended to not include thermal 

energy. This would encourage district energy. Municipalities should be allowed to sell excess energy 

39. Community Energy Generation: Policy and legislation to support the establishment of Municipal 

Energy Utilities (not explicitly prohibited currently, but certainly not supported) 

40. Community Energy Generation: Eliminate or raise the maximum amount of renewable energy that 

can be generated by grid-tied renewable energy generation systems 

41. Community Energy Generation: Remove barriers around distribution zones in the Enhanced Net 

Metering Program. 

42. Provincial Electricity Planning: Cancel the coal phase-out exemption, eliminating or upgrading 

coal-fired power plants to meet the Federal 2030 targets.  

43. Provincial Electricity Planning: Change the UARB criteria for regulating NSP to encourage the 

corporation to accelerate the transition to renewable energy sources.  

44. Provincial Electricity Planning: Continue to decarbonize the provincial electricity grid  

45. Provincial Electricity Planning: Allow mandatory connection for all distributed energy projects in the 

future – it is difficult to go through the charter amendment process for each project and this would 

allow distributed energy to be integrated into land-use bylaws. 

46. Transportation: Give municipalities the authority to mandate for EV chargers in new buildings 

47. Transportation: Provide support for greening fleets and transit systems. 

48. Transportation: Mandate minimum EV stock for dealerships. 

49. Transportation: Increase provincial budget for active transportation 

50. Transportation: Institute carbon emission-based vehicle registration fees or use charges 

51. Transportation: Enable communities to reduce speed limits outside of school zones to encourage 

walking and cycling. 

52. Transportation: Allowing municipalities to have more control over their public transportation routes, 

especially those routes that extend beyond municipal boundaries which are currently controlled by 

UARB. 

53. Transportation: Require that all land use plans include provisions for non-motorized transportation 

as part of any development beyond a specific density threshold. 

54. Transportation: Amend the Rideshare Act to support sustainable transportation 

55. Transportation: All three levels of government making substantial investment in public transit– with 

a focus on electrified public transportation. 

56. Transportation: Allow municipalities to have more control over what happens on the streets in their 

communities as many are provincially owned within municipal boundaries and allow for more ability 

to pilot ideas to improve safety. 

57. Transportation: Lower speed limits, add traffic calming, bike and pedestrian infrastructure (advisory 

bike lanes, bike signals, etc.) 
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58. Land Use: Amend the legislation regarding voting numbers for the Agricultural Marshland 

Conservation Act, that states in order to make changes to any marsh body, all owners have to vote - 

in person! Amend the legislation so that it’s easier to hold a vote. 

59. Land Use: Adaptation funding should also protect homes and businesses/infrastructure, not just 

agricultural land.  

60. Land Use: Major adaptation infrastructure investment must have support from surrounding 

communities 

61. Land Use: In order to support densification, eliminate R-1 zoning. 

62. Land Use: Require that all land use plans in NS include provisions for the inclusion of commercial 

(e.g. large scale wind), district (e.g. energy from waste on farms), and micro renewable energy 

systems (e.g. neighbourhood solar gardens or home-based systems). 

63. Land Use: Continue to coordinate with municipalities on the development of the regulations, the 

timing of regulations, data input decisions for flood risk assessment, and the model for 

co-administration. 

64. Bureaucracy/Communications: Seems that a lot of municipalities are doing the same types of 

activities/projects for their environment and climate. How can municipalities not have to each forge 

their own way?  

65. Bureaucracy/Communications: Host a process with municipalities, contractors, and developers 

about improving Efficiency NS programs 

66. Bureaucracy/Communications: Clarity of contact to liaise with government and navigate the systems  

67. Bureaucracy/Communications: Consult with municipalities about changes to the Electricity Act 

68. Bureaucracy/Communications: Integrate climate mitigation and adaptation at the provincial level so 

that there can be a holistic approach to projects, plans, and communication 

69. Miscellaneous: Commission 3rd party evaluation of environmental impacts of social programs, e.g. 

Community Transportation Assistance Program 

70. Miscellaneous: Begin piloting and incentivizing the use of batteries and storage in clean energy 

projects through funding and research.  
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General Overview:  

This report is intended to provide Council an update concerning the call for 
housing proposals issued in December 2020. 
 
Background: 

At the regular meeting Dec 8, 2020, in consideration of the federal Rapid 
Housing Initiative, Council approved the issuance of the following call: 
 

Town of Mahone Bay Seeking Affordable Housing Projects 
 
If you are a non-profit or private housing developer with a proposed 
project for new affordable multi-unit housing in Mahone Bay the Town 
Council wants to hear from you! 
 
The Council is seeking projects to address our community’s immediate 
housing needs. Proposals must be for long-term tenancy primarily 
residential developments having a minimum of five units or beds and 
must be affordability must be maintained for a minimum of 20 years. 
 
If you are interested in discussing a proposed affordable housing 
project the Town contact CAO Dylan Heide by email at: 
dylan.heide@townofmahonebay.ca. 

 

Analysis: 

Although the call for proposals did generate interest in the community and 
several inquiries were received by staff and members of Council, no 
responses were received from the target audience (non-profit or private 
housing developers). 

With no responses to this general call, targeted invitations may be an 
alternative to consider. As the deadline for the Rapid Housing Initiative has 
passed, a discussion with Housing Nova Scotia and the Department of 
Municipal Affairs & Housing, regarding the municipal approach to housing, 
may assist Council in considering next steps. 

 

 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Staff Report  
RE: Housing Call for Proposals 
January 28th, 2021 

https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/NHS/rapid-housing-initiative
https://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/NHS/rapid-housing-initiative
mailto:dylan.heide@townofmahonebay.ca


Financial Analysis: 

There are no financial implications to consider at this time although the idea 
behind the call for proposals has been to identify potential projects which the 
Town could facilitate, leading Council to consider possible financial 
implications at a future time. 

 

Strategic Plan: 

3.2 Economic and Community Development 
• Encourage a range of housing options 

 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended, 
 

THAT Council invite Department of Municipal Affairs & Housing / 
Housing NS staff as a delegation to a meeting of Council, regarding 
housing in Mahone Bay and the Town’s approach to housing. 
 

 

 

Attached for Council Review:   

▪ None 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
 
Dylan Heide 
Town of Mahone Bay CAO 
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has issued a 

special report on the impacts of global warming and the importance 

of keeping global temperatures within 1.5 °C above pre- industrial 

levels. The IPCC report sets out foreseeable and preventable 

climate-change related outcomes of grave importance to coastal 

communities. The Town of Mahone Bay aims to take effective action 

to mitigate and take into consideration climate change at each part 

of the decision-making process. 

_______________________ 
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11.0 MAHONE BAY’S PATH FORWARD  
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General Overview:  

This report is intended to provide Council an update concerning the 2020-21 
Transportation Project. 
 
Background: 

CBCL Ltd. presented Council with a draft Transportation Plan Report on May 
12th, 2020. The 2020-21 annual budget approved by Council on May 12th, 2020 
included a $100,000 allocation for transportation projects with a proposed 
$100,000 in additional project funding to be applied for from the Provincial 
2020 Connect2 Program. 

Council received a staff report on the draft CBCL Ltd. report on May 28th 
which resulted in the special meeting held on June 11th, at which Council 
provided input into the development of a list of potential components for a 
2020-21 Transportation Project (as per the 2020-21 annual budget). 

On July 14th Council directed staff to apply for project funding from the NS 
Department of Energy’s Connect2 Program. Staff submitted the funding 
application as directed and have now been informed by the Department that 
the funding application was not approved. 

Council’s 2020/21 Transportation Project includes the following components 
(depicted on the project poster attached as Appendix A): 

 
• New 3-Way Stop at Clearway St. – Main St. Intersection 
• New Pedestrian Crosswalks at: 

o Medical Centre (crossing Main St.) 
o Cherry Lane (crossing Main St.) 
o Town Hall (crossing Main St.) 
o Lutheran Church (crossing Edgewater St.) 
o Keddy’s Landing (crossing Edgewater St.) 

• Improved Trail Crossing at Long Hill Rd. – Main St. Intersection. 
• New Traffic Calming Measures on Clairmont St. and Kinburn St. 
• Changing Cherry Lane to One-way and Orchard St. to One-way (to 

Parish St.) with Parish St. serving as the exit for both. 

 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Staff Report  
RE: 2020-21 Transportation Project Update 
January 28th, 2021 



 

On November 26th Council directed staff to proceed with one component – 
the new 3-Way Stop at Clearway St. – Main St. Intersection – as soon as 
possible, while awaiting funding; work on the intersection will proceed as 
soon as weather permits. 

Funding having not been received Council direction is required on how to 
move forward, particularly given the timing of the decision and the 
approaching 2021-22 budget process. 

 

Analysis: 

The 2020-21 Transportation Project as proposed represents a significant 
investment in improved infrastructure for active transportation (walking and 
cycling), contributing to public safety and community GHG reduction 
(priorities referenced in Council’s 2018-21 Strategic Plan). This project rationale 
closely aligned with the Department of Energy’s objectives for the Connect2 
program. Building on the Transportation Planning Report from CBCL Ltd. 
which was funded in part by the Dept., staff anticipated receiving Connect2 
funding for this project. 

In discussion with Department of Energy staff it was conveyed that the 2020-
21 program was very competitive and the Town’s application did not have the 
clear links to Council-approved long term plans for active transportation - and 
particularly bicycle route development – which other units’ applications 
possessed. As Council has recently directed staff to draft an engagement plan 
for the development of a community-wide all-ages cycling route (included on 
Council’s Jan 28 meeting agenda), the Town may be well positioned to access 
Connect2 funding next fiscal year for any infrastructure improvement project 
resulting from this engagement. In the meantime Council will need to 
determine which components of the 2020-21 project could proceed without 
external funding and provide direction to staff in this regard. 

 

Financial Analysis: 

As per the attached estimate provided by CBCL Ltd. (Appendix B), the cost for 
the 2020-21 Transportation Project is approximately $160,000 (including net 
HST). The Town had applied for $100,000 in funding under the Connect2 
program. 

 



Strategic Plan: 

3.1 21st Century Infrastructure  
• Provide safe streets and sidewalks 

3.2 Economic and Community Development 
• Enhance recreation and open space opportunities 

 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended, 
 

THAT Council direct staff to proceed with engineering designs and 
update associated cost estimates for 2020-21 Transportation Project, for 
consideration in 2021-22 budget process. 
 

Attached for Council Review:   

▪ 2020-21 Transportation Project Poster 
▪ 2020-21 Transportation Project estimates (provided by CBCL Ltd.) 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

 
 
Dylan Heide 
Town of Mahone Bay CAO 





 OPINION OF PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COSTS DATE: July 9, 2020
Town of Mahone Bay 2020-21 Transportation Project CBCL FILE No.: 201061.00

 Town of Mahone Bay, NS PREPARED BY: Archie T
EST. DESCRIPTION: Class D

No. UNIT UNIT COST EST. QTY. TOTAL

1
1.1 LS 5,000$         1 5,000$                       
1.2 Days 1,200$         16 19,200$                    

2 CROSSWALKS
2.1 Medical Centre Crossing at Main Street LS 7,000$         1 7,000$                       

2.2 Cherry Lane Crossing at Main Street LS 7,000$         1 7,000$                       

2.3 Town Hall Crossing at Mian Street LS 7,000$         1 7,000$                       

2.4 Luthern Church Crossing at Edgewater Street LS 7,000$         1 7,000$                       

2.5 Keddy's Landing Crossing at Edgewater Street LS 7,000$         1 7,000$                       

2.6 New 3 Way Stop at Clearwater and Main LS 8,000$         1 8,000$                       

2.7 Improved Trail Crossing at Long Hill Road at Main Street Intersection LS 21,000$       1 21,000$                    

2.8 New Traffic Calming Measures on Clairmont & Kinburn Street LS 19,000$       1 19,000$                    

2.9 Change Cherry Lane to One-Way & Orchard Street to Parish Street LS 19,200$       1 19,200$                    

126,400$              
3

3.1 Design Development Contingency (see Note 1) 6,320$                       
3.2 Construction Contingency (see Note 2) 6,320$                       
3.3 Escalation / Inflation (Based on 2020 Dollars) (see Note 3) N/A
3.4 Location Factor (see Note 4) N/A
3.5 Engineering & Geotechnical 12,640$                    

152,000$            

Note 1 A Design Development Contingency is for rhe necesaary growth of qtys, increase material labour costs as the work is better defined 

Note 2 A Construction Contingency is for the cost of additional work that is over and above the original tendered construction contract price. 

Note 3 The Escalation/Inflation is provided for anticipated increases in construction costs from the time budget to time of Tender
Note 4 The Location Factor is variances between costs at the location of the project and  historical costs data used to prepare the budget. 
Note 5 Note that for the above UNIT RATE FORMAT General Contractor, Fees, Overheads and Profit are included in each unit cost.

Form CBCL .035 Rev 2

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS with CONTINGENCIES,  HST NOT INCLUDED

THIS OPINION OF PROBABLE COSTS IS PRESENTED ON THE BASIS OF EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS, AND BEST JUDGEMENT. IT HAS BEEN PREPARED 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH ACCEPTABLE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES. MARKET TRENDS, NON-COMPETITIVE BIDDING SITUATIONS, UNFORESEEN 
LABOUR AND MATERIAL ADJUSTMENTS AND THE LIKE ARE BEYOND THE CONTROL OF CBCL LIMITED. AS SUCH WE CANNOT WARRANT OR 
GUARANTEE THAT ACTUAL COSTS WILL NOT VARY FROM THE OPINION PROVIDED.

5%
5%
N/A
N/A
10%

SUB-TOTAL - DIRECT & INDIRECT CONSTRUCTION  COSTS   
CONTINGENCIES and ALLOWANCES

101

Mob, Demob, Bonds, Insurance, Pre-Construction 

Mobilization, Bonds, Insurance, Pre-Construction Management

Traffic Control

DESCRIPTION

201061.00 TOWN OF MAHONE BAY - TRANSPORTATION PLAN - Cost Estimates v2.7 07-07-2020-_atxlsx.xlsx



 
 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Public Engagement Plan: 2020-21 Strategic Plan 

 
Presented to Council: Jan 28, 2021 

 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Town of Mahone Bay public engagement is: 

 
o Meaningful; 
o Informed; 
o Timely; 

o Accessible; 
o Transparent; 
o Appropriately scaled;

 
NATURE OF ENGAGEMENT 
 

• Matter for which public engagement is being sought:  
Council’s 2021-25 Strategic Plan 

 
• How input will be used: 

To inform any amendments to draft 2021-25 Strategic Plan as may be 
introduced by members of Council. 

 
• Identified stakeholders: 

Residents and ratepayers of the Town of Mahone Bay. 
 

• Impact of the matter on stakeholders: 
The 2021-25 Strategic Plan will impact annual budgets and in turn 
property tax and utility rates, financially impacting stakeholders. Quality 
of life for stakeholders will also be impacted. 

 
• Timeline for engagement / decision: 

March-April 2021. 
 

• What information is required to participate and where is it available: 
Draft 2021-25 Strategic Plan; via Town website (once presented). 

 
• Particular circumstances (including states of emergency and public 

health directives): 
COVID-19 public health directives limiting in-person gatherings. 



ENGAGEMENT TOOLS 
Which public engagement tools will be utilized: 
 

 Public hearing; 
 
Notes: A Public Hearing – via Zoom - is recommended prior to 
final adoption. 
 

 In-person meetings, round-table discussions, town halls, 
open houses, or workshops; 

 
 Digital engagement which may include including webinars, 

message boards / discussion forums, and online polls or 
surveys; 
 
Notes: A Zoom session for the public to receive initial feedback 
on the draft 2021-22 Strategic Plan is recommended for 
Council’s consideration prior to a Public Hearing. 

 
 Written engagement which may include written 

submissions, email feedback, and mail-in surveys, polls and 
workbooks; 
 
Notes: Written / email submissions accepted in initial 
feedback period – presented to Council with initial Zoom 
session report – as well as to Public Hearing. 

 
 Engagement by representation including the appointment 

of members of the public to Town committees; 
 

 Providing information through the media, websites, social 
media, and other channels; 
 
Notes: Draft 2021-25 Strategic Plan will be hosted on the 
website and engagement activities promoted via website and 
social media as well as Mayor’s Newsletter. Both the initial 
Zoom session and Public Hearing will be posted to the Town’s 
YouTube channel as recordings. 

 
 Other: CodeRED mass notification system, Communications 

from Council and Community Notices from the Town contact 
groups. 

 
 



REQUIRED RESOURCES 
 

• Communication plan to inform the public about the public 
engagement plan and opportunities to provide input: 

 
Draft 2021-25 Strategic Plan will be hosted on the website and 
engagement activities promoted via website and social media as well 
as Mayor’s Newsletter. Both the initial Zoom session and Public Hearing 
will be posted to the Town’s YouTube channel as recordings. 

 
Notices for the Public Hearing will be published in the same manner as 
for planning documents. 

 
 

• Required resources and costs: 
 

Organizing, promoting and executing initial Zoom session and public 
hearing, collecting associated correspondence and generating report 
to Council estimated at 20 hours staff time. Advertising costs for 
hearing estimated at $200.00. 
 
 



 
 

Town of Mahone Bay 
 

Public Engagement Plan: 
Territorial Land Acknowledgement 

 
Presented to Council: January 28, 2021 

 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Town of Mahone Bay public engagement is: 

 
o Meaningful; 
o Informed; 
o Timely; 

o Accessible; 
o Transparent; 
o Appropriately scaled;

 
 
NATURE OF ENGAGEMENT 
 

• Matter for which public engagement is being sought:  
Feedback from the local First Nations community regarding the Town of 
Mahone Bay Traditional Land Acknowledgement.  
 
Short: 

Let me begin with our deep thanks to the Mi’kmaw people. We are 
gathered today in the traditional land of Mi’kma’ki, and we are grateful. 

 
Long: 

I wish to begin by acknowledging that Mahone Bay is in the traditional 
land of Mi’kma’ki. The municipality and all the peoples here are 
beneficiaries of the peace and friendship treaties with the Mi’kmaq. I 
extend to the Mi’kmaw people my respect and desire to build stronger 
relationships in the spirit and intent of these treaties.  

 
• How input will be used: 

To inform the Town of Mahone Bay’s traditional land acknowledgement. 
 

• Identified stakeholders: 
Gold River First Nations community, the Province of Nova Scotia, and the 
residents and taxpayers of the Town of Mahone Bay.  



• Impact of the matter on stakeholders: 
The traditional land acknowledgement represents the Town of Mahone Bay’s 
recognition that the Town is located on land which is the ancestral home of 
First Nations people. 
 
By acknowledging the connection between the local First Nations 
community and the land on which the Town of Mahone Bay is located the 
Town of Mahone Bay seeks to demonstrate respect for First Nations people. 
 

• Timeline for engagement / decision: 
Spring/Summer 2021 to accommodate the availability, scheduling, and 
cultural practices of the local First Nations community members. 
 

• What information is required to participate and where is it available: 
The text of both the long and short versions of the approved Town of Mahone 
Bay Traditional Land Acknowledgement; via Council minutes on the Town 
website 
 

• Particular circumstances (including states of emergency and public 
health directives): 

COVID-19 health directives limiting in-person gatherings; cross-cultural 
community engagement practices 
 
 
ENGAGEMENT TOOLS 
Which public engagement tools will be utilized: 
 

 Public hearing; 
 
Notes: ___________________________________________________ 
 

 In-person meetings, round-table discussions, town halls, 
open houses, or workshops; 
 
Notes: It is the understanding of staff that the most 
appropriate course of action is for representatives of the Town 
to take part in in-person meetings with FN Community 
leaders and then potentially public sessions with local First 
Nations community members (such as are permitted by 
COVID-19 protocols). 
 
It is expected that initial meetings would involve the CAO 
and/or the Deputy CAO and one or a few members of Council; 
further decisions about how many representatives from the 



Town of Mahone Bay would take part in discussion will be 
determined by initial discussions, scheduling, and COVID-19 
protocols.  

 
 Digital engagement which may include webinars, message 

boards / discussion forums, and online polls or surveys; 
 
Notes: These may prove to be useful due to pandemic safety 
protocols but staff will accept the guidance of First Nations 
community leaders as to whether or not this is appropriate 

 
 Written engagement which may include written 

submissions, email feedback, mail-in surveys, polls and 
workbooks; 
 
Notes: These may prove to be useful due to pandemic safety 
protocols but staff will accept the guidance of First Nations 
community leaders as to whether or not this is appropriate 

 
 Engagement by representation including the appointment 

of members of the public to Town committees; 
 
Notes: ___________________________________________________ 

 
 Providing information through the media, websites, social 

media, and other channels; 
 
Notes: ___________________________________________________ 

 
 Other: 

 
Notes: Staff are prepared to take the advice of First Nations 
community leaders as to other engagement practices which 
may be appropriate. 

 
 
 
 
REQUIRED RESOURCES 
 

• Communication plan to inform the public about the public 
engagement plan and opportunities to provide input: 

 



Specific outreach to First Nations leaders will begin with letters and/or phone 
conversations using community contacts to inform the specific initial 
contacts to connect with Gold River First Nations community leaders. 
 
Information will be shared within the local First Nations community as per 
the advice of First Nations leaders. 
 
General information for all residents and ratepayers of Mahone Bay will be 
available through public Council meeting documents on the Town website.  
 
 

• Required resources and costs: 
 
Building relationships, meeting, collecting feedback from the First Nations 
community, and generating report to Council estimated at 20 hours staff 
time.  
 
Traditional gifts of hospitality, mileage, meeting hosting estimated at $400.  
 



 
 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Public Engagement Plan: Community-Wide Bicycle Route 

 
Presented to Council: Jan 28, 2021 

 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
Town of Mahone Bay public engagement is: 

 
o Meaningful; 
o Informed; 
o Timely; 

o Accessible; 
o Transparent; 
o Appropriately scaled;

 
 
NATURE OF ENGAGEMENT 
 

• Matter for which public engagement is being sought:  
Development of a community-wide all-ages cycling route. 

 
• How input will be used: 

To inform project design and Council’s prioritization of projects. 
 

• Identified stakeholders: 
Residents and ratepayers of the Town of Mahone Bay. Businesses / 
Tourism operators / Mahone Bay Tourism & Chamber of Commerce 
(MBTCC). Bicycle tourists / visitors / Provincial cycling community 
(Bicycle Nova Scotia). Local trail organizations. Provincial Departments 
of Energy & Mines, Transportation & Infrastructure Renewal and Natural 
Resources. 

 
• Impact of the matter on stakeholders: 

Implementation of cycling route intended to have a beneficial impact 
on cycling in Mahone Bay, increasing access to active transportation 
infrastructure (and in-turn access to various community destinations), 
facilitating active transportation, and supporting economic activity. 

 
• Timeline for engagement / decision: 

Phase 1:   February – March, 2021:   Public Information 
Engagement activities focused on increased awareness of Town plans. 



Phase 2:   April – July, 2021:   Project Development 
Participatory engagement to develop 2021-22 project - within 
parameters established by Council’s annual budget process – for 
application to Department of Energy & Mines Connect2 Program. 

 
• What information is required to participate and where is it available: 

CBCL Transportation Plan Report (2020); and, 
Bicycle NS Bikeway Concept Designs Report (2019). Will be made 
available via Town website. 
Additional informational materials to be developed to support 
participation. 

 
• Particular circumstances (including states of emergency and public 

health directives): 
COVID-19 public health directives limiting in-person gatherings. 

 
 
ENGAGEMENT TOOLS 
Which public engagement tools will be utilized: 
 

 Public hearing; 
 
Notes: ___________________________________________________ 
 

 In-person meetings, round-table discussions, town halls, 
open houses, or workshops; 
 
Notes: ___________________________________________________ 

 
 Digital engagement which may include webinars, message 

boards / discussion forums, and online polls or surveys; 
 
Notes: During phase 2 one or more public webinars / video 
discussions are proposed with participation of stakeholders. 
Written input would be collected throughout phase 2 via 
digital means. 

 
 Written engagement which may include written 

submissions, email feedback, mail-in surveys, polls and 
workbooks;  
 
Notes: In addition to digital means, written input would be 
collected throughout phase 2 in mail-in format. 

 



 Engagement by representation including the appointment 
of members of the public to Town committees; 
 
Notes: Reach out to identified stakeholders to establish a 
project advisory team in phase 2 (meeting remotely), to assist 
with project development. This project team could potentially 
also support project implementation if funding were received. 

 
 Providing information through the media, websites, social 

media, and other channels; 
 
Notes: Phase 1 would focus on increasing awareness of Town 
plans via information posted on the Town website, on social 
media, and in locations in the community. Staff will seek to 
leverage stakeholder networks for improved reach. 

 
 Other: 

 
Notes: Potential for “cycle engagement” activities in phase 2 
as weather improves. Cycle tours / organized rides through 
community could raise awareness and encourage input 
concerning issues and opportunities. 

 
 
REQUIRED RESOURCES 
 

• Communication plan to inform the public about the public 
engagement plan and opportunities to provide input: 

 
Information will be posted on the Town website, on social media, and in 
the community. Staff will leverage stakeholder networks for improved 
communications reach. 
 
Phase 2 “cycle engagement” activities may benefit from additional 
promotion. 

 
• Required resources and costs: 
 
Communications activities throughout, support for / participation with 
project advisory team, organizing, promoting and executing one or more 
webinars / video discussion sessions, and compiling input received for 
presentation to Council estimated 50 hours staff time. Advertising and 
promotional costs estimated at $300.00. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

Town of Mahone Bay 
Staff Report  
RE: Plan Mahone Bay Documents 
January 28, 2021 

 
General Overview: 

This report is to provide Council with draft amendments to the Plan Mahone Bay 
documents as directed by Council on January 12, 2021.  

 

Background:.  

On January 12, 2021 Council received draft Background report, draft What We 
Heard report, and draft statement of Principles, Vision, and Goals for the Plan 
Mahone Bay process. At that time, Council passed the following motion: 

THAT Council direct staff to work with Upland to present a re-phrased 
Heritage Introduction section for Council’s next meeting.   

At that time Council also agreed to forward any comments with minor edits to staff 
for Upland to reflect those changes in their new edit.  

 

Analysis: 

Staff from the Town of Mahone Bay and Upland reviewed comments that were 
received from members of Council and comments made about re-phrasing the 
Heritage Introduction section of the Principles, Vision, and Goals document.  

The suggested changes were made, with one exception due to the nature of the 
public feedback received. Suggested changes for wording of section 4.7 and 4.9 
was included as an amendment as it seemed to address the comments made by 
Council at the January 12th Council meeting.  

Attached to this report is a breakdown of the changes that were recommended 
and which changes were made or not made.  

 

Financial Analysis: 

There are no immediate financial implications for the amended documents 

 

 



 

Links to Strategic Plan: 

3.2 Economic and Community Development 
• Ensure that Town Policies, procedures, by-laws, and other regulations foster 

growth and development.  
 
 
Recommendation: 

It is recommended, that at the January 28, 2021 meeting of Council 

THAT Council approve the amended Background report, What We Heard 
report, and draft statement of Principles, Vision, and Goals for the Plan 
Mahone Bay process as presented. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

 

Maureen Hughes 

Town Clerk and Deputy CAO 
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Maureen Hughes

From: Jason Genee <jason@uplandstudio.ca>
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 12:23 PM
To: Maureen Hughes
Cc: Dylan Heide; Ian Watson
Subject: Re: Suggested edits for Jason Genee for Plan Mahone Bay document
Attachments: Schedule.pdf; Background Report_January 25, 2021.pdf; What We Heard Report_January 

25, 2021.pdf; Guiding Principles, Vision, and Goals_January 25, 2021.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. 

Good afternoon, Maureen,  
 
Thanks again for meeting this morning.  
 
Please find the updated Background Report; Guiding Principles, Vision, and Goals; and What We Hear Report. I updated 
these documents based on the comments I received from Penny Carver and Alice Burdick. Their comments and my 
response to those comments are below. My response to each comment is in RED. Please note that not all changes have 
been made, and I have noted why changes have or haven’t been made.  
 
Also, I have attached the annotated schedule that I showed this morning. As I mentioned, with the prolonged 
engagement phase, we needed to delay the start of drafting the planning documents until December.  We are now 
looking to complete Tasks 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 for the end of February/beginning of March. Perhaps the middle of February 
would be a good opportunity to check-in once more to discuss Tasks 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6-especially with respect to the 
Steering Team and the Public and Stakeholder Engagement. I have not noted it on the schedule, but we may need to 
extend the Public and Stakeholder Engagement into April. Nevertheless, we are still aiming for a June 2021 wrap-up of 
the Project.  
 
If you have any other questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
 
Best,  
 
Jason Genée, Planner (he/him) 
UPLAND | Planning + Design Studio  
Office: 1 902 423 0649 
www.uplandstudio.ca 
 
 
Penny Carver 
 
Table 4 - Could the first 3 issues be clustered as one item re Shoreline Protection - Because they are direct responses 
from the public, I would say no. Although related, they represent different issues, and it is not certain that a person 
may choose all three.  
p. 23 - I'm still concerned about the term "co-housing" which has a very specific meaning EG the Tree House project 
in BW is a co-housing community. Consider adding something about "shared housing.” - I included “shared housing 
such as” before every instance of “co-housing” 
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Is the idea of allowing more than 4 unrelated inhabitants in a unit addressed ? - I’m not certain what this is in 
reference to. I did a quick scan of the By-law but didn’t find regulations relating to four unrelated inhabitants in a 
unit.  
 
Background Report (Technical issue re Population Pyramid) The blue and green colours seem to be reversed in the 
labels - I swapped the position of the labels so the ‘Female’ label  was underneath the Female data.  
 
p.45 - i believe it is Prince's Inlet rather than Princess Inlet - Correction made  
 
p.44 - first sentence in 2nd column may need to be reworded.  Note that "deprived" may be not what was 
intended. - removed “deprived” 
 
p.47 - Should the word "European" be added so it would read "European settlement”?  - Change introduction to 
"Mahone Bay has a unique story in its history of land stewardship, peace and friendship treaties between the Indigenous 
and European settlers, and in its built history. What is now the Town of Mahone Bay is within the traditional and 
unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq who continue to live here, and who have used the land and sea to harvest food. The 
later populations of French Acadians, followed by German protestants, also left a lasting legacy on the area, seen in its 
architecture, prior to the incorporation of Mahone Bay as a town in 1919." 
 
p.47 - Spelling: Parish rather than Parrish - correction made 
 
p. 53 - specify Bayview Cemetery and could consider adding "once known as the "burial ground at Mush-a-Mush.”  - 
Added “Bayview” and “once known as the ‘burial ground at Mush-a-Mush."  
 
 
Alice Burdick 
 
Guiding Principles, Vision, and Goals: 
  
Page 2, under “Heritage Preservation and Evolution” 
  
The original text is:  
“As an 18th century town, Mahone Bay is steeped in history which has shaped the fabric of the town, including much of 
the built form and architecture that is present today. Mahone Bay will continue to protect and enhance its unique built 
form and cultural landscapes, all the while continuing to evolve and allow change.” 
  
My suggested edit: 
Mahone Bay’s built history in the form of its architecture reflects its development during the 18th century, after its 
earlier use as a Mi’kmaq settlement. Mahone Bay will continue to protect and enhance its unique built form and cultural 
landscapes, including further exploration of its Indigenous roots, all the while continuing to evolve and allow for change. 
 
- change made 
 
Draft Background Report: 
  
On page 11 (Introduction, Demographics) 
  
The original: “While communities are often considered by the sum of their parts” 
Should be “While communities are often considered as the sum of their parts” 
 
- change made 
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The original: “Each one of the 1,036 residents of Mahone Bay have different needs” 
Should be “Each one of the 1,036 residents of Mahone Bay has different needs” 
 
- change made 
  
On page 47 (Introduction) 
  
Original text:  
“Mahone Bay has a unique and storied history that extends beyond the colonization and settlement by early European 
settlers. What is now the Town of Mahone Bay was previously within the traditional territory of the Mi’kmaq who used 
the land and sea to harvest food. The settlement of the area first by French Acadians, followed by German protestants, 
left a lasting legacy on the area prior to the incorporation of Mahone Bay as a town in 1919.” 
  
Suggested edit: 
Mahone Bay has a unique story in its history of land stewardship, peace and friendship treaties between the Indigenous 
and European settlers, and in its built history. What is now the Town of Mahone Bay is within the traditional and 
unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq who continue to live here, and who have used the land and sea to harvest food. The 
later populations of French Acadians, followed by German protestants, also left a lasting legacy on the area, seen in its 
architecture, prior to the incorporation of Mahone Bay as a town in 1919. 
 
- change made to the suggested edit  
  
On page 49 
  
Original text: 
“The town is within the traditional territory of the Mi’kmaq who for centuries used the area on a seasonal basis to 
harvest the bountiful food resources of the sea and forests in the area. Early settlement by non-indigenous peoples 
began with the catholic French speaking Acadians who arrived after 1610. These early settlers farmed the land and 
traded with the indigenous community. The British settlement policies, beginning after 1713, changed that pattern with 
the encouragement of protestant German speaking settlers from central Europe. These new settlers who arrived by 
1754 continued to farm and prosper with an early mill and expanded trade and commerce. Over the next centuries the 
town prospered and institutions of the school, the churches and cemetery were established. This legacy continues to 
support an active cultural and social community.” 
  
Suggested edit: 
The town is within the traditional unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq who for centuries have lived here and harvested the 
bountiful food resources of the sea and forests. Early settlement by non-Indigenous peoples began with 
the Catholic French speaking Acadians who arrived after 1610. These early settlers farmed the land and traded with 
the Indigenous community. The British settlement policies, beginning after 1713, changed that pattern with the 
encouragement of Protestant German speaking settlers from central Europe. These new settlers who arrived by 1754 
continued to farm and prosper with an early mill and expanded trade and commerce. Over the next centuries the town 
prospered and institutions of the school, the churches and cemetery were established. This legacy continues to support 
an active cultural and social community. 
 
- change made to the suggested edit  
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Introduction 
The Town of Mahone Bay is currently 
undertaking a review and update of its 
Municipal Planning Strategy and Land 
Use Bylaw, a project that has been called 
“Plan Mahone Bay.” The Municipal Planning 
Strategy and Land Use Bylaw are the primary 
land use planning documents that determine 
how our communities will grow, develop, and 
function. 

Land use planning influences how we use the 
land within our communities, how we invest 
in infrastructure, and it influences the types 
and locations of buildings that are developed. 
Mahone Bay’s existing Municipal Planning 
Strategy and Land Use Bylaw were adopted 
in 2008, and since that time, there have been 
many changes within the town and region. 

In Nova Scotia, land use planning is legislated 
and required under the Municipal Government 
Act. This piece of legislation gives municipal 
councils the ability to control how land is used 
through the Municipal Planning Strategy and 
Land Use Bylaw.

The Municipal Planning Strategy acts as the 
blueprint for the community and provides 
high-level detail and direction for how the 
community will develop. Municipal Planning 

Strategies include the vision, goals, and 
policies that direct growth. The Land Use 
Bylaw takes the Municipal Planning Strategy 
and establishes specific, detailed rules that 
must be followed for development within the 
town. 

The rules and regulations within the Land 
Use Bylaw must agree with and be supported 
by the policies within the Municipal Planning 
Strategy, which must also agree with and be 
supported by the content of the Municipal 
Government Act. 

This Background Report lays the foundation 
for the updated Municipal Planning Strategy 
and Land Use Bylaw by exploring some of 
the fundamental characteristics of Mahone 
Bay. This report was developed through the 
analysis of existing plans, documents, and 
other sources of information, and includes 
analysis on the natural environment; 
socio-economic characteristics including 
demographics and population trends; housing 
supply; the local economy; and built form and 
heritage. The findings from this Background 
Report will play an integral role in the 
development of policies and regulations as 
they relate to growth and development in 
Mahone Bay.

Draft
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Introduction
The Town of Mahone Bay is located on the 
northwest coast of Mahone Bay along Nova 
Scotia’s South Shore. The bay on which the 
town is located and the physical environment 
surrounding the town has had a significant 
impact on how the community has developed. 
The availability of clean drinking water, the 
availability of raw materials and resources, 
and the ability to develop infrastructure and 
buildings are all influenced and impacted by 
the topography and geology of the town and 
surrounding areas. 

The landscape and environment also play 
an important role in recreation and the local 
economy, attracting visitors from around the 
world to take in the region’s beauty. Balancing 
development with the need to ensure a 
healthy environment must be considered as 
the Town plans ahead into the future. 

The environment must also be considered for 
its potential impact on humans, buildings, and 
other infrastructure. Wetlands, slopes, and 
other areas within the town could potentially 
be hazardous to humans, and development 
should be only considered in special 
circumstances in these areas. 
 

Additionally, as the climate continues to 
change, the town may face more severe 
storms, higher sea levels, coastal erosion, 
and more frequent flooding. These impacts 
could be detrimental and the Town must look 
to adapt its infrastructure and development 
patterns to ensure the safety of the 
community. This section seeks to explore 
the most fundamental characteristics of the 
environment in Mahone Bay and how climate 
change could impact the town. 

Draft
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Mahone Bay does not exist in isolation 
from its surrounding environment but 
makes up a small part of the local and 
regional ecosystems along the South Shore 
and within Nova Scotia. To appropriately 
manage and plan for an area, ecological 
landscape classifications systems are used 
to identify and map areas of ecological 
similarity. Ecological landscapes can be 
described and classified based on an area’s 
soil type, vegetation cover, bedrock, climate, 
topography, among other factors. Ecological 
landscapes are applied at numerous 
scales, from the global or continental scale 
(ecozones), down to the site-specific scale 
(ecosite). 

Mahone Bay is located within the Atlantic 
Maritime ecozone and within that the Western 
ecoregion. This ecoregion encompasses 
areas that extend from Yarmouth to the 
Halifax peninsula, making up 30.5% of the 
province.1 This ecoregion is characterized 
by mild winters and warm summers and 
receives between 1300 and 1500 millimetres 
of precipitation annually.2

Within the Western ecoregion, Mahone 
Bay is located within the LaHave Drumlins 

ecodistrict. As the name suggests, this 
ecodistrict is characterized by drumlins, 
which are hilly deposits left by glaciers, and 
often resemble a teardrop shape from above. 
Glaciation has also influenced the types of 
soils that are predominant in the area, which 
are mostly well-draining, shallow, sandy 
loams, except for the soils developed on 
drumlins. These soils are often deeper and 
less stony that surrounding areas.3 

Much of the LaHave Drumlins ecodistrict is 
forested (75.2%), which supported the early 
shipbuilding industry, and today supports the 
region’s Christmas tree industry.4 

In addition to the landscape, watercourses 
and water bodies have played an important 
role in the town’s history. The most significant 
water body within the town is the Atlantic 
Ocean. The shoreline of the coast not 
only frames the extent of the town, but it 
also played a significant role in the early 
Mahone Bay economy. Shipbuilding, fishing, 
and shipping in addition to agriculture and 
forestry were all significant in the early days 
of Mahone Bay.5 Today, the shoreline and the 
town’s lasting built heritage attracts visitors 
from around the world. 

Other significant water features in the town 
include the Ernst Brook (also known as the 
Maggie-Maggie River) and the Mushamush 
River. Both of these watercourses flow 
through the town and empty into the Atlantic 
Ocean. 

Although there any many low-lying areas and 
properties in Mahone Bay, especially along 
the coastline, the elevation within the town 
gradually increases as the distance from the 
coast increases, as seen on the map at left. 
The inland areas of the town are made up of 
rolling, forested, hills that provide significant 
benefits to the community including their 
use for recreation and leisure, in addition to 
the ecosystems services they provide more 
generally. 

Environmental Profile

Draft
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Planning for the future of Mahone Bay 
must take a proactive approach to climate 
change and the way the Town plans for 
future development, infrastructure and vital 
community services. Climate change will have 
many impacts on Atlantic Canada including 
rising sea levels, more frequent storm 
events, changes in storm surge, increased 
flooding, and shoreline erosion.6 The historical 
development patterns in Mahone Bay have 
resulted in significant infrastructure including 
roads and services being located along the 
town’s coastline and may require significant 
measures to protect property. Even today, 
during high tide events, Ernst Brook, which 
drains into the Atlantic Ocean, can back up 
with seawater and cause flooding along the 
town’s streets and low-lying areas.7

As the earth’s climate warmed through the 
20th century—and continues to rise through 
the 21st century—global mean sea levels rose. 
It is predicted that they will continue to rise 
through the 21st century and beyond. Sea level 
rise can be attributed to two primary factors: 
as the earth’s temperature has warmed, 
glaciers, ice sheets and ice caps have melted, 
adding significant amounts of water to the 
oceans. Earth’s rising temperatures have 

also resulted in the thermal expansion of the 
oceans (as water is warmed, it takes up a 
greater volume) which has also contributed 
to sea level rise.8 In Atlantic Canada, sea level 
rise is exacerbated by crustal subsidence, 
a process in which the coastlines are 
gradually subsiding due to the earth’s surface 
rebounding from post-glacial conditions.9

As sea levels rise, the impacts of storm 
surge may also increase. Storm surge can 
be described as the difference in sea level 
between the predicted astronomical tide and 
the actual tide.10 The primary cause of storm 
surge is the strong winds that push water 
towards the shore.11 As the wind pushes water 
to the shore, the level of the tide increases, 
creating a storm surge. 

In 2016, CBCL completed the Mahone Harbour 
Flood Prevention and Shoreline Enhancement 
Plan which identified how the town may be 
impacted by sea level rise and identified 
potential sea level rise adaptation techniques. 
Using various modelling methods and sea 
level rise scenarios, the Plan established a 
series of extreme sea level scenarios that 
account for sea level rise and storm surge 
events for various locations around the 

town. The Plan recommended the minimum 
elevation for waterfront structures be 
between 2.8 metres and 3.6 metres above sea 
level (CGVD28), depending on the building’s 
projected lifespan.

Relative to 2015 sea levels, the Plan found 
sea levels may rise 0.29 metres by the year 
2045 and 1.08 metres by the year 2100.12 The 
map at left depicts the projected sea level 
rise for the town, which has been added to 
the highest astronomical tide possible for 
the town (the HHWLT). Thus, the projected 
2045 and 2100 extreme sea levels are 1.81 
metres and 2.60 metres, respectively. Using 
a principle of precautionary planning, a 1.5 
metre storm surge—the storm surge produced 
by Hurricane Juan in 2003 in Halifax—was 
added to the 2045 and 2100 extreme sea 
levels for a worst case scenario. 

In addition to sea level rise, other impacts 
of climate change the town and region may 
experience include higher rates of inland 
flooding as precipitation rates increase; 
higher incidents of hot days over 30 degrees, 
which could result in drought; and impacts on 
plant and animal species including potential 
invasive species.13 

Climate Change and Sea Level Rise 

Draft
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Introduction
While communities are often considered 
as the sum of their parts, it is important to 
take a deeper look into who actually lives in 
a community and how demographics have 
shifted as social, political and economic 
changes have occurred. 

Each one of the 1,036 residents of Mahone 
Bay has different needs, and this influences 
many different aspects of the community. 
The demand for housing and housing 
options, infrastructure needs, and the 
service and commercial needs of residents 
are all influenced by who lives in the town. 
These influences enable land use planning 
to play a role in how the population may 
change in the future. The ability to develop 
housing or a business and the availability 
of services and infrastructure can be 
regulated through land use planning and can 
influence who may choose to live or establish 
a business in Mahone Bay. This section 
explores historical population trends and 
the current demographic profile of the town 
to understand what the future needs of the 
community may be. 

Draft
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Table 1. 
Mahone Bay Population Change 2001 - 2016

Year Mahone Bay  
Population

Growth Rate

2016 1,036 9.9%

2011 943 4.3%

2006 904 -8.8%

2001 991
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Table 2. 
Lunenburg County Population Change 2001 - 2016

Year Lunenburg County Growth Rate

2016 47,126 -0.4%

2011 47,313 0.3%

2006 47,150 -0.9%

2001 47,591

1,036

9.9%

Recorded population in Mahone 
Bay in 2016. 

Percent population growth  
between 2011-2016. 

Mahone Bay Population Change - 1981 to 2016

Year
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According to the 2016 Statistics Canada 
Census, 1,036 residents live in Mahone Bay, up 
from 904 residents in 2006. This 15% growth 
in population over the 10 years between 2006 
and 2016 regained a significant portion of the 
population that was lost between 1981 and 
2006. In 1981, according to Statistics Canada, 
the town’s population stood at 1,22814 but 
declined by 26% to 904 residents in 2006.15, 16

Unlike the majority of municipalities 
in Nova Scotia, between 2011 and 2016 
Mahone Bay was one of few municipalities 
that experienced a growth in its recorded 
population. In fact, the 9.9% growth in 
population between 2011 and 2016 (Table 1)
was the highest percentage of growth in the 
province for any municipality.

At the regional level, the decline in the 
population of Lunenburg County, of which 
Mahone Bay is a part, between 2011 and 2016 
(Table 2) highlights factors that are driving 
population change in Nova Scotia more 
broadly: declining birth rates, increasing 
death rates, and migration from the county 
to larger urban centres. However, with the 
lifestyle changes brought on by COVID-19, 
there is the potential for rural regions to 

retain, or even grow their populations as 
remote working has become increasingly 
necessary and possible. 

Although Statistics Canada does not collect 
information related to permanent and 
seasonal residents, inferences can be made 
from the proportion of dwellings occupied 
by usual residents. Between 2006 and 2016, 
the proportion of dwellings occupied by usual 
residents increased from 85.5% to 87.7%. 
This increase would suggest more individuals 
who reside in Mahone Bay live in the town 
year-round.17, 18

In addition to population data, 
Statistics Canada collects 
information related to changes 
in residency. The majority of 
residents of Mahone Bay who 
have moved within the last year, 
and within the last five years, 
have moved from within the 
town itself and from elsewhere 
in Nova Scotia (Table 3). 19

Finally, compared to Nova Scotia as a whole, 
Mahone Bay has a higher proportion of 
residents who are immigrants to Canada (16% 
in Mahone Bay compared to 6% within Nova 
Scotia), and a higher proportion of residents 
who are not Canadian citizens (8% in Mahone 
Bay compared to 3% within Nova Scotia). 

Population

Table 3. 
Mahone Bay Mobility Status

As a proportion of total population 1 Year Ago 5 Years Ago

People who didn’t move residences 91% 59%

People who moved residences 9% 41%

As a proportion people who moved 
residences

1 Year Ago 5 Years Ago

Moved from within Mahone Bay 35% 38%

Moved from elsewhere in Nova Scotia  
(excluding Mahone Bay) 

53% 37%

Moved from elsewhere in Canada  
(excluding Nova Scotia) 

12% 17%

Moved from outside of Canada 0% 7%

Draft
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Table 4.
Mahone Bay age profile change 2006 - 2016

2006 2016 Change

Total 905 1,036 14.5%

Young (0-19) 125 145 16.0%

Working Age (20-
64)

475 495 4.2%

Retired (65-79) 175 260 48.6%

Elderly (80+) 125 125 0.0

2006

2016

0-19 20-64 65-79 80+

The Town's median age in 2016. Up 
from 54.5 in 2006. 57.7

Mahone Bay Population Pyramid - 2006 and 2016

Female 2006 

Female 2016

Male 2006

Male 2016

Mahone Bay Population Age Profile - 2006 and 2016

13.8% 52.5%

14.0% 47.8%

19.3%

25.1%

13.8%

12.1%
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Since 2006, Mahone Bay’s population has 
aged. In 2006 the median age of residents 
was 54.5 years but increased to 57.7 years in 
2016. Over this 10-year period, the proportion 
of residents between the ages of 65 and 79 
grew by nearly 50% from 175 individuals in 
2006 to 260 in 2016 (Table 4). Despite this 
increase, the number of residents 80 years 
of age and older remained the same between 
2006 and 2016. 20, 21

There are significant implications for the town 
and the community as the population ages. 
One of these implications is the changing 
housing preference for people living in 
Mahone Bay. As an individual ages, they may 
look to move, downsize, or swap ownership 
for the rental market. Additionally, factors 
such as proximity to healthcare and services 
also play a more important role in where 
someone chooses to live. As the Town looks 
towards its future, it may need to prioritize 
enabling a wide variety of housing options for 
current and future residents.

In addition to experiencing growth in 
retired (ages 65-79) individuals, the town 
experienced modest growth in youth and 
the working age population. The proportion 

of working age (20-64) residents slightly 
increased between 2006 and 2016 by 4.2%, 
while the proportion of youth (0-19) grew by 
14.5%. Despite the growth in the proportion 
of youth population being more than three 
times that of the working age population, 
these cohorts grew by the same number of 
individuals (20) over the 10 years between 
2006 and 2016.

Age Profile 

Draft
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Introduction
Infrastructure is essential to keeping our 
communities functioning and is one of the 
primary services provided by municipal 
governments. Streets and sidewalks provide 
the conduits to travel within the town and 
region, water and sewer services ensure 
we have access to clean drinking water 
and keep our waterways clean, and many 
other infrastructure and services provided 
by municipal governments make our 
communities safe and enjoyable places to live 
and visit. 

As one of the primary services provided 
by municipalities, the construction and 
maintenance of infrastructure is also one of 
the primary costs for any government. Roads, 
sidewalks, and above- and below-ground 
infrastructure all require regular upkeep. 
Where new infrastructure is needed, it must 
be planned in a way so that it does not burden 
the Town or taxpayers. This section explores 
the Town’s current inventory of above- and 
below-ground infrastructure and services. 

Draft
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Central wastewater (sanitary sewer) 
systems use a network of pipes and other 
infrastructure to move waste from residential 
and commercial properties to a treatment 
facility. To move untreated wastewater, 
sanitary sewer systems can use gravity mains, 
where wastewater flows via the force of 
gravity to the wastewater treatment facility, 
which is located at a relatively low elevation 
in the community. However, where gravity 
mains are not feasible due to topography, lift 
stations (pumps) may be required to move 
waste. 

Mahone Bay’s sanitary sewer system, which 
services approximately 497 properties,22 
consists of a network of over 10.5 kilometres 
of sewer mains and a total of three pumping 
stations, which pump effluent to the 
treatment facility from serviced properties. 
The Town’s treatment facility, built in 1994, is 
located in the southern portion of the town 
and is accessed via Main Street. 

The town’s wastewater treatment facility, a 
wastewater lagoon, has a design flow capacity 
of 852 m3 per day. In 2019 the average flow 
was 680 m3 per day meaning the system is 
operating at approximately 80% capacity.23

While the majority of properties in Mahone 
Bay are connected to the sanitary sewer 
system, a 2018 study completed by ABLE 
Engineering and the Bluenose Coastal Action 
Foundation found there are approximately 30 
properties that are not currently connected. 
These properties dispose of their waste 
through either on-site systems (e.g. septic 
beds) where the wastewater is treated on the 
property, or it is presumed some properties 
have straight pipe septic systems that 
discharge untreated sewage directly into 
the harbour.24 As outlined in their report, 
changes to the Nova Scotia Environment Act 
in 2007 eliminate the concept of legal non-
conformancei for straight pipe septic systems, 
meaning properties must comply with the 
regulations which prohibit the discharge of 
untreated sewage into the environment.25 
 
i Another common term for this is ‘grandfathering’. The term 
‘grandfather clause’ has its roots in racial discrimination during 
the late 19th century where a group of U.S. States established 
requirements, including literacy tests, poll taxes among other 
requirements, to vote. These requirements were designed to 
disenfranchise African Americans following the 15th  
Amendment (which granted African American men the right to 
vote). As these voting requirements also impacted white  
Americans, U.S. States passed laws that granted a person 
the right to vote if they were eligible to vote prior to the 15th 
Amendment, or if they were descendants of someone who 
could vote to ensure white Americans were still able to vote. 
(NPR, 2013)

Mahone Bay’s sanitary sewer system is a 
combined system, meaning that in addition 
to transporting and treating wastewater, it 
also treats precipitation run-off that flows 
into storm drains. This type of wastewater 
system is not uncommon, but during high 
precipitation events, the treatment plant may 
overflow. Combined wastewater treatment 
systems generally increase the cost to 
operate a wastewater system as they are 
required to treat precipitation unnecessarily. 

There are solutions to preventing 
precipitation from being treated in a 
wastewater treatment facility including the 
separation of wastewater and stormwater 
pipes, but this can be a costly fix for any 
municipality. Within the scope of a Municipal 
Planning Strategy and Land Use Bylaw, 
however, regulations to reduce stormwater 
run-off through lot coverage regulations and 
other mechanisms can be considered. 

Sanitary Sewer
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Clean drinking water is essential for any 
community to function effectively. Drinking 
water in Mahone Bay is derived from Oakland 
Lake, which is located outside of the town’s 
boundary in the Municipality of the District of 
Lunenburg. Oakland Lake and its watershed 
are protected under the Oakland Lake 
Watershed Protected Water Area Regulations 
within the Nova Scotia Environment Act. 
These Regulations establish strict controls 
on the types of land use and other activities 
that can be conducted within the protected 
area to ensure Oakland Lake remains a viable 
drinking water source for Mahone Bay. 

From Oakland Lake, water is pumped 
nearly three kilometres to the Town’s Water 
Treatment Plant located at 70 Zwicker Lane, 
which is approximately 75 metres above 
sea level. To make the water safe for human 
consumption, the water is treated and stored 
in the water storage reservoir before it is 
transported via gravity to the town. Mahone 
Bay has over 14 kilometres of water mains, 
with the majority put in place during the 
1940s. The Town’s water utility services nearly 
500 customers, adding approximately two 
new service connections each year.26

Because of the age of the Town’s drinking 
water system, a current problem that exists 
is that water is lost through leaks in the 
system, a result of depreciated water lines. 
Remediating this problem involves finding 
the leaks and replacing the water lines, an 
extremely costly task. While fixing these water 
lines is outside of the scope of a Municipal 
Planning Strategy and Land Use Bylaw review, 
the updated planning documents will look 
to support growth and development that 
efficiently uses existing services. 
 
The Water Treatment Plant has a design 
capacity of treating 981,965 litres per day 
with a current approval to withdraw 710,000 
litres per day from Oakland Lake. In 2019, 
the average amount of treated water from 
the plant distributed to the town was 611,674 
litres per day, meaning the plant operates at 
approximately 86% of its capacity based on 
the approved amount of water it can withdraw 
from Oakland Lake. Nevertheless, a 2008 
hydrological assessment study found that the 
treatment plant could service a population of 
approximately 1,600 in Mahone Bay. 

Drinking Water
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The Town of Mahone Bay is one of six 
municipalities or communities in Nova Scotia 
that operates its electric utility. The Mahone 
Bay Electric Utility, which is wholly owned by 
the Town, distributes electricity purchased 
from Nova Scotia Power and generated by 
the Town to residents of Mahone Bay and 
to several properties outside of the town’s 
boundary. The Mahone Bay Electric Utility 
shares resources with Riverport, another 
community with its own electric utility. 

By owning its utility, the Town has greater 
flexibility to pursue renewable energy 
production to supplement electricity that is 
purchased from Nova Scotia Power. Currently, 
the Town is pursuing renewable energy 
production through the Alternative Resource 
Energy Authority (AREA), of which Mahone 
Bay is a partner with the Towns of Antigonish 
and Berwick. This partnership runs the 
Ellershouse Windfarm, a 10 turbine wind farm 
with a maximum output of 23.15 MegaWatts. 
This wind farm supplies approximately 40 
percent of Mahone Bay’s and its partners’ 
electricity requirements.27

Through the flexibility that is enabled by 
owning its electric utility, the Town and 
community can also pursue additional 
measures to generate it’s own power, 
including through renewable sources. As 
part of the Municipal Planning Strategy and 
Land Use Bylaw review, potential tools and 
strategies to enable additional renewable 
energy production sources will be explored, 
such as small- and large-scale solar 
generation systems.  

Electric Utility
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Mahone Bay is serviced by an extensive road 
network that connects people to services, 
amenities, employment, and the region of 
Lunenburg County and beyond. There are 
over 18 kilometres of local and private roads 
in the town. 

Of the 18 kilometres of roads within Mahone 
Bay, over 16 kilometres are Town-owned. Two 
of these Town-owned streets, Edgewater 
Street and Main Street, intersect centrally 
within the town, helping to move automobile 
traffic to and throughout Mahone Bay. There 
is also a network of local streets, which are 
often directly connected to either Edgewater 
Street or Main Street, that help stitch the 
town’s residential and commercial areas 
together. 

In addition to Town-owned roads, there are 
approximately two kilometres of private roads 
in the town. In rural areas, private roads are 
often used to provide service to agricultural, 
forestry or recreational areas, areas that 
municipalities often deem unnecessary or 
undesirable for public roads. In the case of 
Mahone Bay, many of the private roads are 
used to service residential areas. Unlike public 
roads, private roads are maintained by the 
residents who live on the road, which can 

often lead to conflicts among land owners 
based on residents’ desired level of service 
and road standard. 

From a regional perspective, Highway 325, 
Highway 103, and Highway 3 provide access to 
the town. Highway 3 runs parallel to Highway 
103, connecting many communities along 
the South Shore, including Bridgewater and 
Lunenburg, to one another. Although the 
portion of Highway 103 that provides access 
to Mahone Bay is not twinned, Provincial and 
Federal governments have undertaken steps 
to twin additional segments of the highway, 
and it is expected that by 2023, the highway 
will be twinned from Halifax to Hubbards (Exit 
6). The twinning of the highway may result 
in increased development pressure for the 
region, including Mahone Bay, as the area is 
seen as a more viable place to live and work, 
especially for individuals commuting to and 
from Halifax for employment. 

In addition to the road network, the town’s 
core areas are served by a sidewalk network 
that stretches almost the entirety of 
Main Street and extends along Edgewater 
Street. Streets with sidewalks also extend 
into the town’s residential areas including 
along sections of Fairmont and Pleasant 

streets. Sidewalks are essential pieces of 
infrastructure and provide residents and 
visitors with the opportunity to navigate the 
town’s streets as a pedestrian to access many 
of its shops, restaurants and natural areas. 

Road Network and Sidewalks 
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There are numerous outdoor amenities for 
residents and visitors to enjoy within the 
town, including the town’s parks and trails 
that make up part of Mahone Bay’s open 
space network. One of the key assets in the 
town’s open space network is Jubilee Park. 
Jubilee Park consists of several amenities 
including a natural adventure playground, 
old-growth forests and a network of trails that 
attracts people of all ages. 

Two segments of the Rum Runners Trail 
(the Dynamite Trail and the Bay to Bay Trail) 
traverse and intersect within Mahone Bay. 
The Dynamite Trail, which connects Martin’s 
River to Mahone Bay connects with the Bay 
to Bay Trail, which connects Mahone Bay 
to the Town of Lunenburg. Where these 
two trails intersect is the beginning of the 
Adventure Trail that connects Mahone Bay 
to Bridgewater. There is also a trail along the 
waterfront that runs parallel to Edgewater 
Street, providing residents and visitors access 
to Mahone Harbour. 

Four other significant pieces of the open 
space network include the playing fields at 
the Mahone Bay Centre and Bayview School 
and the two cemeteries within Mahone Bay.

However, open space networks do not 
necessarily need to be ‘natural’. The Michael 
O’Connor Memorial Bandstand is often a 
venue for musical concerts, performances, 
and a place to view the harbour and 
waterfront. Additionally, the Mahone Bay Pool 
and Mahone Bay Tennis Courts are vital assets 
to the community. Planning for the future of 
Mahone Bay must take into consideration how 
these assets can be preserved and enhanced 
for future generations. 

Parks and Trails
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Introduction
Housing and shelter are one of our most 
primary needs as humans. No matter 
a person’s life stage, they require safe, 
affordable, and appropriate housing. The 
housing needs for a young family may be 
different than a single parent or an elderly 
couple. As Mahone Bay prepares for a 
resilient future, housing options that reflect 
the local diversity and the changes in housing 
demand will be required. The community 
should be prepared to accommodate people 
of all ages and abilities, with a variety of 
incomes, and from a range of household sizes. 
This section looks to understand the current 
housing demand, supply, and affordability. 
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Mahone Bay 1.0% 3.0% 2.0% 6.0% 8.0% 4.0% 7.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 8.0% 9.0% 6.0% 6.0% 3.0% 20.0%

Lunenburg County 1.4% 1.6% 2.7% 5.7% 6.0% 5.5% 6.5% 5.8% 5.4% 5.0% 9.0% 8.0% 7.3% 6.0% 4.9% 19.2%

Nova Scotia 1.7% 1.9% 3.1% 5.0% 5.0% 4.7% 5.4% 5.0% 4.8% 4.5% 8.3% 7.6% 6.9% 6.1% 5.0% 25.0%

$53,035

24%

Median housesehold 
income in Mahone Bay.

Percent of houseohlds that earn 
less than $30,000 per year. 1.9 Average household size in Mahone Bay



In Mahone Bay, the average household size, 
according to the 2016 Statistics Canada 
Census, is just shy of two people per 
household (1.9). The average household size in 
Mahone Bay is smaller, on average, compared 
to both Lunenburg County and the Province 
as a whole, where the average is 2.2 and 2.3 
persons per household, respectively. 28 Since 
2006, the average household size in Mahone 
Bay has decreased from 2.0 persons per 
household.29 

Shrinking household sizes are not unique to 
Mahone Bay as trends nationally have pointed 
to smaller households. Research has found 
that more adults are living alone,30 families 
are having fewer children,31 divorce rates are 
increasing,32 and like what is happening in 
Mahone Bay, the population is ageing. These 
factors, among others, have implications for the 
types and styles of housing that fit the lifestyle 
of people within the town and what they are 
able to afford. 

In Mahone Bay, incomes are relatively similar 
to those across the region (Lunenburg 
County) but are notably lower than those 
across the province. The median before-tax 
household income in Mahone Bay is $53,035 
a year, compared to $54,833 in Lunenburg 
County and $60,746 in the province.33

At the local level, there is a substantial variety 
in the median before-tax income for individual 
households in Mahone Bay. While 24% of 
households within Mahone Bay earn less than 
$30,000 before-tax annually, nearly 20% of 
households earn more than $100,000 before-
tax annually.34 The ranges in income reflect 
a need to have a variety of housing options 
that can accommodate current and future 
residents in the community.

Statistics Canada also has metrics that 
measure the level of residents within low-
income categories. Generally, in Mahone Bay, 
there is a greater prevalence of residents 
within the low-income measure than 
within Lunenburg County and Nova Scotia. 
Specifically, the prevalence of low-income 
is greater for Mahone Bay residents aged 
0-17 years old and residents 18-64 years old 
compared to Lunenburg County and Nova 
Scotia. However, the prevalence of low income 

for Mahone Bay residents aged 65 years of 
age and older is lower than within Lunenburg 
County and is comparable to the province.35

Households
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$259,412 Median value of  
dwellings in Mahone Bay.

65% Mahone Bay's housing supply that is  
single-detatched dwellings. 

$934 Median monthly shelter costs for 
owned dwellings. 

$801 Median monthly shelter costs for 
rented dwellings.

65%

3%

7%

1%

24%

Single Detached Dwelling

Semi-detached Dwelling 

Apartment or flat in a duplex

Apartment fewer than 5 storeys

Row House 

Occupied Private Dwelling Types - 2016



Based on the 2016 Statistics Canada Census, 
single-detached dwellings are the most 
common housing type in Mahone Bay, 
accounting for 65% of the total housing 
supply. Apartments that are fewer than five 
storeys are the second most common housing 
type, making up an additional 24% of housing 
units in the town — a proportion that was 10% 
higher than the total share of apartments in 
all of Nova Scotia. Row houses, semi-detached 
dwellings, and apartments or flats in duplexes 
make up the remaining 11% of the housing 
stock in the town.36

Over the past 60 years in Mahone Bay, 
residential development has occurred in 
waves. More than half (55%) of the occupied 
private dwellings in Mahone Bay were 
constructed before 1960. This was followed 
by a wave of housing construction through 
the 60s and 70s when another 19% of the 
current housing stock was built. Another 
boom occurred between 2006 and 2010 when 
an additional 14% of the current stock was 
built.37

An examination of housing tenures revealed 
that 63% of the town’s housing stock is 
owner-occupied and 37% are rental units, 
compared to the province where 69% of units 

are owner-occupied and 31% are rental units. 
Monthly shelter costs within Mahone Bay vary 
depending on the type of tenure a resident 
is living in. For home-owners, the median 
monthly shelter cost is $934 while the median 
monthly shelter cost for renters is $801. 38

In addition to housing supply, Statistics 
Canada has metrics that measure the 
condition of housing and the extent to which 
the town’s housing stock requires repairs. 
According to the 2016 Statistics Canada 
Census, a large majority of occupied private 
dwellings in the Town of Mahone Bay are 
in good condition, requiring only regular 
maintenance or minor repairs. Conversely, 
6.9% of private dwellings required major 
repair, which compared favourably to 
Lunenburg County as a whole, where 8.8% 
of occupied private dwellings were in need of 
major repairs. 39

Despite having a housing stock that is in 
relatively good condition, a large portion 
of the town’s households spends more 
than 30% of their income on housing. The 
Canadian Housing and Mortgage Corporation 
(CMHC) and Statistics Canada use this 
threshold to identify households that may 
be experiencing housing affordability issues. 

Approximately 34% of households in Mahone 
Bay spend more than 30% of their income 
on housing. These rates are considerably 
lower in Lunenburg County and across the 
province, which had rates of 18.7% and 21.6%, 
respectively. 

Housing Supply
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Introduction
A strong local economy is essential 
in providing meaningful employment 
opportunities and in turn, it is integral in 
supporting a high quality of life for residents. 
While land use planning cannot directly result 
in economic development, it can support 
a strong local economy by ensuring an 
adequate supply of land to support economic 
initiatives. 

This section explores the economic 
characteristics of Mahone Bay. It reports 
on the town’s labour force and employment 
rates. This section also outlines travel 
patterns for employment-related trips.
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Table 5. 
NAICS Code Classification for Mahone Bay and Lunenburg County (2016)

Mahone Bay Lunenburg County 

Total Labour Force Aged 15+ 435 22,610

Agriculture; forestry; fishing and hunting 0.0% 5.4%

Mining; quarrying; and oil and gas  
extraction

0.0% 0.5%

Utilities 0.0% 0.5%

Construction 10.3% 8.1%

Manufacturing 9.2% 13.8%

Wholesale trade 3.4% 2.1%

Retail Trade 14.9% 12.7%

Transportation and warehousing 0.0% 2.5%

Information and cultural industries 3.4% 1.7%

Finance and insurance 3.4% 2.2%

Real estate and rental and leasing 2.3% 1.2%

Professional; scientific and technical 
services 

11.5% 4.3%

Management of companies and  
enterprises

0.0% 0.0%

Administrative and support; waste 
management and remediation services

5.7% 5.0%

Educational services 4.6% 6.1%

Health care and social assistance 16.1% 13.4%

Arts; entertainment and recreation 0.0% 2.1%

Accommodation and food services 6.9% 6.8%

Other services (except public  
administration)

4.6% 4.9%

Public administration 3.4% 4.9%



The growth rate of the town’s labour force 
(residents of Mahone Bay over the age of 15 
who are either employed or unemployed) 
exceeded the growth rate of the town’s overall 
population change between 2006 and 2016. 
The labour force in Mahone Bay grew from 
370 individuals in 2006 to 435 individuals 
in 2016, a growth of over 17%, while the 
population grew by nearly 15% over this 
same time period. Conversely, there are 430 
individuals not in the labour force (individuals 
who were unwilling or unable to offer labour 
services), up from 380 in 2006.40, 41 

The number of residents who are employed 
in Mahone Bay increased from 345 to 385 
between 2006 and 2016, while the number of 
residents who are unemployed increased from 
25 to 50 over this same 10-year period.42 43 
This information, and the information above, 
would suggest that the increase in employed 
persons can partially be attributed to the 
town’s growth in its working age (20-64) 
population. 

Using the North American Industry 
Classification System (NAICS), which 
establishes a categorization system for 
employment sectors, the major employment 
sectors for Mahone Bay residents can be 

analyzed (Table 5). The health care and 
social assistance sector accounts for 16.1% 
of the employed labour force in Mahone Bay, 
making it the largest employment sector in 
the town. The South Shore Regional Hospital 
in Bridgewater and the Fishermen’s Memorial 
Hospital in Lunenburg collectively employ 
approximately 1,062 people, potentially 
employing many town residents. The Mahone 
Bay Nursing Home is also a key employer in 
this economic sector. 

The health and social assistance sector is 
followed by the retail trade sector, which 
accounts for a further 14.9% of the employed 
labour force in Mahone Bay. A further 6.9% 
of the labour force is employed within the 
accommodation and food services sector. 
These two sectors, which support Mahone 
Bay’s tourism industry, employ over 20% 
of the town’s labour force. However, these 
employment data are collected during the 
week of May 1 to May 7, meaning these data 
potentially under-represent individuals in 
these tourism-based sectors. 

Compared with data from Lunenburg County, 
Mahone Bay residents are underrepresented 
in economic activities related to agriculture, 
forestry, fishing and hunting, transportation 

and warehousing, and manufacturing. 
However, this data does not capture 
individuals living outside of the town but who 
work within Mahone Bay’s boundary. Many 
of the employers within the town, including 
RPS Composites, likely employ people living 
outside of the town’s boundary. 

Employment 
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According to the 2016 Statistics Canada 
Census, more than two-thirds (67.5%) of the 
employed labour force reported having a 
usual place of work, meaning their place of 
employment had a fixed address. A further 
19.5% of the employed labour force reported 
that they worked from home and 11.5% 
reported having no fixed workplace address.44 

The majority (66%) of employed Mahone 
Bay residents (with a usual place of work) 
commute to a municipality outside of the 
town’s boundary but within Lunenburg County 
for employment. A further 9.4% of employed 
residents commute to a location outside of 
Lunenburg County for their employment—up 
from 6% in 2006. Conversely, the percentage 
of employed residents who commute to work 
within Mahone Bay decreased from 26% 
to 25% between 2006 and 2016. 45 ,46 This 
trend would suggest residents of the town 
are increasingly choosing to commute longer 
distances for their employment. 

As nearly 75% of the town’s employed 
residents travel outside of the town’s 
boundary for work, it is unsurprising that 
over 77% of the town’s labour force drive an 
automobile to work while 8.1% travel to work 
as a passenger in a private automobile. For 

Lunenburg County, those numbers are 87% 
and 6% respectively, indicating somewhat 
less dependence on the automobile within 
Mahone Bay as compared with the County as 
a whole.

While Statistics Canada did not report any 
individuals as usually travelling to work by 
either bicycle or public transportation, nearly 
13% of the employed population walk to work 
most of the time. Compared to Lunenburg 
County as a whole, the percentage of people 
who walked to work in 2016 is nearly three 
times greater in Mahone Bay.

Commuting 
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Introduction
As “creatures of the Province” municipalities 
are limited in their scope of what and where 
they can regulate. Typically, municipal 
jurisdiction ends at the high-water mark along 
the coast; however, municipalities are enabled 
through legislation to control how land is used 
within their boundaries. 

The policies and regulations within the 
Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use 
Bylaw are the primary tools used to control 
how we use the land in our communities. 
These documents control what type of 
development can happen where and under 
what conditions. In addition to zoning, 
planning can utilize tools such as design 
guidelines and heritage conservation districts 
to shape a community. 

This section analyzes the existing land use 
zones within Mahone Bay which will influence 
future land use zones and planning. This 
section also seeks to examine how land 
use planning has been used as a tool for 
discrimination. 
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The Town of Mahone Bay regulates a total of 
3.87 square kilometres within the Land Use 
Bylaw. 

The Town uses a series of land use zones to 
control how land is used and developed in 
Mahone Bay. Land use zones are one of the 
primary tools used within land use planning 
by regulating what types of development 
can happen where. For example, a land use 
zone may permit residential uses, like single 
dwellings, but may not permit industrial uses. 
Within the existing Land Use Bylaw, there are 
a total of 10 land use zones (Table 6). 

Under the existing Land Use Bylaw, 
development is considered through three 
permitting processes:

1. As or Right - development can proceed 
provided a property owner’s plans meets 
all the requirements of the Land Use 
Bylaw and a permit is received. 

2. Site Plan Approval - a proposed 
development must meet additional criteria 
and standards within the Land Use Bylaw, 
such as landscaping and design standards, 
and is subject to approval from the 
Development Officer. 

3. Development Agreement - a legal 
agreement between Town Council and a 
property owner. Development Agreements 
provide Council greater control over 
details of a proposed development and 
any mitigation measures that may be 
required as part of the development. 

As Table 6 suggests, a large portion of the 
town’s area is zoned for residential land 
uses. The Residential Zone permits a limited 
range of residential uses—single and double 
dwellings—and encompasses areas along the 
town’s main streets and in the peripheral 
regions along the town’s boundary.

The Residential Unserviced Zone, which 
permits a greater range of uses, including 
commercial and industrial uses, is located in 
the outlying areas of Mahone Bay. 

Commercial areas within the town are 
concentrated along the coast and Main Street 
and Edgewater street, although there has 
been recent commercial growth farther inland 
near Clearway Street. The four land use zones 
dedicated to commercial uses permit a range 
of commercial uses throughout Mahone Bay. 

Industrially zoned land is exclusively located 
in the southern area of town along Fauxburg 
Road and is home to RPS Composites. 

The Park Zone, which is applied to the 
Michael O’Connor Memorial Bandstand and 
Jubilee Park, limits development to park 
and open space uses. Conversely, the Open 
Shoreline Zone is applied to select areas 
along the waterfront to preserve the open 
space character. Finally, the Institutional 
Zone, which is applied to select areas around 
Mahone Bay, permits a range of cultural 
and civic uses including libraries, municipal 
services, parks, among other uses. 

Land Use 

Table 6.
Land Use Zones and Total Area

Zone Hectares (h)

Commercial 9.74

Commercial Shoreline 0.19

Harbourfront Commercial 3.36 

Industrial 113.73

Institutional 53.32

Open Shoreline 3.56

Park 7.34

Residential 156.11

Residential Unserviced 136.47

Restricted Commercial 3.57
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Land use planning has a long history 
in Canada and Nova Scotia, and while 
the practice is promoted today as a tool 
that enables community development 
and prevents land use conflicts, land use 
planning’s origins are largely based in 
discrimination and racism.47 Even today, land 
use planning tools are used in ways that 
discriminate and perpetuate racism. 

French and British expansionism and 
colonialism between the 17th and 19th 

centuries represent one of the first instances 
of land use practices being used to assert 
control over Indigenous peoples in Canada. 
Europeans asserted control by governing 
development practices, the adoption of street 
grids, and the fortification of towns against, 
and to subjugate, local Indigenous peoples.48 
These practices were conducted on the 
unceded land of Indigenous peoples and have 
reinforced a legacy of colonization that has 
continued throughout Canadian history. 

During the 1950s and 1960s, planners assisted 
in a process called “urban renewal” which 
often involved the clearing of urban ‘slums’ 
from the landscape in order to promote 
redevelopment. These ‘slums’, although often 
the by-product of municipal disinvestment or 

neglect,49 were home to living communities 
that had many positive characteristics that 
were stigmatized. One of the most prominent 
examples of the urban renewal movement in 
Nova Scotia was the displacement of Africville 
residents, an African-Nova Scotian community 
in Halifax, from their traditional lands.50 

While land use planning has been used 
to discriminate against low-income and 
racialized communities, planning has also 
been used to protect wealthy groups and 
areas that are seen as more ‘desirable’. Strict 
zoning regulations, especially those that 
protect residential land uses, or those that 
prohibit certain types of development can 
prevent people from living in a community. 
Often these types of regulations are written 
to protect areas that are predominantly 
‘single-family’ dwellings. 

Within Mahone Bay’s existing Land Use Bylaw, 
mobile homes are prohibited as a land use. 
In many instances, mobile homes represent 
a viable form of housing development and 
can help increase the town’s density and 
population. Other regulations in the Land 
Use Bylaw such as limiting residential 
development types, strict lot standards, and 
architectural controls can help reinforce 

barriers to development in Mahone Bay—
barriers that traditionally impact low-income 
households. 

The examples above, whether designed 
with discriminatory intent or not, actively 
prevent and exclude people from choosing 
Mahone Bay as a place to live. Any policies 
and regulations developed through the Plan 
Mahone Bay process must be examined 
through an equity lens to reduce and 
eliminate the real and perceived barriers to 
live in the town. 

Land use regulations must also be developed 
to regulate the use of land and not the 
people on it. The Supreme Court of Canada 
has ruled on cases pertaining to planning 
matters including on restrictive covenants 
that prohibited the sale of land to a person 
of colour (Noble and Wolf v. Alley, 1951) and 
a case that distinguished between the use 
and users of land (Bell v. Queen, 1979). These 
cases, although few in number, provide 
important examples and guidance to ensure 
basic human rights are not infringed upon by 
land use regulations. 

Discriminatory Practices in Land Use Planning



Recent amendments to the Municipal 
Government Act have established minimum 
planning standards that all municipalities 
across Nova Scotia must comply with. 
Although The Town of Mahone Bay has used 
land use planning for many years, not all 
municipalities in Nova Scotia currently do. 

Mahone Bay is surrounded by the Municipality 
of the District of Lunenburg (MODL), so 
land use planning must also be considered 
at the inter-municipal and regional level. 
Currently, MODL lacks comprehensive 
planning, meaning that not all land within the 
municipality is controlled through zoning or 
other land use tools. There are seven areas 
in the municipality that are currently planned 
comprehensively, including Blockhouse, Indian 
Harbour and Prince’s Inlet, three areas that 
abut Mahone Bay’s boundary. However, there 
are areas northwest and southwest of Mahone 
Bay that do not use land use zoning. The 
Municipality of the District of Lunenburg is 
currently undertaking a review and update of 
its planning documents to ensure they comply 
with the changes in legislation which will 
result in land use planning and zoning being 
applied to the entirety of the municipality. 

Regional Planning 
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Introduction
Mahone Bay has a unique story in its history 
of land stewardship, peace and friendship 
treaties between the Indigenous and 
European settlers, and in its built history. 
What is now the Town of Mahone Bay is within 
the traditional and unceded territory of the 
Mi’kmaq who continue to live here, and who 
have used the land and sea to harvest food. 
The later populations of French Acadians, 
followed by German protestants, also left 
a lasting legacy on the area, seen in its 
architecture, prior to the incorporation of 
Mahone Bay as a town in 1919.

This section will explore a historical overview 
of Mahone Bay before investigating some of 
the character-defining elements of the town 
and the heritage values that are exhibited in 
Mahone Bay. 
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Mahone Bay Historical Overview 
The Town of Mahone Bay has a long and 
significant history that is visible today in the 
varied collection of buildings and cultural 
landscape features and the oral histories that 
celebrate its cultural origins. Human activities 
in the area began more than thirteen 
thousand years ago and continue to today. 

The setting of Mahone Bay has been integral 
to the continued evolution of the town. What 
is now the Town of Mahone Bay has two 
freshwater watercourses emptying into a 
sheltered bay that provided a safe harbour 
for fishing. The surrounding forests provided 
fuel, food and timber for settlement and 
industry. The topography of the area dictated 
the organic layout of the circulation network 
of roads within the settlement and connected 
the town with the neighbouring communities. 
The scenic quality of the setting continues 
to be a key component of the town’s visual 
character. The town remains a human made 
construct integrated in a rich natural setting.

The town is within the traditional unceded 
territory of the Mi’kmaq who for centuries 
have lived here and harvested the bountiful 
food resources of the sea and forests in the 
area. Early settlement by non-Indigenous 

peoples began with the Catholic French 
speaking Acadians who arrived after 1610. 
These early settlers farmed the land and 
traded with the Indigenous community. 
The British settlement policies, beginning 
after 1713, changed that pattern with the 
encouragement of Protestant German 
speaking settlers from central Europe. These 
new settlers who arrived by 1754 continued 
to farm and prosper with an early mill and 
expanded trade and commerce. Over the next 
centuries the town prospered and institutions 
of the school, the churches and cemetery 
were established. This legacy continues 
to support an active cultural and social 
community. 

Evidence of later human activities beginning 
with settlement in the eighteenth century is 
visible in the extensive collection of buildings 
and the organic layout of the streets and 
other landscape features. An analysis of the 
map showing the periods of construction 
on lots within the town boundary confirms 
that there has been a continuous pattern of 
retention of early buildings mixed with infill 
and additions of new properties surrounding 
the earlier buildings.

From the map at left, it is evident that there 
is a concentration of oldest buildings along 
Edgewater Street, Parish Street, and Cherry 
Lane on the east side of Ernst Brook and 
along Pleasant Street and Maple Street on the 
west side. Interspersed with these buildings 
built before 1900, are later infill and new 
development built throughout the twentieth 
century.  Many of these later additions 
have taken place within the historic core, 
particularly along the waterfront as it evolved 
from the fishing and shipbuilding industry and 
their support trades to a waterfront based on 
recreational boating and tourism. 

Additional development has occurred further 
out from the core along Main Street and 
extending along Clairmont and Clearway 
Streets. The latest concentrations of newer 
development extend beyond the historic 
core and consists of newer residential 
properties. The physical setting and scale of 
this incremental development pattern has 
been integrated in such a way that the overall 
landscaped appearance of the town has 
remained intact and contributes to its scenic 
appearance.

Draft
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The eastern entrance into the town is 
dominated by a unique collection of historic 
buildings and features, the three churches, 
Bayview Cemetery and the intact historic 
views of the bay. The generally narrow 
setbacks of the commercial buildings create 
a comfortable pedestrian scale to the 
commercial core area. The crossroads is 
highlighted by the repurposed automobile 
service station and the iconic cenotaph. 
The original street layout and placement of 
buildings took advantage of the topography 
of the area with the land rising gently from 
the shore. Most of the earliest buildings 
were oriented to the harbour and built on 
the higher terraces that provided views to 
the bay. The curving alignment of Edgewater 
Street as it winds through the town has been 
impacted by the organic alignment of the bay. 
Leading from the main intersection are the 
key streets heading inland and connecting the 
core area with the lands beyond.

Many of the earliest buildings have been 
researched and listed on an inventory of 
historic structures. Statement of Significance 
have been prepared for 18 listed properties. 
A review of these Statements tells the story 
of the settlement of the community. The 

earliest properties were developed in the 
late 1700s by protestant German speaking 
settlers. The early land grant was subdivided 
and developed by families who prospered 
and expanded their holdings. By 1860 a large 
survey laid out an expansive plan for the 
Town that is still evident today in the property 
layout and divisions.

These listed buildings are of different types: 
three churches, a rectory and residences of 
a variety of colours, dates and architectural 
styles including vernacular, Gothic revival 
and Neo-classical. The range of built and 
landscape features creates a picturesque 
composition highlighted by the landmark 
churches. In general, the scale of buildings 
is one to two storeys with the exception of 
the church steeples that punctuate the view.  
This compact scale adds to the scenic visual 
character of the town. 

In the nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries the working waterfront focused on 
fishing and shipbuilding and related trades. 
After the second world war, the demand for 
ships waned and the waterfront evolved to 
meet the demands of recreational boating. 
Today the waterfront is concentrated on 

tourism activities; parkland, trails, parking 
pullouts and viewpoints to the picturesque 
bay.

Mahone Bay Historical Overview cont. 
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The Standards and Guidelines (S and G) 
for the Conservation of Historic Places in 
Canada (Second Edition) contains current 
best practice guidance for heritage. The 
recommended process includes articulating 
the heritage values associated with the 
historic place and the character-defining 
elements (CDE) that are evidence of those 
values. The list of CDEs is a key step in 
planning for the future of the heritage 
resources since these are the features that 
must be protected and integrated in plans. 

Heritage Values may be tangible or intangible.       
Heritage value defined in the S and G is the 
aesthetic, historic, scientific, cultural, social or 
spiritual importance or significance for past, 
present or future generations.  The heritage 
value of an historic place is embodied in its 
character-defining materials, forms, location, 
spatial configurations, uses and cultural 
associations or meanings. Applying these 
definitions to the town results in the following 
overview of its heritage values:

Aesthetic Values 
 > The picturesque visual composition of the 
town combining natural landscape features 
of topography and vegetation with the 

diverse building collection and views of the 
harbour. 

 > The panoramic view of the townscape 
wrapping around the bay highlighted by the 
church steeples and tower rising above the 
buildings.

 > The variety and visual appeal of the building 
collection with diverse colours, styles and 
periods of construction.

 > The organic configuration of the streets and 
roads that reflects the natural setting.

Historic Values 
 > The longstanding association with the 
Mi’kmaq and the traditional and continuing 
uses of the natural resources.

 > The early settlement pattern of European 
immigrants, farming, commerce and 
increasing prosperity built on fishing, 
lumbering, shipbuilding and trade.

 > The continuous record of burials in the 
Bayview Cemetery with unique Germanic 
grave markers.

 > The establishment of a separate 
municipality in 1919.

Cultural Values 
 > The pride and sense of community identity 
evidenced in the celebrations of the 

churches and tourism promotion activities.
 > Commemoration activities centred on 
the Settlers’ Museum, volunteer work of 
heritage listing and interpretation, tourism 
promotion through tours and community 
events involving the churches.

Social Values
 > The diverse nature of the residential 
building stock providing a range of types for 
families and seniors.

 > The continued operation of the school and 
other social services in the town.

 > Provision of commercial operations for the 
year-round local community as well as the 
seasonal tourist market.

Spiritual Values
 > The legacy of the cenotaph as a place of 
remembering the sacrifices of community 
members who died in service to the nation. 

 > The continued value of the churches as 
places for the community to come together.

 > The continuing link to the past expressed in 
the community volunteer managed Bayview 
Cemetery.

 > The provision of places to walk and rest 
along the waterfront for reflection and 
relaxation. 

Heritage Values Exhibited in Mahone Bay
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The variety of built, cultural and natural 
landscape features are the evidence of the 
heritage value of Mahone Bay. These are the 
components of the townscape that require 
safeguarding and integration in planning for 
the future. The character-defining elements 
(CDEs) may be summarized as follows:

 > The original organic street layout 
concentrating on the historic core and 
spreading inland to accommodate new 
development. 

 > The layout and lotting pattern from the 
1890 survey. 

 > The views of listed buildings with their 
individual CDEs from the public road 
viewpoint.

 > Bayview Cemetery, once known as the 
“burial ground at Mush-a-Mush”, the grave 
markers, tree collection and ornamental 
boundary fence.

 > The cenotaph in its original prominent 
location at the central crossroads 
intersection. 
 

 > The unobstructed views to the bay from 
along Edgewater Street incorporating 
interpretation and recreation for both 
residents and visitors. 

 > The scale and form of new construction 
dating post-1919 that complements the 
original form and materials.

 > The extensive collection of mature trees 
found along streets and in front yards that 
contribute to the visual appeal of the Town 
as a settlement set within a rich landscape 
setting.

Character Defining Elements
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What We Did
The review of the Town of Mahone Bay’s 
Municipal Planning Strategy (MPS) and 
Land Use Bylaw (LUB), a project called 
“Plan Mahone Bay”, involved an extensive 
initial engagement process. This process 
sought to understand community members’ 
perspectives, insights, opinions and ideas 
regarding the growth and development of the 
town. The second phase of engagement will 
take place once the MPS and LUB have been 
drafted. 

To keep community members aware of 
engagement activities and any news related 
to Plan Mahone Bay, a website (www.
planmahonebay.ca) and email list were 
created and updated throughout the initial 
phase of engagement. 

Information for the initial phase of 
engagement of Plan Mahone Bay was 
collected through the following means: 

 > The Plan Mahone Bay Project Launch; 
 > The Plan Mahone Bay Survey;
 > The Social Pinpoint Interactive Map; 
 > The Engagement ‘Scavenger Hunt’; and, 
 > Targeted stakeholder interviews and focus 
groups. 

Plan Mahone Bay kicked off with a Project 
Launch on July 21, 2020, consisting of two 
socially-distanced pop-up events. The first 
was held at the playground in Jubilee Park 
between 2:00 and 4:00 p.m., and the second 
was held at the Michael O’Connor Memorial 
Bandstand between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. At the 
pop-ups, community members were able to 
provide their feedback to a series of questions 
about the town and questions related to the 
priorities that should be considered in the 
planning documents. A short online video 
was also created and posted on the project 
website for any individuals who could not 
attend the Project Launch event.

Following the Project Launch, both the Plan 
Mahone Bay Survey and Interactive Map were 
opened to the public. Responses to the Survey 
and on the Interactive Map were collected 
between July 21, 2020, and October 9, 2020. 
The Survey asked respondents open- and 
closed-ended questions about the character 
of Mahone Bay, opportunities for the town 
and questions related to specific planning 
issues including housing and the environment.  
On the Interactive Map, respondents could 
leave location-specific comments about a 
place in Mahone Bay, and reply to comments 
left by other respondents.

Information from the community was also 
collected through the Engagement ‘Scavenger 
Hunt’. Six plaques were placed around the 
town with a question regarding a specific 
topic written on each plaque. A map of the 
location of each plaque was on the project 
website, and respondents could text or email 
their responses to each question which would 
be sent to the Project Team. If community 
members did not wish to participate in the 
‘Scavenger Hunt’, they could answer the same 
questions that were on the plaques through 
an online questionnaire. 

Finally, the Project Team conducted targeted 
stakeholder interviews between August, 
2020, and October, 2020. The interviews were 
held with various community organizations, 
in addition to cohort-specific stakeholder 
interviews with seniors, youth, and renters. 

This What We Heard Report summarizes the 
input that was collected through the initial 
phase of engagement for Plan Mahone Bay. 
The engagement results and the discussion 
will guide the policy and regulations for the 
Town’s updated Municipal Planning Strategy 
and Land Use Bylaw. 

Draft
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Who Was Involved
Between July 21, 2020, and October 9, 2020, 
there were over 250 engagement interactions 
that contributed to this What We Heard 
Report. This includes: 

 > Over 15 participants, leaving over 80 unique 
responses, at the Project Launch; 

 > 72 respondents to the Plan Mahone Bay 
Survey;

 > 92 unique Interactive Map submissions; 
 > 67 individual question responses to the 
Engagement ‘Scavenger Hunt’; and, 

 > 21 stakeholder interviews. 

The Project Team also received numerous 
email submissions from members of the 
public, which will also be considered in this 
report. 

This public feedback that provides the content 
for this report has been divided into three 
sections: 

 > Feedback from the Community Survey; 
 > Feedback from the Interactive Map and the 
Scavenger Hunt; and,

 > Feedback from the Project Launch, 
Stakeholder Interviews, and any other 
feedback that was received. 

Draft
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A survey was released to the public during 
the initial phase of engagement for Mahone 
Bay’s Municipal Planning Strategy and Land 
Use Bylaw review. Survey responses were 
collected between July 21, 2020, and October 
9, 2020. The survey garnered a total of 72 
responses. 

The Plan Mahone Bay Survey was distributed 
throughout the community, but also to 
interested stakeholders outside of the town. 
Based on the responses, 63% of respondents 
live within the Town, with the remaining 
residing somewhere outside of the town’s 
boundary (or they skipped that particular 
question). The survey was disproportionately 
completed by individuals who identify as 
female (58%).

How to interpret statistics and tables
Statistics and tables used in this section are 
derived from the Plan Mahone Bay Survey. 
As respondents had the option to skip 
questions, the number of survey respondents 
vary for each question. The number of 
survey respondents has been included in the 
graphics and tables on the following pages 
(where n equals the number of respondents). 
For some survey questions, respondents could 
make multiple selections meaning results may 
total more than 100%. Where statistics are 
not provided, statements are used to express 
the community’s general sentiment regarding 
a particular topic or theme.

Survey Respondents

Draft
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A goal for any survey that is meant for the 
general public is that the results should be 
collected from a sample that represents 
the demographic characteristics of the 
population. Using Statistics Canada Census 
information, the age distribution, household 
tenure and size, and income characteristics of 
respondents to the Plan Mahone Bay Survey 
can be compared to the population more 
broadly. For this analysis, Statistics Canada’s 
2016 Census data was used as a comparative 
measure to understand how the survey 
sample compares to the community’s profile. 
Where Statistics Canada data is referenced, 
only survey results from individuals residing 
in Mahone Bay were considered. 

Age Distribution
Based on the results of the survey, 39% of 
survey respondents were between the ages 
of 65 and 74, 20% more than this cohort’s 
proportion of the actual town population 
(Figure 1). Survey results were also over-
represented from respondents between the 
ages of 25 and 34, 35 and 44, and 55 and 
64. Conversely, residents under the age of 19, 
between the ages of 20-24, and over the age 
of 85 were under represented in the survey 
results. In fact, zero responses were collected 
from these cohorts. 

Income
A comparison of income information from 
Statistics Canada and the information 
collected through the Survey indicates that 
survey responses were disproportionately 
collected from households earning $50,000 
or more annually before-tax (Figure 2). Over 
70% of respondents to the survey indicated 
their household earns more than $50,000 

or more annually before taxes, while 52% 
of total households in Mahone Bay earn 
this amount annually. Households earning 
less than $20,000 annually and between 
$20,000 and $34,999 annually were under 
represented in the survey results. 

Survey Demographics

Figure 2: Income distribution of survey respondents compared 
to the Statistics Canada 2016 Census. (n=53)
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Figure 1: Age distribution of survey respondents compared to 
the Statistics Canada 2016 Census. (n=54)
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Household Tenure and Size 
According to 2016 Statistics Canada Census 
information, the average household size 
in Mahone Bay is 1.9 people; however, the 
average household size of survey respondents 
was 2.2. Survey respondents living in 
households with two persons made up 53% of 
total respondents, while 40% of households 
in Mahone Bay are composed of 2 persons 
(Figure 3). Households composed of one 
person were underrepresented in the survey 
results by over 15% compared to their actual 
composition in Mahone Bay. 

With regards to home ownership, the results 
from the survey were skewed towards 
homeowners. Homeowners, who make up 
63% of Mahone Bay households, represented 
82% of survey respondents while renters, 
who make up 37% of households in Mahone 
Bay, represented 18% of survey respondents. 

Underrepresented Cohorts 
Based on the results of the survey, input 
from three cohorts within the Town’s 
population—youth, seniors, and renters—
was not sufficiently collected. To garner 
input from these groups, the Project Team 
strategically targeted individuals from these 
cohorts through individuals interviews and 
focus group conversations. The input that was 
collected from these cohorts is presented in 
the Direct Community Input Section. 

Figure 3: Household Size of survey respondents compared to 
Statistics Canada 2016 Census. (n=54)
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What did the community say about what 
makes Mahone Bay a great place to live? 
Survey respondents feel that Mahone Bay’s 
small-town feel is the primary characteristic 
that makes it a great place to live (Table 1). 
Over 63% of respondents indicated that 
Mahone Bay’s small-town feel makes it a great 
place to live, while 36% of respondents noted 
family, friends, and community make Mahone 
Bay a great place to live. Respondents also 
mentioned additional factors that make 
Mahone Bay a great place to live, including: 

 > houseboats, 
 > access to the highway and city, and 
 > displays of inclusivity in Mahone Bay.

What did the community say about Mahone 
Bay as a place for different lifestyles? 
Generally, survey respondents are satisfied 
with Mahone Bay as a place to raise a family 
and own a home. Nearly 58% of respondents 
stated they were either satisfied or very 
satisfied with Mahone Bay as a place to raise 
a family, and 64% of respondents stated 
they were either satisfied or very satisfied 
with Mahone Bay as a place to own a home. 
Conversely, only 16% of respondents stated 
they were satisfied or very satisfied with 
Mahone Bay as a place to rent a home, with 
23% stating they were dissatisfied or very 
dissatisfied with Mahone Bay as a place to 
rent a home. Finally, over 75% of respondents 
expressed they were satisfied or very satisfied 
with Mahone Bay as a place to retire.

What did the community say about land use 
zoning and regulations in Mahone Bay? 
Survey respondents have mixed feelings 
about the current land use zoning and 
development regulations in Mahone Bay. 
Approximately 30% of survey respondents 
agree or strongly agree that the regulations 
are too restrictive, while another 30% 
disagree or strongly disagree with that 
statement. Over 40% of respondents either 
agree or strongly agree that the current land 
use regulations are hard to follow or are 
confusing.

When considering if the current land use 
zoning and development regulations allow 
bad land uses, 36% of survey respondents 
agree or strongly agree with that statement, 
while 17% disagree or strongly disagree. A 
greater proportion of survey respondents 
expressed that regulations are not 
advantageous and do not improve quality of 
life (28%), compared to respondents that feel 
the opposite (26%). 

Survey Results 

Table 1. Top 10 responses to “What 
makes Mahone Bay a great place to 
live?” (n=72)

1. Small-town feel 

2. Family, friends and community

3. Parks and open spaces 

4. Coastline

5. Waterfront access

6. Festivals and events 

7. Heritage 

8. Restaurants 

9. Architecture 

10. Businesses and stores 
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What did the community say about 
residential development? 
When asked, “What types of residential 
development should be encouraged in 
Mahone Bay?”, respondents expressed 
support for a wide variety of development 
styles (Table 2). Over 93% of respondents 
agree or strongly agree with encouraging 
home-based businesses, and 91% of 
respondents agree or strongly agree with 
encouraging supportive housing/nursing 
homes. Comparatively, nearly 70% of 
respondents disagree or strongly disagree 
with encouraging mobile homes in Mahone 
Bay (Table 3). 

What did the community say about urban 
agriculture? 
There is a high level of support for urban 
agriculture in Mahone Bay (Figure 4). 
Based on the results of the survey, 76% of 
respondents either agree or strongly agree 
that urban agriculture should be permitted 
in the town. Conversely, 14% of respondents 
either disagree or strongly disagree that 
urban agriculture should be permitted in the 
town, and 10% of respondents expressed they 
were neutral to permitting urban agriculture. 

What issues are of greatest concern for the 
community? 
Four of the top five issues of concern 
for survey respondents have to do with 
the environment (Table 4). Over 93% of 
respondents were either concerned or very 
concerned with coastal erosion and 90% 
were concerned or very concerned with 
coastal flooding. Other issues of concern 
included housing availability and affordabiltiy, 
access to the shoreline, and availability of 
employment options. 

Table 2. Top 5 types of 
residential development 
respondents agree or 
strongly agree should be 
encouraged in Mahone Bay 
(n=59)

1. Home-based 
businesses

2. Supportive housing/
nursing homes

3. Accessible housing 
for persons with 
disabilities  

4. Single dwellings 

5. Accessory suites/in-law 
suites 

Table 3. Top 5 types of 
residential development 
respondents disagree or 
strongly disagree should be 
encouraged in Mahone Bay. 
(n=59)

1. Mobile homes 

2. Seasonal dwellings 

3. Multi-unit apartments 

4. Upscale rental units  

5. Single homes 
converted to 
apartments 

Table 4. Top 10 issues respondents 
were either concerned or very 
concerned about. (n=59)

1. Coastal erosion 

2. Coastal flooding 

3. Sea level rise 

4. Public shoreline access

5. Forest health 

6. Housing availability 

7. Housing affordabiltiy 

8. Regional population decline 

9. Availability of employment 

10. Seasonal economy Figure 4: Support for urban agriculture in Mahone Bay. (n=59)
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Questions 7, 8, 9, and 10 of the survey asked 
respondents open-ended questions about the 
character of Mahone Bay, opportunities for 
the town, and concerns respondents have. 
Each response to the open-ended questions 
was analyzed and grouped into themes, with 
some responses falling under more than one 
theme. For the following results, responses 
with more than one applicable theme will only 
be discussed under one theme category, with 
the themes presented based on the frequency 
of responses. 

Inclusivity
Inclusivity was mentioned most frequently in 
a total of 49 responses made in the survey. 
Comments related to inclusivity spoke to 
how inclusive and welcoming the Town and 
community are in Mahone Bay. Respondents 
hope that Mahone Bay will be a welcoming 
town for all people and ideas, where everyone 
feels they belong, and where everyone can 
work together. Respondents also feel that 
promoting inclusivity and diversity represents 
an opportunity that can create possibilities 
for new successes and that it can also help 
in the pursuit of social justice and meeting 
human needs. Finally, respondents feel 
affordability and accessibility are critical 
pieces of inclusivity that must be considered. 

Sustainability
Throughout the survey, respondents made 
44 comments that dealt with the topic of 
Sustainability. Although sustainability can 
take on many different meanings (including 
social, environmental, and economic 
sustainability), the majority of comments 
focused on environmental sustainability. Many 
respondents feel the Town needs to focus on 
becoming more environmentally responsible 
and responding to the climate crisis, including 
sea level rise. One respondent commented on 
the need to replace trees in the town as they 
die, while another suggested developing living 
shorelines and breakwaters to protect against 
sea level rise. 

There were several comments related to 
environmental sustainability that intersected 
with economic sustainability. Some 
respondents feel there is an opportunity 
for the Town to promote and develop clean 
energy and ‘green’ jobs. 

Governance
Respondents left a total of 39 comments 
that related to Governance. These comments 
primarily dealt with the governing structure 
of Mahone Bay, the regulations and policies 
that currently exist, and the tax structure.

Some respondents feel Council needs to have 
a more coherent vision for the future and that 
greater transparency is needed between the 
Town and its residents. Some respondents 
were critical of, and cited the past sale of 
municipal property, municipal spending, and 
the municipal governance model as issues 
that need to be addressed in the future. 

Several respondents feel that Council must 
also take a more proactive role in protecting 
the shoreline, gaining control of the harbour, 
and limited certain types of development. 
One responded suggested that Council should 
actively pursue the annexation of areas within 
the Municipality of the District of Lunenburg 
so the town’s land area and population can 
grow. 

As it relates to the taxation structure, 
some respondents feel the residential and 
commercial tax rates are too high and that 
too many restrictions are placed on new 
businesses. Respondents also suggested there 
was a need to lower the rate for temporary 
business permits. 

Finally, respondents noted their desire to see 
more participation, including from a diversity 
of participants, in municipal politics.
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Economic Diversity and Development 
There were a total of 38 comments from 
survey respondents that were tagged as 
Economic Diversity and Development. 
Generally, respondents wish to see more 
effort and support for economic development 
in Mahone Bay to promote a variety of year-
round shops and services. Respondents want 
to see more support for green businesses, 
businesses in the technology sector, and 
home-based businesses. 

Some respondents hope to see Mahone 
Bay strengthen its local economy and to 
capitalize on its ocean-front location. One 
respondent noted the potential for economic 
development activities, including food and 
beverage services along the waterfront, 
while another respondent suggested the 
development of a business park would benefit 
the community. There are concerns that there 
are not enough child care options in town and 
too few incentives for small businesses. 

While several comments suggested the need 
to move away from a largely tourism-based 
economy (discussed later on this page), one 
respondent noted the need to understand 
the Town’s and community’s economic 
dependence on people visiting Mahone Bay. 

Community Character
There were a total of 37 comments made 
in the survey that relate to Community 
Character. Respondents hope that Mahone 
Bay continues to be a safe, charming, and 
vibrant community where there is a strong 
sense of community with a robust social and 
cultural network.

Environment 
The topic of the Environment was tagged 
in 37 comments left in the survey. Many 
respondents feel the Town should prioritize 
environmental protection and management, 
and that the environment should be 
considered in all Town decision-making. 
Respondents value all the natural aspects 
of the town including the harbour and 
waterfront, the forests within the town, and 
other watercourses in Mahone Bay. 

Respondents are concerned with raw sewage 
that ends up in the harbour, litter and garbage 
around town, and light pollution, and feel that 
there needs to be clarity on houseboating in 
the harbour. 

Land Use
There were a total of 37 comments made 
in the survey that relate to Land Use. While 
many respondents wish to see the Town 
actively pursue and promote growth, some 
respondents want to see Council adopt a 
zero-growth policy. There were also diverging 
opinions as to whether or not the waterfront 
should be developed or not. Nevertheless, 
many respondents to the survey want clearer, 
more transparent development rules and 
want to see zoning used to protect sensitive 
areas from development. 

Specific land use topics respondents want to 
see addressed in the new MPS are: 
 > temporary businesses, 
 > urban agriculture, and
 > short-term (vacation) rentals. 

Tourism 
Throughout the survey, respondents made 
28 comments that dealt with the topic of 
Tourism. While some respondents feel that 
visitors are an important asset and that 
the tourism industry should be expanded, 
others feel there needs to be a better balance 
between tourism development and focus 
on the local community. Some respondents 
feel that the local housing stock has been 

Draft
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impacted by the tourism industry and the 
proliferation of short-term (vacation) rentals. 

Built Form 
There were a total of 26 comments made 
in the survey that relate to the Built Form 
of Mahone Bay. These comments primarily 
focused on retaining and reinforcing the 
town’s beauty and built form, and protecting 
the small-town nature of Mahone Bay. One 
respondent noted their desire to see drive-
through uses limited, while other respondents 
want to see greater walkability and universal 
accessibility in Mahone Bay. 

Transportation and Public Transportation 
The topic of Transportation was tagged in 26 
comments left in the survey and an additional 
six comments were left that related to Public 
Transportation. Many respondents expressed 
that there is an excess of automobiles on 
some of the Town’s streets—particularly 
Main Street—creating unsafe conditions for 
pedestrians, and that measures needed to 
be implemented to slow down traffic. Some 
respondents also commented on the noise 
created by automobiles and how delivery 
trucks can create safety concerns for 
automobile drivers and pedestrians. 

Many respondents suggested the need to 
focus on improving walkability in Mahone 
Bay to enable community members to access 
the services they need as a pedestrian, and 
another respondent suggested the need 
to integrate land use and transportation 
planning as the topics are intricately linked. 

With regard to public transportation, 
respondents expressed their desire to see 
a public transportation option established 
in the region, while a few respondents see 
opportunity in enabling golf carts as a 
transportation option in Mahone Bay. 

Housing 
There were a total of 25 comments made 
in the survey related to Housing. These 
comments primarily focused on expanding 
housing options within Mahone Bay including 
affordable housing, assisting-living, shared 
housing such as co-housing, among other 
innovative styles of developments. One 
respondent recommended the development 
of housing that would support Mahone Bay 
to become the first choice senior-friendly 
retirement community. 

Some respondents suggested the need to be 
more strategic when planning where housing 

should be developed, while one respondent 
proposed developing the Old School Lands 
for housing. Several respondents also 
commented on the need to better manage 
short-term (vacation) rentals as they are 
impacting the available housing stock. 

Parks, Open Space, and Trails
The topic of Parks and Open Space was 
tagged in 25 comments left in the survey 
and an additional seven comments were left 
regarding Trails. The majority of comments 
related to these topics focused on protecting 
the existing parks and trail network, and 
where possible, expanding it. Respondents 
specifically noted the importance of the 
Jubilee Woods, Old School Lands, Water 
Garden, and the playing fields to the 
open space network. Several respondents 
commented on the need to improve access to 
waterfront areas, and that the open spaces 
and trails are important to the town’s overall 
character. Finally, one respondent requested 
greater policing of irresponsible trail users 
and off-leash dogs.
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Attract New Residents 
The topic of Attracting New Residents was 
tagged in 24 comments left in the survey. 
All comments that were tagged under this 
theme focused on attracting a diversity 
of people (including age, ability, skills, 
ethnicity, lifestyle, and culture) to Mahone 
Bay. Many respondents hope to see actions 
taken to attract young families to the town, 
which some respondents feel could support 
entrepreneurship and innovation. 

Progressive
There were a total of 19 comments made in 
the survey that related to Progressiveness. 
Many of these comments suggested the need 
for the Town and the community to be more 
forward-thinking and to be open to adopting 
innovative and diverse ideas from different 
members of the community. 

Parking
Throughout the survey, respondents made 13 
comments that dealt with the topic of Parking. 
The majority of comments related to parking 
focused on improving, and in some instances, 
increasing the number of automobile parking 
options in Mahone Bay. Some respondents 
suggested limiting parking along Main Street, 

while also developing parking outside of the 
core areas to make the town less automobile-
oriented. Nevertheless, respondents support 
the development of more sidewalks as part 
of a parking strategy so people can park their 
automobile farther away and walk/wheel to 
their destination. 

Heritage
There were a total of 12 comments made in 
the survey that relate to Heritage properties 
and architecture. Respondents commented 
on the need, and opportunities created 
through the protection, enhancement, and 
celebration of Mahone Bay’s history and 
heritage architecture. One respondent 
recommended the adoption of mechanisms to 
encourage heritage designation (e.g. grants), 
while another respondent suggested the 
development of a heritage district in the town. 
Finally, a respondent advocated for promoting 
development that can integrate both heritage 
and modern architecture. 

Recreation 
Throughout the survey, respondents made 
10 comments that dealt with the topic of 
Recreation. Respondents wish to see a 
greater emphasis on recreation and leisure 
options for all residents and suggested there 
is an opportunity to make Mahone Bay into an 
outdoor recreation hub. 

Amenities  
The topic of Amenities was tagged in seven 
comments left in the survey. Respondents 
wish to see more amenities including, public 
washrooms, waterfront picnic tables, and 
public art throughout the town. 

Arts and Culture 
The topic of Arts and Culture was tagged in 
five comments left in the survey. Respondents 
admire Mahone Bay’s rich cultural diversity 
but also support actions that promote and 
encourage artistic and creative endeavours. 
One respondent hopes to see more public 
art and performances in Mahone Bay in the 
future. 

Draft
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Overview 
In addition to the online survey, two additional 
digital methods were used to obtain 
information from the community during the 
initial phase of engagement. The first, Social 
Pinpoint, was an interactive online map where 
community members could place pins in a 
map of Mahone Bay and identify places they 
values, areas of concern, and ideas they have 
for the town. Community members were also 
able to like, dislike, or respond to pins in the 
map placed by others. 

The other digital engagement method used 
during the initial phase of engagement 
was the Engagement ‘Scavenger Hunt’. Six 
plaques with unique questions were placed 
around Mahone Bay, and community members 
could go to each plaque and respond to each 
question by texting or emailing their response  
to the Project Team. A map of the location 
of the plaques was posted on the project 
website. For people who did not want to take 
part in the scavenger hunt but wanted to 
answer the questions, an online questionnaire 
was set up and posted on the project website. 

Draft
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The interactive map provided community 
members the opportunity to provide location-
specific comments on a map of Mahone Bay. 
In total, there were 92 individual comments 
left on the map. Each comment was analyzed 
and organized into themes. The themes that 
emerged from the Interactive Map coincided 
with the themes that appeared in the Plan 
Mahone Bay Survey. As with the survey 
results, some comments fell under more than 
one theme, with the frequency of themes 
shown in Figure 5.

Nearly 50% of the comments on the Social 
Pinpoint map were tagged as being related to 
Transportation. Respondents often identified 
intersections and sections of roadways 
that they felt were unsafe or needed to be 
redesigned. This includes the ‘Cenotaph’ 
intersection, the intersection at Main Street 
and Clearway Street, and the intersection at 
Main Street and Longhill Road. Respondents 
also commented on how a harbour front 
boardwalk from the Three Churches parking 
lot to Keddy’s Landing could benefit the 
community. 

Approximately 35% of all comments were 
related to Parks and Open Spaces and an 
additional 30% of all comments focused on 

Trails. Respondents value the open spaces 
and trails within the town, including, Jubilee 
Woods, the Old School Lands, and harbour 
font areas. However, several comments left 
on the Interactive Map indicated that the 
use of motorized vehicles within the forests 
and along the trails needed to be limited to 
protect the health of the forests. 

Several respondents also commented 
on their desire to see an off-leash dog 
park established in the town, and other 
respondents noted the benefit that additional 
sidewalks would bring. 

There were a total of 32 comments left on the 
Interactive Map about Recreation. In addition 
to comments about the trails for walking 
and cycling, respondents value the many 
outdoor public recreation spaces in Mahone 
Bay, including the pool, tennis courts, playing 
field and playground. Several respondents 
focused their comments on the Mahone Bay 
Centre and how they value the Centre and the 
playing field. Several respondents commented 
that the field should be preserved, and 
proposed ways to increase the use of the 
space including the addition of fire pits, BBQ 
pits, a community oven, and picnic tables. 

Finally, respondents identified areas where 
amenities could be placed to improve 
the daily lives of residents. Respondents 
mentioned installing more garbage cans, 
benches, and wayfinding signage for trail 
users as ways to improve these areas of 
Mahone Bay. 

Interactive Map

Figure 5: Theme frequency for comments left on Social 
Pinpoint. 
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The plaques that were placed around 
the town posed six unique questions to 
community members to answer regarding the 
future of Mahone Bay. The questions focused 
on six topics: 

 > Housing 
 > The Environment 
 > Transportation 
 > Recreation and Leisure Spaces 
 > Built Form and Heritage 
 > Town Priorities 

The results from the scavenger hunt will be 
presented according to the six topics. 

Housing
To explore the topic of housing, respondents 
were asked the question, “What would 
improve access to housing in Mahone Bay?” 
Generally, respondents feel that enabling 
and supporting additional forms of housing 
development could help to improve access 
to housing. Respondents cited affordable 
seniors housing, low-rise (three to five 
storeys) apartments, shared housing such 
as co-housing, backyard/garden suites, and 
multi-family homes as potential solutions to 
improve housing access. Other comments and 
suggestions made by respondents include:

 > Limiting short-term (vacation) rentals in 
town as they often remove residential 
units from the housing market.

 > Support the conversion of existing 
commercial buildings to residential 
structures. 

 > The need for the Town to undertake a 
housing needs assessment to better 
understand current and future housing 
needs. 

 > Expanding the road network and the 
number of serviced lots could promote 
residential development. However, 
other respondents feel new residential 
development should be limited to areas 
with existing services. 

 > Creating an “Affordable Housing Zone” for 
the new planning documents and applying 
it throughout the town. 

 > Establishing a Municipal Housing 
Development Corporation with a mandate 
to buy, sell, develop and redevelop 
serviced real estate to supply affordable 
housing. 

 > Requiring building lots to be handed 
over to the town when large lots are 
subdivided. 

 > Supporting greater flexibility in the 
subdivision process to enable small home 
(1,000 square feet or less) development. 

The Environment
There are a tremendous number of natural 
assets within and surrounding Mahone Bay 
that can be easily accessed by residents of 
the town. Respondents to the Scavenger Hunt 
not only feel these assets play an important 
role in the character of the town, but are 
important to humans and other plant and 
animal species. The harbour, Jubilee Woods, 
the Old School Lands, the Water Garden and 
the playing fields were frequently cited by 
respondents when asked the question, “What 
do you value most about the environment 
in Mahone Bay?” Some respondents feel 
that development decisions should first and 
foremost be evaluated for their potential 
impact on the environment, and as part 
of the evaluation, mitigation measures 
should be determined to minimize impacts 
on the natural and human environments. 
Respondents also feel the zoning around 
existing parks and natural spaces should be 
strengthened. 

In addition to the natural assets noted above, 
respondents value:

 > The recreation spaces including the soccer 
field, the basketball courts, trails, pool and 
tennis courts 

Engagement Scavenger Hunt 
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 > The trails that traverse throughout the 
town and its natural green spaces. 

 > Public access to the water and views to 
and from the coastline. 

 > The watercourses (Ernst Brook and the 
Mush-a-Mush River) that flow throughout 
the town. 

 > The diversity of flora and fauna in and 
around Mahone Bay.  

Transportation
When asked the question, “What objectives 
should guide decisions about the 
transportation network?”, respondents 
overwhelmingly supported prioritizing the 
needs, comfort, and safety of pedestrians 
over automobiles. Respondents noted the 
need to create a transportation network 
where pedestrians, including cyclists, feel 
safe. Other ideas and insights that were 
shared about the transportation network 
include: 

 > Reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
should guide decisions about the 
transportation network which can 
be achieved by promoting active 
transportation, adopting an all-electric 
municipal fleet, and promoting and 
incentivizing electric vehicles. 

 > The Town should adopt ‘safe streets’ by 
slowing traffic, including by instituting 
a 30 kilometre per hour speed limit 
throughout the town and installing 
mechanisms such as speed bumps to slow 
traffic. 

 > The Town should be proactively planning 
for scenarios where flooding, caused by 
climate change and extreme weather 
events, results in the inundation of critical 
transportation infrastructure. 

 > The development of new roads should 
only be considered where there is an 
obvious need. 

 > A road running behind the town could help 
divert truck traffic from Main Street. 

 > Regional public transportation could help 
provide mobility options to residents and 
to reduce the Town’s and community’s 
greenhouse gas footprint. 

Recreation and Leisure Spaces
Despite its small footprint, respondents, when 
asked the question, “What is special about 
your favourite place in Mahone Bay to play, 
relax, or socialize?”, reported that there are a 
plethora of natural and human-made spaces 
that are enjoyed by residents. Respondents 
noted the bandstand, the Water Gardens, the 
waterfront, trails, green spaces, shops and 

cafes, and playing fields as important spaces. 
Respondents value the quiet and often 
peaceful nature of these spaces, but also the 
ability to socialize with friends and family. 

Built Form and Heritage
Based on the question, “How can the 
contemporary needs of Mahone Bay be 
met, while also preserving heritage?”, there 
are diverging opinions as to how the Town 
should balance development and heritage 
preservation. While some respondents 
commented on the need for total heritage 
preservation, other respondents suggested 
a more balanced approach that permits 
development while maintaining what’s 
historically important. Other ideas and 
comments to emerge from this question 
include: 

 > New development in more ‘historic’ 
areas should be required to follow 
certain design guidelines. Conversely, 
another respondent suggested that all 
development should be guided by lot 
requirements and design guidelines so 
that it fits into the streetscape. 

 > Allowing for change and innovation is 
important. 

 > Greater focus needs to be paid to the 

“The diversity and accessibility of the natural 
environment is one of the most attractive and 
desirable aspects of living in Mahone Bay.”
-Engagement Participant
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natural heritage of the town. Trees, which 
form an important part of the natural 
heritage and streetscapes, should be 
protected along with viewplanes and 
landscape features. 

 > Greater enforcement of the architectural 
controls are needed, and there needs 
to be more mechanisms to prevent the 
demolition of heritage buildings. 

 > A Heritage Conservation District should 
be established and expanded past the 
existing architectural control area. 

Town Priorities
Respondents were asked the question, “What 
are the top priorities for the town over the 
next 20 years?”, to which many different 
priorities were suggested. These included: 

 > Attracting and retaining young families 
and businesses;

 > Developing community facilities such 
as a library or pool, and community 
amenities like water bottle fill stations and 
community wifi; 

 > Developing affordable housing;
 > Protecting the safe water supply; 
 > Putting residents first in decision-making 

(as opposed to visitors); 

 > Protecting and growing in harmony with 
the environment; 

 > Adapting to and mitigating the impacts of 
climate change;

 > Attracting and retaining year-round local 
businesses; 

 > Promoting a healthy lifestyle for all 
residents;  

 > Adopting a systematic approach to 
parking; and, 

 > Preserving the natural environment. 

Draft
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Two pop-up events were held in Mahone Bay 
on July 21, 2020, reaching a cross-section of 
residents of the town. The events were held 
at Jubilee Park and the Michael O’Connor 
Memorial Bandstand. Approximately 15 people 
attended these events. 

The direct community engagement also 
included communication with stakeholders 
from organizations in the community. The 
Project Team conducted telephone/video 
interviews with the following community 
organizations: 

 > Mahone Bay Tourism and Chamber of 
Commerce 

 > South Shore Housing Action Coalition 
 > Mahone Bay Civic Marina 
 > Mahone Bay Centre 
 > Talking Trees
 > Mahone Bay Museum 
 > Mahone Bay Legion 
 > Lunenburg County Seniors Safety 

Advisory Partnership 
 > South Shore Multicultural Association 
 > Lunenburg County Accessibility Advisory 

Committee
 > Mahone Bay Age Friendly Committee

The results from the pop-up events and the 
stakeholder interviews have been grouped 
into themes that are discussed on the 
following pages. 

In addition to the pop-up events and 
stakeholder interviews, the Project Team 
sought input from the following three 
groups within the community who were 
underrepresented in the Plan Mahone Bay 
Survey results: 

 > Youth, 
 > Seniors, and
 > Renters.

The Project Team conducted telephone 
interviews and focus group conversations 
with these groups to discuss issues, 
challenges, and opportunities specific to 
these stakeholders. The input from these 
three stakeholder groups will be considered 
separately from the pop-up events and 
organization stakeholder interviews. 

Overview 
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Thematic Analysis 
Several themes emerged from the feedback 
during the pop-up events and the stakeholder 
interviews. The feedback has been analyzed 
and categorized into themes which are 
presented on the following pages. 

Housing
Housing was one of the most frequently 
cited themes through these engagements. 
Feedback focused on a variety of factors 
related to housing, including housing 
affordability, access to housing, and potential 
ways to diversify the types of available 
housing. Other comments related to housing 
that arose include: 

 > The regulations surrounding short-term 
(vacation) rentals should be looked at, 
especially for their impact on the housing 
market and available housing.

 > Boarding houses, backyard suites, 
secondary suites, and shared housing 
such as co-housing are all good options 
for housing that should be permitted. 

 > Mahone Bay has the potential to increase 
residential density, but there were 
diverging opinions as to how increased 
density could be accommodated. Some 
respondents feel residential development 
should only occur where existing services 

(roads, sewer, water, etc.) are present, 
while others feel the Town should expand 
these services to promote residential 
development. 

 > Regulations should provide greater 
flexibility to allow heritage property 
owners to renovate and upgrade heritage 
properties. For example, greater flexibility 
for indoor renovations and on-roof solar. 

 > If residential development occurs, there 
must be an adequate provision of services 
and amenities to surrounding residents 
(e.g. playgrounds, community centres, 
etc.). 

 > Improving housing availability and the 
types of housing that are available 
could help attract young families and 
immigrants to the town. 

 > The Town should take on a greater role 
in the provision of affordable housing, 
whether that is through rent supplements 
or providing funding for support services.

 > The conversion of existing dwellings, 
particularly single dwellings, into more 
units represents a potential way to 
increase the housing stock. 

 > There is a need for universally accessible 
housing. 

 > Minimum housing standards and a 
landlord registry are potential tools that 

could be implemented in Mahone Bay to 
help renters. 

 > Affordable housing is needed to support 
population growth 

 > Parking space requirements for new 
development can hinder the ability to 
develop housing. 

The Environment
A second theme that arose through the 
engagement dealt with the environment. The 
environment is not only loved and cherished 
by many community members in Mahone Bay 
but it directly and indirectly contributes to 
the local economy. Comments related to the 
environment include: 

 > Sea level rise and coastal erosion could 
create many challenges for the town 
and coastal development should be 
discouraged to prevent potential damage 
to properties and harm to individuals. 

 > All of the town’s green spaces and 
wetlands, watercourses, and harbour 
should be managed and protected from 
development. 

 > The environment and sustainability should  
be central to decision-making. 
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 > Development should not be permitted in 
common spaces (E.g. the playing field at 
the Mahone Bay Centre). 

 > Some of the town’s green spaces and 
trails need greater protection from 
incompatible uses such as ATV use. 

 > There should be stronger regulations 
that protect existing trees through the 
development process as trees bring 
aesthetic, environmental, economic 
benefit to the town.

 > Open, public, access to the waterfront 
should be preserved and enhanced. 

 > Greater attention needs to be paid to the 
quality of water in the harbour. 

 > The Water Garden is an important asset in 
the community. 

 > Houseboat and sailboat waste in the 
harbour needs to be considered and 
controlled.

 > A causeway could be extended across the 
harbour and used to protect against sea 
level rise 

 > The banks of Ernst Brook should be raised  
to protect against the impacts of sea level 
rise. 

Governance 
Many comments were received that dealt with 
the theme of Governance. Comments related 
to governance focused on the relationship 
between Town Council and residents, existing 
policies and regulations, and the general 
functioning of the Town. Comments, opinions, 
and ideas related to governance include:

 > There is a need for greater clarity of 
Town policies and regulations. Some 
respondents feel there is a lack of 
understanding in the community which 
can create challenges between the Town 
and residents. 

 > More transparency between the Town 
and residents/organizations is needed, 
especially with regards to decision-
making.

 > Some residents feel the Town can get 
in the way of innovation and new ideas/
development. 

 > As a small town, Mahone Bay and its 
governance structure can be more 
resourceful and react nimbly to 
challenges, but there is a limited ability of 
the Town to raise funds. 

 > Residents would benefit from the 
re-establishment of the Recreation 
Department. 

 > Greater collaboration between the Town 
and the private sector could help promote 
economic development. 

 > The Town Hall building is generally 
inaccessible for many. 

 > Zoning should be considered from a public 
health perspective, especially as it relates 
to where certain uses are permitted (E.g. 
the proximity of alcohol and cannabis 
sales to schools).

 > Attention should be paid to how the 
Town interacts with residents and look 
to improve methods of engagement on 
issues. 

 > Urban agriculture can play a role in 
healthy living and access to food.  

 > Online mapping and GIS data should be 
available from the Town. 

Transportation and Parking
Transportation and parking was also a 
theme that many stakeholders spoke about 
through the engagement. On the whole, 
stakeholders appreciate the transportation 
network and options within Mahone Bay 
and value the ability to access services as 
a pedestrian. Stakeholders also shared the 
following comments and opinions through the 
engagement: 
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 > There is a need for additional parking in 
the town to help accommodate traffic 
during the busy tourism season. One 
respondent suggested using the Bayview 
School Parking lot during the summer 
months as an overflow parking lot. 

 > Any parking strategy should be developed 
with a wayfinding and signage strategy. 

 > Sidewalks and active transportation 
infrastructure should be expanded 
throughout the town. 

 > Active transportation can play a key role 
in promoting and facilitating a healthy 
community. 

 > Current and prospective residents 
without access to a private automobile, 
or residents who do not drive, have 
challenges accessing services not 
available in Mahone Bay. 

 > Sidewalks play a key role in connecting 
people throughout the town to one 
another and places. 

 > There is a need for more parking in the 
south end of town (near the marina) 

 > Lack of regional transportation options 
can result in people passing up Mahone 
Bay as a place to reside. 

 > Greater care and attention needs to be 
paid to how intersections and sidewalks in 
town are designed and built. 

 > One-way streets could help with traffic 
congestion on Main Street

 > Mahone Bay could benefit from dedicated 
bike lanes.

 > Parking should be limited on Main Street 
because it creates dangerous driving 
conditions.

Community Cohesion 
Throughout the engagement, stakeholders 
mentioned Mahone Bay’s strong community 
and huge volunteer base that help to put on 
the many events and festivals in the town. 
Mahone Bay residents were frequently cited 
as one of the town’s greatest assets and 
that Mahone Bay is a very welcoming town. 
Residents feel a great pride towards Mahone 
Bay. Several respondents noted, however, 
that the cohesion of the community feels 
threatened at times by an us versus them 
mentality but could be aided by bringing 
interest groups together. 

Services and Amenities  
Although Mahone Bay has an array of 
services and amenities available to its 
residents, throughout the engagement 
respondents cited the following challenges 
that are faced:

 > Access to healthcare can be difficult, 
especially for people with young children 
and seniors. 

 > There are limited after-school care options 
in Mahone Bay. 

Heritage
There is a great appreciation of the history of 
the town and the heritage architecture that 
is present in Mahone Bay. Respondents noted 
that the town’s history partially manifests in 
its built form and that one can learn about 
the town by simply walking down the streets. 
However, several respondents commented 
how older structures create accessibility 
challenges for community members because 
of the building’s design. Other comments and 
ideas shared about heritage include: 

 > While all housing needs to evolve to make 
structures comfortable, more needs to 
be done to preserve homes from being 
demolished.

“There is a need to protect and nurture how 
people interact with one another.”
-Engagement Participant
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 > Building footprints and the location of 
a building on a lot should be considered 
for their relationship to the past and 
surrounding structures. 

 > The existing architectural control area 
should be expanded. 

 > Height restrictions should be retained.
 > The Town should consider developing 

design requirements to promote cohesive 
design.

Economic Development and Tourism
There were many comments from 
stakeholders that dealt with local economic 
development and tourism. Based on the 
feedback, there are diverging opinions as 
to what extent tourism should play a role in 
Mahone Bay’s economy. Some stakeholders 
feel the community should continue to 
leverage its popularity as a tourist destination 
while others hope to see a shift away from 
tourism. Some respondents feel tourism in 
Mahone Bay works because of the informality 
of it. However, some feel Mahone Bay has 
reached saturation in terms of tourism 
development. Other comments and ideas 
related to economic development and tourism 
include: 
 

 > Winter months in the town can be tough 
for businesses and other operators. 

 > Community internet is important for 
business attraction and retention. 

 > The waterfront and harbour can be used 
more efficiently and capitalized on for 
economic development. One respondent 
noted that the waterfront along the Three 
Churches is an undersold area that could 
be redeveloped.

 > The current application of commercial 
zoning is too narrow. It could be expanded 
instead of spot zoning for commercial 
uses. 

 > Mixed use development should be 
promoted

 > The town would benefit from more 
businesses and entrepreneurs

 > The community should focus upon 
building local capacity instead of 
drawing investment from outside of the 
community. 

 > The skyline and views in Mahone Bay are 
intrinsically and economically important 
to the future of the town. 

 > There are several anchor businesses 
and organizations that are key to the 
community’s success. 

 > Urban agriculture and locally produced 
goods represents an economic 

development opportunity. 
Arts, Culture, and Recreation  
Throughout the engagement, respondents 
noted some of their favourite arts, culture, 
and recreation spaces, and how the Town 
can support these endeavours. Frequently 
mentioned were the many trails and natural 
spaces that respondents use for recreation 
and leisure, but there were diverging opinions 
as to whether or not the playing field near 
the Mahone Bay Centre should be developed 
or not. Some respondents feel this area 
represents a development opportunity while 
other stakeholders wish to see the field 
preserved. Additional comments shared about 
arts, culture, and recreation include: 

 > Public art and artist residency are 
potential opportunities for the town. 

 > The trails and natural spaces should be 
protected, and expanded, and should be 
planned for greater connectivity. 

 > The Town should consider creating a 
‘Recreation Zone’ within the Land Use 
Bylaw to protect recreation areas. 

 > Recreation needs to be considered for all-
youth and seniors included.

 > The Town could play a greater role in the 
provision of arts and cultural activities, 
including by supporting busking. 
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To gather input from youth, the Project 
Team conducted one-on-one telephone 
interviews with four youth, between the ages 
of 13 and 18, living in Mahone Bay. Through 
these interviews, the Project Team looked to 
understand what youth love about the town, 
what their favourite places are, and what the 
Town should be prioritizing for the future. 
Generally, youth in Mahone Bay appreciate 
and value the small-town nature of Mahone 
Bay but would like to see more opportunities 
in the community for employment, skill 
development, and recreation and leisure. 

The most frequent comments, ideas, 
and suggestions to emerge from the 
conversations with youth include: 

 > Protection of the environment should be 
prioritized, and the community should be 
paying more attention to protecting all 
aspects of the environment. 

 > The trails within the town are really 
important for youth and their families to 
enjoy the outdoors. 

 > Mahone Bay provides a happy medium 
between urban and rural life. 

 > Being able to walk around and visit 
different stores/shops in town is 
important. 

 > Some areas of town need better sidewalks 
because youth feel unsafe, especially the 
area between the churches and Keddy’s 
Landing. 

 > Youth appreciate the mobile library in 
town but think the community would 
benefit from a more permanent location. 

 > While youth can get a lot of what they 
need in Mahone Bay, they often have 
to go to larger urban centres, primarily 
Bridgewater and Halifax Regional 
Municipality, for school and other services. 

 > Youth feel there needs to be more places 
and spaces specifically for them. 

 > Having a good ‘Main Street’ is important. 
 > Development should be limited along 

the shoreline because it takes away from 
the character of the town and could be 
impacted by sea level rise. 

 > The town could benefit from being more 
flexible by allowing different types of 
businesses.

 > The Town should take on more of a role in 
the adoption of clean energy production, 
particularly solar energy production. 

 > The soccer field at the Mahone Bay Centre 
is a great place to go play with friends 
but the basketball court could use some 
repairs. 

Youth Input 
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The Project Team sought input from renters 
in Mahone Bay to better understand the 
experience of tenants and to discuss what 
should be considered as the Town plans 
for the future. Using one-on-one telephone 
interviews and a focus group, the Project 
Team spoke with four renters in the 
community. 

Generally, renters in Mahone Bay feel that 
there are not enough rental options in 
Mahone Bay, which has created a volatile, 
uncertain, rental market. Renters pointed 
to long-term rental units being converted to 
short-term (vacation) rentals, decreasing the 
total stock of rental units in the town. Because 
of these factors, some renters feel insecure in 
their housing because a landlord can simply 
choose not to renew a lease or to increase the 
rent to a point that is unaffordable for some 
renters. Other comments and perspectives 
shared by renters include: 

 > There is often a negative stigma attached 
to renters as people who cannot afford 
to purchase a house. Renters bring a lot 
of value to the community. Many sit on 
boards, committees, and volunteer in 
town.  

 > Rent is very expensive in Mahone Bay, 
which often requires some renters to take 
on additional roommates or to help their 
landlord to keep the cost of rent down. 

 > If a renter were to get evicted, there are 
little to no options within the town to go. 

 > There is a lot of potential in repurposing 
existing homes and structures to create 
more rental housing in Mahone Bay but 
it needs to be approached through an 
innovative and creative lens. 

 > The land use regulations need to enable 
flexibility to facilitate housing variety.

 > There is potential for the existing nursing 
home to accommodate multi-generational 
housing. 

 > There is an inherent link between social 
justice and housing. 

 > Purpose-built seniors housing is great for 
seniors, but not great for young families 
looking to live in town. 

 > Renters face discrimination all the time. 
Individuals have been denied housing 
because they have pets, their hair colour, 
or because they have tattoos. 

 > There are no rental options for individuals 
with supportive housing needs in town. 

Renter Input 
“The inherent value brought to 
the town by long-term renters 
surpasses the financial wealth 
brought by short-term rentals.”
-Engagement Participant  

Draft
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The final cohort-specific stakeholder group 
the Project Team collected information from 
was seniors. The term senior was defined as 
any individual over the age of 65. The Project 
Team collected information from four seniors 
living in Mahone Bay through one-on-one 
telephone interviews. Generally, seniors in 
Mahone Bay feel they are able to meet most 
of their day-to-day needs with the services 
and amenities available in town; however, 
the need for a regional transit system was 
cited to help residents get to and from larger 
centres like Bridgewater and Halifax. Some 
respondents have seen other Mahone Bay 
residents, including seniors, hitch-hiking to 
appointments outside of the town. 

Other perspectives and ideas shared by 
seniors include: 

 > There have been a lot of positive changes 
in Mahone Bay over the years, including 
the growth in the number of young 
families. 

 > The development of more housing options, 
especially rental units, has enabled people 
to age in place. Homeownership as a 
senior can be difficult, especially with the 
cost of upkeep for larger homes.  

 > Jubilee Park, the Water Garden, and other 
natural areas are important assets in the 
community. 

 > Mahone Bay could benefit from more 
medical services and personal, including 
doctors.

 > Greater attention needs to be paid to 
building accessibility. Older structures 
were not designed with accessibility in 
mind and it can be difficult accessing 
these structures at times. 

 > The Mahone Bay Centre offers great 
programming (physical and intellectual) 
for seniors, and there are many other 
opportunities to get involved in the town. 

 > The walkability of town is very important 
to getting around. 

 > There are physical barriers in town, 
especially along Kinburn Street.

 > Development along the coastline should 
be prohibited. 

 > The location and orientation of cross-
walks should be examined. Some lead 
directly into traffic which is unsafe. 

 > Short-term (vacation) rentals are 
impacting the availability of rental units. 

Senior Input 



Discussion 
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Discussion
Feedback from the initial phase of 
engagement for Plan Mahone Bay was 
received and collected from a wide cross-
section of community members and 
stakeholders in, and surrounding Mahone Bay. 
The results from the engagement reveal there 
are many characteristics of the town that 
the community almost unanimously values 
and issues they feel need to be addressed. 
However, there are also different, and often 
competing values that the town must try to 
balance as Mahone Bay plans for the future. 

Respondents strongly value the built form 
in Mahone Bay that has evolved over the 
town’s history. Mahone Bay’s small footprint, 
the many shops and services available in 
the town, the convergence of human and 
natural environments, and the streetscapes 
and architecture all contribute to the 
character of Mahone Bay. However, just as 
respondents wish to see the town’s continued 
evolution, many engagement participants 
hope the historic qualities of the town will be 
preserved. 

There is also an appreciation and 
understanding of the connection between 
built form and physical, social, and 

environmental health. A community that is 
accessible as a pedestrian and readily has 
access to nature can support the physical 
and social health of humans, and the 
environment more broadly. Planning for the 
future of Mahone Bay must support a healthy 
community, and should be built upon the 
town’s walkability and access to nature. 

There is an overwhelming consensus about 
the importance of the environment in Mahone 
Bay. It is foundational to the very nature of 
the town. The community holds the harbour, 
watercourses, forests, and the trails that 
traverse these natural areas in high regard. 

Part of ensuring the environment is 
prioritized in the future must also involve 
responding to the sense of urgency regarding 
the climate emergency. An approach that 
promotes adaption and mitigation to climate 
change is needed. The community not 
only sees this as a necessity but also as an 
opportunity to create jobs and support the 
local economy. 

There is also a growing sense of urgency to 
support more housing options in Mahone Bay.  
As was expressed during the engagement, 

the community feels there is a shortage 
of housing options, especially for renters. 
Volatility and uncertainty in the housing 
market have made it challenging to establish 
roots in the community. The community also 
feels a need to examine regulations to control 
short-term rentals in the community. As the 
town has grown in popularity as a tourism 
destination, respondents feel the availability 
of adequate housing has decreased. 

Finally, as the Town and community consider 
growth and development, a balance must 
be struck of where and how development 
should occur. On one hand, there is support  
for residential development to help provide 
housing options and opportunities, while on 
the other, community members are hesitant 
and resistant to development in some areas 
of Mahone Bay. 

This discussion and the results from this 
engagement will be used to develop the 
policies and regulations for the Municipal 
Planning Strategy and Land Use Bylaw. Once 
drafted, the public will have the opportunity 
to examine and provide their feedback 
regarding the proposed planning documents. 

Draft
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Created by Ethan Nam
from the Noun Project

Environmental  
Stewardship

The Town and community functions in 
symbiosis with the natural environment and 
understands that land use decisions and 
actions have short- and long-term impacts 
on the land, air, and water in Mahone Bay 
and beyond. Protecting and enhancing the 
significant natural areas in Mahone Bay and 
taking actions to reduce the Town’s impact 
on the environment will help contribute to 
thriving ecosystems, allowing the community 
to enjoy these natural assets. 

Created by AdbA Icons ��
from the Noun Project

Resilience and  
Adaptability 

Change is constant and is often non-linear. 
As Mahone Bay faces change, resilience and 
adaptability will guide land use decision-
making to ensure the long term success of 
Mahone Bay. As a resilient and adaptable 
Town, Mahone Bay will seek to proactively 
respond to the impacts of the climate crisis 
to ensure all residents, businesses and 
community members remain safe and can 
continue to flourish. 

Created by Ralf Schmitzer
from the Noun Project

Heritage Preservation 
and Evolution

Mahone Bay’s built history in the form of 
its architecture reflects its development 
during the 18th century, after its earlier use 
as a Mi’kmaq settlement. Mahone Bay will 
continue to protect and enhance its unique 
built form and cultural landscapes, including 
further exploration of its Indigenous roots, all 
the while continuing to evolve and allow for 
change.

Guiding Principles 

Mahone Bay welcomes all diversity and is 
respectful of all people. The Town and Council 
will actively seek to eliminate any barriers 
in Mahone Bay and ensure everyone feels 
safe and valued. The Town will also strive to 
ensure anyone who chooses to live in town 
will have access to safe, affordable, and 
adequate housing that will be accompanied by 
access to stable and appropriate employment 
opportunities.

Created by ProSymbols
from the Noun Project

Respectful and Inclusive 

Guiding Principles are the foundational 
concepts that will guide the Town’s and 
Council’s land use decision-making in all 
circumstances, irrespective of changes in its 
plans or management. These principles will 
provide a framework for all land use decisions 
that are made by the Town and Council.

The Guiding Principles that have been 
established were developed from the 
input collected during the initial phase 
of engagement for Plan Mahone Bay. 
The Principles provide context and are 
foundational to the Vision Statement for 
the Municipal Planning Strategy. The Draft 
Guiding Principles are presented on the 
following pages. 

Draft
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Created by ArmOkay
from the Noun Project

Responsible and  
Systematic Growth

When faced with decisions about growth, it 
will only occur where it does not place any 
undue financial burdens on the Town or its 
residents, and it should support and enhance 
the existing built form and fabric in Mahone 
Bay. Responsible and systematic growth 
also includes environmentally responsible 
development that seeks not to compromise 
the integrity of natural systems. 

Created by Miho Suzuki-Robinson
from the Noun Project

Protecting Health and 
Wellbeing

The manner in which the town grows and 
develops and the way in which land is used 
has an impact on the health and wellbeing of 
residents and community members. Mahone 
Bay will seek to protect the physical, social, 
and mental health and wellbeing of residents 
through land use planning. 

Created by Peter van Driel
from the Noun Project

Universally Accessible 

Mahone Bay‘s small footprint, its many 
amenities and services, and network of 
sidewalks and trails make it ideal to move 
throughout the town as a pedestrian. As a 
universally accessible town, the needs of 
pedestrians, including community members 
who use assistive mobility devices and people 
pushing strollers, will be prioritized. The Town 
will work to eliminate all physical barriers and 
to support the physical, social, mental, and 
economic health and wellbeing of residents 
and community members. 

Created by kinsley
from the Noun Project

Fair and Transparent

Land use decision-making in Mahone Bay 
will be made fairly and transparently and 
the structure in which decisions are made 
will provide opportunities for community 
members to provide their input, opinions, and 
feedback. 
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Vision 
The Vision establishes the long-term desired 
outcomes of the Town and community. The 
Vision reflects the ambitions and aspirations 
of the community and helps to answer the 
question, “What do we want to be and why?” 
The Draft Vision established for the Town of 
Mahone Bay is: 

“The Town of Mahone Bay will continue to be a place where people in all stages of life, and 
with different ambitions and aspirations, choose to live. The Town will protect, enhance, and be 
shaped by its relationship to the natural environment and, over the life of this Plan, will become 
a leader in climate change mitigation. The Town and the community will spearhead actions and 
be proactive in adapting to the climate crisis. The strongest asset in Mahone Bay will continue to 
be its residents who are actively engaged in Town decision-making. Growth and development will 
support an accessible built environment, where pedestrians are prioritized; will support housing 
and employment opportunities for anyone who chooses to live in Mahone Bay; will balance and 
nurture the needs of the human and natural environments; will only occur through a careful, 
transparent and systematic process; will recognize and protect cultural and built heritage while 
continuing to allow for change and evolution; and will emphasize the protection and expansion 
of public spaces and institutions integral to the daily lives of residents. The physical, social, 
and mental health and wellbeing of all residents will be supported and nurtured by the built and 
natural environments, and by the community itself.” 

Draft
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A series of 10 Goals have been established 
to guide the policies and regulations in the 
Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use 
Bylaw. These Goals represent a desired, and 
usually, long-term result the community wants 
to achieve. The 10 Draft Goals which have 
been established for the Municipal Planning 
Strategy are:

Goals 
1. Preserve and enhance the natural 

environment. 
2. Support the efficient use of services. 
3. Support the growth of long-term 

housing options-including in style and 
tenure.

4. Support development that mitigates 
climate change and minimizes the 
Town’s impact on the environment. 

5. Adapt to changing environmental and 
climactic conditions.

6. Support economic activities and 
entrepreneurship in Mahone Bay. 

7. Preserve and enhance access to cultural 
and recreation spaces that contribute 
to a high quality of life. 

8. Preserve, promote and enhance the 
protection of cultural and heritage 
resources and landscapes. 

9. Support physical, social, and mental 
health and wellbeing of all residents. 

10. Establish clear and transparent land 
use regulations but which also promote 
flexibility and a diversity land uses. 
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Mahone Bay & District Fire Department

Report from July 1 to December 31,2020

Newly Elected Officers

Chief Connor Veinot
Deputy Chief Dwayne Browne
Chief Engineer Elvis Hirtle
Captain 1 Joel Veinotte
Captain 2 Michael Falt
Lieutenant 1 Kiana Wile
Lieutenant 2 Russell Acomb

Doing this quarter the Department respond to 27 calls for assistance:

MVC’S (Motor Vehicle Collision)
November 3 Mahone Bay
November 9 Maders Cove
November 10 Mahone Bay 

Fire Alarms 
August 31 Mahone Bay 
October 21 Mahone Bay 
October 24 Mahone Bay 
October 25 Mahone Bay 
October 25 Mahone Bay 
November 26 Maders Cove
December 1 Mahone Bay 
December 2 Mahone Bay 
December 7 Mahone Bay 
December 10 Mahone Bay 
December 16 Mahone Bay 
December 27 Mahone Bay



Mutual Aid 
August 27 Blockhouse 
September 15 Martins River
November 9 Martins River
November 19 Martins River
November 26 Lunenburg 
December 6 Blockhouse 
December 16 Lunenburg 

Other Calls 
September 17 Illegal Burn Maders Cove
September 19 Strong Smell Propane/Gas Clearland
October 15 Boat Assistance with EHS Mahone Bay 
October 31 Flue Fire Clearland 
December 25 Fire Alarm/Odor Oakland 

It has been a busy quarter for calls, but we have ensured that all protocol and 
guidelines that have been put in place by the province are being followed. We 
are still not responding to medical emergencies due to the risk of
COVID-19. Our members are very pleased to see the new fire station has begun.
The members of the fire department thank you council for your support.We are 
taking the extra precaution to wipe down all equipment and each vehicle used 
during a call. Our members are preforming their duties under challenging circum-
stances during this time to protect our town and citizens.

Stay safe 
Chief 
Connor Veinot
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1. LUNENBURG DISTRICT STAFF 
 

• 1 Staff Sergeant  
• 2 Sergeants  
• 7 Corporals 
• 33 Constables 
• 1 Reserve Constable 
• 7 Administrative Staff 
• Crime Analyst (Covers numerous areas including Lunenburg District) 
• Senior Safety Coordinator (Jointly Managed with BPS) 

 
2. SOUTHEAST TRAFFIC SERVICES 

 
• Six member Provincial Unit working out of Lunenburg District (Chester Office)  
• Dedicated Traffic Enforcement throughout Lunenburg and Queens Counties. 

 
3. LUNENBURG DISTRICT FLEET 

 
• (15) Patrol Cars 
• (3) Patrol SUVs 
• (5) Unmarked Police Vehicles 
• (1) Police Boat 
• (1) 4 Seat UTV (Side x Side) 
• (4) Patrol Bicycles 
 

4. DISTRICT FACILITIES 
 

• Chester Detachment 
• Lilydale Detachment 
• Cookville Detachment 
• New Germany Community Office 
• Mahone Bay Community Office 

 
 

5. GENERAL INVESTIGATION SECTION (Lunenburg County) 
 
Lunenburg District GIS executed a firearms public safety warrant on an Oakhill residence 
in August. A shotgun and Ammunition was subsequenstly seized. No charges have been 
laid however an application for a firearms prohibition order has been made to prohibit the 
individual from possessing further firearms. 
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In August, Lunenburg District GIS took on the role of File Coordinator for the RCMP’s 
involvement in searching for and apprehending Tobias DOUCETTE who is currently 
under charge for attempted murder of a Bridgewater Police Service member. Lunenburg 
District GIS is responsible for organizing and compiling disclosure related to the RCMP’s 
involvement in the criminal investigation which given the resources involved is extensive 
and time consuming. 
 
Lunenburg District GIS took a lead role in investigating an armed robbery that occurred at 
a commercial business in the Town of Lunenburg on September 23rd, 2020. The 
following week a search warrant was executed on a Lunenburg residence where stolen 
property and additional evidence related to the offence was located. A 45 year old male 
and female who are residents of Lunenburg were arrested. The male was charged with 
multiple offences and remanded into custody where he remains. 
 
Lunenburg District GIS assisted the Street Crime Enforcement Unit with executing three 
(3) Controlled Drugs and Substances Act Search Warrants which resulted in the seizure 
of quantities of cocaine, methamphetamines, cash and weapons. 

 
 

6. SCHOOL SAFETY RESOURCE OFFICERS (Lunenburg County) 
 

Cpl. SLAUNWHITE remains off duty long term due to illness. Cst. Tim LYNCH remains 
as the Acting NCO I/C of Lilydale Detachment as well as supervising the SSRO/CPVS 
members. 
 
As a result of schools returning in September, Cst. LYNCH and Cst. BAILEY returned to 
their substantive roles. The SAFE plans for all the schools in Lunenburg County have 
been updated. 
 
The SSRO’s are seeking alternative means to delivering educational/crime prevention 
materials in the schools as the South Shore Regional Centre for Education has determined 
members are non essential, therefore are not permitted in the schools unless responding to 
a specific call for service. Both members continue to interact with the students during 
outdoor activities. Cst. LYNCH and Cst. BAILEY have dealt with numerous calls for 
service and issues within multiple schools since returning. 
 
 

7. COMMUNITY POLICING VICTIMS SERVICES OFFICER (Lunenburg County) 
 

Cst. Sonia UPSHAW remains restricted to administrative duties for medical reasons 
throughout this quarter. Cst. UPSHAW remains reassigned to the “H” Division 
Emergency Operations Centre (DEOC) where she continues to assist the with the 
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coordination of Quarantine monitoring and compliance within the province. 
 
 

8. CALLS FOR SERVICE 
 

Between July 1st 2020 and September 30th 2020, Lunenburg District had a total of 3,373 
occurrences which included Criminal Code, Controlled Drugs and Substance Act, and 
Provincial Act Investigations. 
 
During the same quarter in 2019 Lunenburg District had a total of 3,025 occurrences. 
 
 

9. SIGNIFICANT / NOTEWORTHY 
 

Some significant and noteworthy items this past quarter include the following: 
 

• During this quarter Lunenburg District’s resources were impacted as follows: Two 
members remain off duty long term due to illness or injury. Three Members 
currently have duty restrictions as a result of illness or injury. 

• Cpl. Derek MCALPINE arrived in early September and has assumed the role of 
the Street Crime Enforcement Unit Supervisor. 

• One of the watch supervisor positions remains vacant. The candidate identified to 
fill this position remains off duty at their current unit due to illness/injury. It is not 
known what the candidates return date is therefore Lunenburg District 
management team is in consultation with Career Development and Resourcing to 
find a solution. In the mean time a senior constable has been appointed to act as 
the watch supervisor. 

• Two new police vehicles have been put into service during this quarter to replace 
aging vehicles. We are still awaiting the replacement of an SUV that was removed 
from service following a collision during the 3rd Quarter in the 2019/2020 fiscal 
year. 

• The Senior Safety Coordinator had to modify or restrict some services in response 
to the Covid-19 pandemic however she remains engaged and is able to assist 
police with addressing high risk issues related to seniors and ensure adequate 
services are provided. 

• Lunenburg District Members assisted with the search for Tobias DOUCETTE 
who is accused of attempted murder of a Bridgewater Police Service Member. 
The search lasted several days and employed resources from around the province 
as well as support services from Ottawa such as Emergency Response Team 
members. The RCMP’s Critical Incident Command Team was deployed along 
with various support services such as ERT & PDS as a result DOUCETTE was 
apprehended several days later. 
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• In September General Duty members investigated a missing 14 year old male and 
determined that the male was being concealed from his family and the police by a 
33 year old male and a 29 year old female. The 14 year old was located by police 
the following morning and returned to his family. The 33 year old male and 29 
year old female were arrested and charged with abduction. 

• In August General Duty members responded to a disturbance in Chester Basin that 
evolved into a “hate crime” investigation. This matter was thoroughly investigated 
and refrred to the Public Prosecution Service of Nova Scotia to determine whether 
the Attorney General will support charges related to the applicable sections of the 
Criminal Code as is required under the legislation. 

• General Duty members continue to follow up on information related to a cluster of 
brush fires reported within days of one another. 

• In September a 41 year old male from Lunenburg County was arrested for 
Possession of Child Pornography following a referral from Department of 
Community Services. This matter remains under investigation and the accused 
was released from custody and is scheduled to appear in Court in November. 

• On September 28th, General Duty members responded to a three car collision on 
Highway 3 in Gold River. The matter remains under investigation however it is 
anticipated that charges will be laid for Dangerous Operation of a Motor Vehicle. 

• On September 23rd General Duty members responded to an armed robbery at a 
commercial business located in Lunenburg Town. Following the initial 
investigation Lunenburg District GIS executed a search warrant at the suspects 
residence and recovered a portion of the stolen property. A 45 year old male was 
arrested and charged with the robbery and weapons related offences and remains 
in custody. 

• There were 26 reported Break and Enters during this quarter. 11 of these 
complaints were determined to be unfounded (No offence occurred) There were 
only 4 reported occurrences of thefts from Motor vehicles during this quarter. 

• 11 sexual offences were reported this quarter including 5 that are still under 
investigation, 1 where there was insufficient evidence to proceed, 1 that was 
determined to be unfounded and 4 that resulted in charges being supported. 

• There was 1 reported occurrence of distributing intimate images without consent 
during this quarter. 

• Members responded to 123 traffic related collisions. There were no traffic related 
fatalities during this reporting period. 20 collisions resulted in some sort of injury 
to at least one of the occupants. The remaining collisions resulted in property 
damage. 

• Members investigated 19 sudden deaths which included two apparent suicides 
during this quarter. 

• Members responded to 99 calls for service regarding individuals having a mental 
health crises. Members responded to 59 similar calls for service during the same 
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quarter the previous year. 
• Police dealt with 84 incidents of possible impaired driving during this quarter. Of 

those investigations 15 individuals were charged with impaired driving and 3 
remain under investigation. 24 were determined to be unfounded and the 
remainder had insufficient evidence to proceed. 

• 2 alcohol related roadside suspensions were also issued during this quarter. 
• In addition to the work of the South Shore Traffic Services Unit (noted in a 

separate section below) Lunenburg District members issued 229 Summary 
Offence Tickets and 566 Written Warnings during vehicle stops this quarter. 

• RCMP members conducted 89 check points throughout the quarter in various 
locations throughout the county. 

• 26 Offender Management compliance checks were conducted during this quarter 
to ensure offenders were complying with court imposed conditions. 

• Lunenburg District dealt with 67 Health Protection Act occurrences and 211 
Quarantine Act occurrences. Members complete compliance checks on 
individuals under the Quarantine Act as and when required. “H” Divisions Call 
Back Unit assists with these occurrences where phone checks are permissible. 

• As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic the RCMP has ensured Business Continuity 
while adhering to applicable restrictions under the Emergency Management Act 
and Health Protection Act. RCMP Detachments have re-opened for three days a 
week at this time to allow time to clean and disinfect the lobby area. 

• “H” Division RCMP’s Covid-19 Response Team continues to deal with Business 
Continuity issues related to Covid-19 while ensuring the health and safety of our 
employees within the province. 

 
 

10. STREET CRIME ENFORCEMENT UNIT & OTHER DRUG ACTIVITIES 
 

Cpl. Derek MCALPINE has assumed the supervisor role for the SCEU Team as of early 
September. 
 
SCEU assisted GIS with executing a public safety warrant where a shotgun and ammunition 
was seized. 
 
SCEU executed a Controlled Drugs and Substances Act search warrant on a residence in 
Dayspring. As a result a quantity of cocaine and Canadian currency was seized. A 59 year old 
male is currently facing charges for possession of cocaine for the purpose of trafficking. 
 
SCEU assisted in the search for Tobias DOUCETTE in August. DOUCETTE is accused of 
attempted murder of a bridgewater Police Service Member.  
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SCEU assisted Bridgewater Police Service with an investigation into drug trafficking in the 
town of Bridgewater.  A search warrant was executed under the Controlled Drugs and 
Substances Act. Police seized cocaine drug paraphernalia, and a firearm. A 35 year old 
Bridgewater resident is facing charges for possession for the purpose of trafficking and 
possession of a weapon for a dangerous purpose. 
 
SCEU assisted Lunenburg District GIS with investigating the armed robbery of a Lunenburg 
business. A search warrant was executed and stolen property recovered. A 45 year old 
Lunenburg resident has been charged with the robbery as well as weapons offences. 
 

SCEU’s stats for the quarter are: 
 

•  12 Criminal Code Warrants Executed 
 

•  1 Search Warrants Executed – Other Statutes 
 

•  2 Targeted Vehicle Stops/Search Executed 
 
•  6 Individuals Charged 

 
•  $37,100.00 Value Of Property Seized/Recovered 
 
• $4,500.00 Value of Drugs Seized 
 
• $14,000.00 Value of Offence Related Cash Seized 

 
 

11. DEDICATED TRAFFIC SERVICES STATS 
 

These below statistics are in addition to the “Road Safety” work conducted by Lunenburg 
County District members. Southeast Traffic Services Unit Members were temporarily 
reassigned for a two months to assist with resources at Enfield Detachment as part of “H” 
STRONG. 
 

•  190 SOTS  
•  56 Written Warnings 
•  9 Checkpoints 
•  1 Impaired Drivers 
•  0 Roadside Suspensions 
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12. TOWN OF MAHONE BAY 
 

• Speed sign data continmues to be used to identify problematic areas and determine the 
appropriate deployment of resources by the RCMP. 

• Lunenburg District Members responded to 2 false 911 calls and 1 false alarm at locations 
in Mahone Bay. 

• 2 Assaults were reported in Mahone Bay during this quarter. Both assaults were 
determined to be unfounded. 

• An adult male was charged with assault with a weapon, assault and weapons related 
offences following a domestic violence incident. 

• 5 Checkpoints were completed in Mahone Bay during this quarter. 
• There were 4 Impaired Driving occurrences during this quarter. One was determined to be 

unfounded and the vehicle or driver were unable to be located in the other three instances. 
• There was one reported occurrence related to Off Road Vehicles in Mahone Bay during 

this quarter. Two patrols were made along the Trail System between Chester and 
Blockhouse this quarter. No offences observed during patrols. 

• There were no Break & Enters and no Thefts from Motor Vehicles reported in Mahone 
Bay this quarter. 

• General Duty members investigated one sudden death in Mahone Bay during this quarter 
that was not suspicious. 

• A selective traffic enforcement initiative was completed in August following concerns 
being identified regarding vehicle speeds approaching the crosswalk on Main Street 
where it intersects with Clearway Street. On five (5) occasions during the month of 
August members conducted speed enforcement at this location including the use of the 
hand held LIDAR. As a result one written warning was issued for excessive speed. 

• Multiple foot patrols and bicycle patrols have been conducted several proactive patrols 
have been made into Mahone Bay with the Police Vessel. 

• Additional patrols have been and continueto be made on Clearway Street and around 
Bayview School following reports of street racing and youth hanging around the school in 
the evenings. 

 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
David Ferguson, Sgt 
Operations NCO 
RCMP Lunenburg County District 
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Approved by, 
 
 
Paul COUGHLIN, S/Sgt. 
District Commander 
RCMP Lunenburg County District 
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Statistics and Crime Rates  
July 1st to September 30th 

(Includes Occurrences taken by Call Back Unit) 

Protected "A" 

Statistics represent 1st line of UCR Scoring 
Current as of: 2020-09-30 
Page 1 of 2 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Type of Crime & Occurrence Type 

 
 
 

2020 

 
 
 

2019 

Change Between 
Latest & Previous 

Year 

 Offences Related to Death 0 0 - 
 Sexual Offences 0 0 - 
 Assaults 2 1 1 
 Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction 0 0 - 
 Robbery 0 0 - 
 Extortion / Intimidation 0 0 - 
 Criminal Harassment 0 0 - 
 Indecent | Harassing Comm. 1 0 1 
 Uttering Threats 2 1 1 
     
 Arson 1 0 1 
 Break and Enter 0 1 -1 
 Unlawfully in a Dwelling House 0 0 - 
 Theft Over 0 0 - 
 Theft of Motor Vehicle 0 0 - 
 Theft of Other MV / Motorcycle 0 0 - 
 Take MV w/o Consent 0 0 0 
 Theft Under 1 4 -3 
 Shoplifting 1 2 -1 
 Theft (mail, bicycle, et al) 0 2 -2 
 Theft from Motor Vehicle 0 3 -3 
 Possession of Stolen Goods 0 0 - 
 Fraud 4 1 3 
 Identity Theft 0 0 - 
 Mischief Damage to Property 2 2 - 
 Mischief Interfere with Enjoyment 4 0 4 
     
 Possession 0 0 - 
 Trafficking 0 0 - 
 Import/Export 0 0 - 
 Production 0 0 - 
 Cannabis Act 

 
 
 
 
 
  

1 0 1 
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Type of Crime & Occurrence Type 

 
 
 

2020 

 
 
 

2019 

Change Between 
Latest & Previous 

Year 

 Dangerous Op of MV 0 0 - 
 Impaired by Alcohol 4 5 -1 
 Impaired by Drug 0 1 -1 
 Failure/Refusal 0 0 - 
 Driving while Disqualified 0 0 - 
 Fail to Stop or Remain 0 0 - 
 Seatbelt Violation 1 2 -1 
 Intersection Violation 0 2 -2 
 Speeding Violation 10 6 4 
 Insurance Violation 0 1 -1 
 Road Side Suspension (Alcohol) 0 4 -4 
 Road Side Suspension (Drug) 0 1 -1 
 Collision - Fatal 0 0 - 
 Collision - Non - Fatal Injury 0 0 - 
 Collision - Reportable 2 3 -1 
 Collision - Non Reportable 2 3 -1 
 Off-Road Vehicle Act  1 0 1 
     
 Municipal By-laws  1 1 - 
 Parking Offences - Provincial 3 0 3 
 Other Traffic Offence/Violation 14 12 2 
 Other Traffic Related Duties 1 1 - 
 Checkstop 5 2 3 
 911 Call/False Alarm 3 7 -4 
 Coroners Act 1 2 -1 
 Breach of Court Order 0 0 - 
 Liquor Act 2 2 - 
 Involuntary Psychiatric Treatment Act 4 1 3 
 Missing Person 0 1 -1 
 Municipal Bylaw - Other 0 0 - 
 Other 15 15 - 
 Suspicious P|V|P 4 3 1 
 Trespass At Night 0 1 -1 
 Crime Prevention 0 0 - 
 Health Protection Act/Quarantine Act 8 - 8 
 Assistance to General Public/Agencies 2 4 -2 
Total Occurrences* 102 91 11 
*Includes Unfounded and Unsubstantiated Occurrences 



 

From
20 To

Average Range (3 yr
 by Mth or Qtr

Crime Group 2019 2020 % CHANGE 2019 Rate 2020 Rate2 % CHANGE2Lower Upper
Arson 2 11 450.00% 0.05 0.29 450.00% 2 2
Assault Other 0 1 + 0.00 0.03 nc 0 3
Assault Person 49 64 30.61% 1.27 1.66 30.61% 43 62
Assist General Public 71 43 -39.44% 1.84 1.11 -39.44% 59 76
Attempt Homicide 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Auto Theft 9 4 -55.56% 0.23 0.10 -55.56% 4 8
Bike Theft 5 1 -80.00% 0.13 0.03 -80.00% 0 4
Breach Of Conditions 28 14 -50.00% 0.73 0.36 -50.00% 26 29
Break & Enter - Bus 14 4 -71.43% 0.36 0.10 -71.43% 8 14
Break & Enter - Firearm 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Break & Enter - Oth 4 1 -75.00% 0.10 0.03 -75.00% 3 10
Break & Enter - Res 10 10 0.00% 0.26 0.26 0.00% 12 24
Break & Enter - Seasonal 9 1 -88.89% 0.23 0.03 -88.89% 7 11
Cause Disturbance 16 33 106.25% 0.41 0.86 106.25% 16 28
Counterfeit Currency 1 0 -100.00% 0.03 0.00 -100.00% 1 2
Drug Import Export 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 2
Drug Possession 2 3 50.00% 0.05 0.08 50.00% 3 11
Drug Production 0 1 + 0.00 0.03 nc 1 6
Drug Trafficking 1 1 0.00% 0.03 0.03 0.00% 1 10
Extortion/Intimidation/Har 38 53 39.47% 0.98 1.37 39.47% 23 98
Firearms Act 1 1 0.00% 0.03 0.03 0.00% 0 1
Frauds 51 98 92.16% 1.32 2.54 92.16% 52 74
Gaming 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Hate Crimes 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 1
Homicide 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Human Trafficking 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Kidnapping 1 1 0.00% 0.03 0.03 0.00% 1 1
Liquor Act 24 14 -41.67% 0.62 0.36 -41.67% 16 26
Mental Health 69 102 47.83% 1.79 2.64 47.83% 15 90
Mischief 72 94 30.56% 1.87 2.44 30.56% 74 84
Missing Person 16 13 -18.75% 0.41 0.34 -18.75% 14 16
Offence Rel Death 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Organized Crime 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Other Go 656 597 -8.99% 17.00 15.47 -8.99% 574 646
Possession Stolen Goods 1 0 -100.00% 0.03 0.00 -100.00% 1 3
Prostitution 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Robbery 0 1 + 0.00 0.03 nc 0 1
Sex Assault 6 10 66.67% 0.16 0.26 66.67% 6 9
Sex Offences 8 10 25.00% 0.21 0.26 25.00% 4 11
Shoplifting 11 7 -36.36% 0.29 0.18 -36.36% 6 12
Suspicious P|V|P 97 98 1.03% 2.51 2.54 1.03% 73 93
Terrorism 0 0 nc 0.00 0.00 nc 0 0
Theft From Vehicle 18 4 -77.78% 0.47 0.10 -77.78% 20 45
Theft Other MV 2 3 50.00% 0.05 0.08 50.00% 1 6
Theft Over $5000 5 1 -80.00% 0.13 0.03 -80.00% 2 5
Theft Under $5000 63 37 -41.27% 1.63 0.96 -41.27% 50 61
Trespass At Night 3 5 66.67% 0.08 0.13 66.67% 2 5
Weapons Offences 6 4 -33.33% 0.16 0.10 -33.33% 2 7
CDSA 3 6 100.00% 0.08 0.16 100.00% 6 28
Crimes Against Person 97 133 37.11% 2.51 3.45 37.11% 74 177
Other CC 66 142 115.15% 1.71 3.68 115.15% 67 77
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1. LUNENBURG DISTRICT STAFF 
 

• 1 Staff Sergeant  
• 2 Sergeants  
• 7 Corporals 
• 33 Constables 
• 1 Reserve Constable 
• 7 Administrative Staff 
• Crime Analyst (Covers numerous areas including Lunenburg District) 
• Senior Safety Coordinator (Jointly Managed with BPS) 

 
2. SOUTHEAST TRAFFIC SERVICES 

 
• Six member provincial unit working out of Lunenburg District (Chester Office)  
• Dedicated traffic enforcement throughout Lunenburg and Queens Counties. 

 
3. LUNENBURG DISTRICT FLEET 

 
• (15) Patrol Cars 
• (3) Patrol SUVs 
• (5) Unmarked Police Vehicles 
• (1) Police Boat 
• (1) 4 Seat UTV (Side x Side) 
• (4) Patrol Bicycles 
 

4. DISTRICT FACILITIES 
 

• Chester Detachment 
• Lilydale Detachment 
• Cookville Detachment 
• New Germany Community Office 
• Mahone Bay Community Office 

 
 

5. GENERAL INVESTIGATION SECTION (Lunenburg County) 
 
In September, Lunenburg District GIS conducted an investigation into an armed robbery 
that at the Lunenburg Irving at Victoria Road.  A 45 year old male has been charged with 
robbery and weapons offences and is to make a plea in court on January 20th, 2021. 
 
In October, Lunenburg District GIS commenced an investigation into the sudden death of 
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Pinegrove resident, Donny Lohnes.  This investigation has been turned over to H Division 
Major Crime Unit and is ongoing. 
 
In October, Lunenburg District GIS commenced and investigation of a report of robbery 
that occurred at the Oakland Road veterinary clinic.  This investigation is ongoing. 
 
In December, the remains of a male reported missing in 2017 were found.  Lunenburg 
District GIS was involved in the proceeding investigation and conclusion of this missing 
person investigation.  
 
In December, Lunenburg District GIS commenced an aggravated assault investigation 
that occurred at Western Shore.  Initial information learned is that two adult male subjects 
attending a party were stabbed.  The investigation is ongoing; charges will be laid where 
appropriate.  

 
6. SCHOOL SAFETY RESOURCE OFFICERS (Lunenburg County) 

 
Corporal Darren Slaunwhite has retired from the RCMP.  Corporal Dan Smith will take 
over his responsibilities in managing the Lunenburg Town office as well as the school 
safety resource officer program. We hope to have Corporal Smith in place within the next 
month. 
 
Constable Lynch and Constable Bailey have returned to their substantive roles in 
Lunenburg district schools. The SAFE plans for all the schools in Lunenburg County 
have been updated. 
 
The SSROs are working with local schools and, as before, delivering programs 
concerning a range of topics including cyber bullying, and other social media topics.  
Although they have faced some restrictions due to the Covid virus, they are attending 
schools and providing relevant materials where they can. 
 

7. COMMUNITY POLICING VICTIMS SERVICES OFFICER (Lunenburg County) 
 

Constable Sonia Upshaw remains restricted to administrative duties.  She is currently 
assigned to the “H” Division emergency operations centre (DEOC) where she continues 
to assist the with the coordination of quarantine monitoring and compliance within the 
province.  We expect to see Constable Upshaw returning to the Lunenburg CPVS 
position in the near future. 

 
8. CALLS FOR SERVICE 

 
Between October 1 P

st
P 2020 and December 31st, 2020, Lunenburg District had received 
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2930 calls for service which included Criminal Code, Controlled Drugs and Substance 
Act, and Provincial Act Investigations. 
 
During the same quarter in 2019 Lunenburg District had a total of 2662 calls for service. 
 

9. SIGNIFICANT / NOTEWORTHY 
 

Some significant and noteworthy items this past quarter include the following: 
 
District Resources 
 
Lunenburg County District is in great shape with regards to employee positions.  We 
currently face a couple of vacancies however we expect these to be filled quickly. 

 
• Sergeant Dave Ferguson was promoted to Windsor District.  He has been replaced 

by Sergeant Brent Johnston who is expected to start in Chester on February 8th. 
 

• A corporal vacancy was created when Corporal John Landry retired in January.  
His position will be filled by Corporal Dan Smith and we are working with our 
staffing personnel to find a replacement Corporal Smith. 
 

• Lunenburg District currently has one member off duty for medical reasons and we 
expect this vacancy to be addressed within the next quarter. 

 
Calls for Service 

 
The attached chart gives a breakdown of the calls for service in this quarter.  Some 
notable calls: 

 
• As previously mentioned, on Lunenburg member responded to an armed robbery 

at the Lunenburg (Victoria Road) Irving which occurred on September 23rd.  A 45 
year old First Peninsula resident was arrested in October and subsequently 
charged with robbery with an offensive weapon, possession of property obtained 
by crime of a value over $5000.00 and failure to comply with conditions of a 
release order.  The subject is currently released from custody pending a January 
plea date. 
 

• On October 21st, Lunenburg members responded to a report of a break, enter and 
theft that occurred at the Oakland veterinarian hospital.  Officer learned a robbery 
had occurred.  This matter is still under investigation. 
 

• On October 24th , Lunenburg members responded to a report of an intoxicated 
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female at Centennial Avenue in Lunenburg.  The female assaulted responding 
officers when they attempted to arrest her.  She is currently facing assault and 
breach of probation charges. 

 
• On October 24th, Lunenburg members responded to a report of an intoxicated 

male at Mill Cove.  The arrested male resisted the responding officers attempt to 
arrest him and has been subsequently charged with resist arrest. 

 
• On November 2nd, Lunenburg members responded to a domestic assault at Fox 

Point and learned an assault with a weapon had occurred a week earlier.  One 
male subject was charged. 

 
• On November 12th, Lunenburg members responded to Chelsea where a male 

reported that his wife had attempted to stab him.  The female is currently charged 
with assault with a weapon. 

 
• On November 25th, Lunenburg Members responded to a complaint of assault with 

a weapon where the complainant reported being slashed with a knife.  The victim 
will not cooperate with police. The investigation is ongoing. 

 
• On December 9th, Lunenburg members responded to a suicidal male who had 

jumped out of a moving vehicle on Hwy 10.  The subject was injured and upon 
police arrival he was transported to hospital.  He was later charged with property 
damage. 

 
• On December 13th, Lunenburg members responded to a break and enter in 

progress that occurred at Cornwall Road.  Members learned that a male subject 
was in the process of smashing in a residence door with a sledgehammer.  Police 
arrived and apprehended the subject who is currently charged with break and 
enter. 

 
• On December 15th, Lunenburg members responded to a threat with a weapon at 

Fox Point.  A male subject had showed up at a residence carrying a shotgun and 
looking for the complainant’s son.  This person was arrested and has been charged 
with uttering threats and possession of a weapon for a dangerous purpose. 

 
• On December 20th, Lunenburg members responded to single vehicle injury 

collision at New Germany involving a 79 year old male driver.  This subject 
passed away – cause of death to be determined by the medical examiner’s office. 

 
• On December 25th, Lunenburg members responded to a business alarm at 
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Hubbards Medical Centre.  Upon arrival, members discovered the business had 
been broken into and a quantity of drugs stolen.  This investigation is ongoing.  

 
Other Activities 
 

• Lunenburg District members conducted 71 check stops in various locations 
throughout the county. 

• Members complete 145 compliance checks on individuals under the Quarantine 
Act.  

• False Alarms - 41 
• Wellbeing Checks  - 100 
• Mental Health Calls – 106 
• Sudden Death - 22 
• Crime Prevention -107 
• 911 calls - 48 
• Assistance to GP - 35 
• alcohol related roadside suspensions 
• Lunenburg District members issued 143 Summary Offence Act tickets and 560 

written warnings during vehicle stops this quarter. 
 

10. STREET CRIME ENFORCEMENT UNIT & OTHER DRUG ACTIVITIES 
 

SCEU and GIS investigated a suspected trafficker of cocaine in Lunenburg County.  As a 
result of the investigation a Search Warrant was executed and a male is currently facing 
charges of Possession for the Purpose of Trafficking.  Over a thousand dollars’ worth of 
cocaine and drug paraphernalia were seized. 
 
SCEU and GIS were directly involved into the investigation into the homicide of Donny 
LOHNES.  Members completed the initial stages of the investigation including executing 
search warrants of the victim’s residence and interviews of witnesses.  Once the investigation 
was taken over by SWN MCU members continued to play an active role in the investigation 
conducting further interviews, reviewing surveillance footage and the processing of evidence. 
 The investigation is currently ongoing. 
 
SCEU and GIS investigated an armed robbery that had occurred at the Lunenburg Irving.  As 
a result of the investigation a criminal search warrant was executed where items related to the 
robbery were seized.  Also seized was a stolen generator valued at over $30,000.  A male is 
currently facing charges of armed robbery, breach of a court order, and possession of property 
obtained by crime over $5,000. 
 
SCEU and GIS were tasked with assisting in the investigations resulting from the South West 
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Nova fisheries dispute.  Members were seconded for a number of days to conduct interviews 
and gather evidence into a number of incidents.  As a result of the investigations 23 people 
have been charged with Breaking and Entering, and Mischief. 

 
SCEU assisted in the takedown of a large scale investigation by the Federal Enforcement 
Unit in Halifax and Bedford.  Members assisted in searching two sites where a large quantity 
of controlled drugs, drug paraphernalia, cash and firearms were seized.   
 

SCEU’s stats for the quarter are: 
 

•  8 Criminal Code Warrants Executed 
 

•  1 Search Warrants Executed – Other Statutes 
 

•  3 Targeted Vehicle Stops/Search Executed 
 
•  6 Individuals Charged 

 
•  $36,000.00 Value Of Property Seized/Recovered 
 
• $2600.00 Value of Drugs Seized 
 
• $200.00 Value of Offence Related Cash Seized 

 
 

11. SOUTHEAST TRAFFIC SERVICES STATS 
 

These below statistics are in addition to the “Road Safety” work conducted by Lunenburg 
County District members.  
 

•  221 SOTS  
•  23 Written Warnings 
•  10 Checkpoints 
•  1 Impaired Drivers 
•  4 Roadside Suspensions (two alcohol and 2 drugs) 

 
 

12. MAHONE BAY 
 
• 4 Checkpoints conducted 
• 8 Quarantine Act checks 
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• 15 traffic warnings issued 
• 5 Motor Vehicle Act charges were issued for offences on Edgewater Street 
• A theft over $5000.00 is currently under investigation 
• Three complaint were received concerning aggressive driving.   
• One complaint was received concerning a possible impaired driver 

 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Paul COUGHLIN, S/Sgt. 
District Commander 
RCMP Lunenburg County District 



Mahone Bay Quarterly Statistics
(Includes Traffic Services and Occurrences taken by Call Back Unit)

Protected "A"

2020 2020
Q4 Q3

Current Previous 2020

Ye Offences Related to Death 1 0 ‐1 1

Sexual Offences 0 0 0 0

Assault 0 0 0 9

Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction 0 0 0 0

Robbery 0 0 0 0

Extortion / Intimidation 0 0 0 0

Criminal Harassment 0 0 0 0

Indecent | Harassing Comm. 0 0 0 1

Uttering Threats 0 4 4 6

Arson 0 2 2 2

Break and Enter 0 0 0 2

Unlawfully in a Dwelling House 0 0 0 2

Theft Over 1 0 ‐1 2

Theft of Motor Vehicle 0 0 0 0

Theft of Other MV / Motorcycle 0 0 0 0

Take MV w/o Consent 0 0 0 0

Theft Under 2 0 ‐2 3

Shoplifting 0 2 2 2

Theft (mail, bicycle, et al) 0 0 0 0

Theft from Motor Vehicle 0 0 0 0

Possession of Stolen Goods 0 0 0 0

Fraud 1 8 7 16

Identity Theft 0 0 0 0

Mischief 1 10 9 18

Possession 0 0 0 0

Trafficking 1 0 ‐1 2

Import/Export 0 0 0 0

Production 0 0 0 0

Other 0 0 0 0

Calendar Year

to DateType of Crime & Occurrence Type 
Amount of 

Change

Crimes Against Persons

Property Crime

Drug Enforcement

Statistics represent 1st line of UCR Scoring

Statistics do not include Unfounded or Unsubstantiated occurrences unless indicated Page 1 of 2



Mahone Bay Quarterly Statistics
(Includes Traffic Services and Occurrences taken by Call Back Unit)

Protected "A"

2020 2020
Q4 Q3

Current Previous 2020

Calendar Year

to DateType of Crime & Occurrence Type 
Amount of 

Change

Dangerous Op of MV 0 0 0 0

Impaired by Alcohol 2 6 4 11

Impaired by Drug 0 0 0 0

Failure/Refusal 0 0 0 0

Driving while Disqualified 0 0 0 1

Fail to Stop or Remain 0 0 0 0

Seatbelt Violation 1 2 1 28

Intersection Violation 0 0 0 5

Speeding Violation 1 18 17 20

Insurance Violation 0 0 0 1

Road Side Suspension (Alcohol) 0 0 0 0

Road Side Suspension (Drug) 0 0 0 0

Collision ‐ Fatal 0 0 0 0

Collision ‐ Non ‐ Fatal Injury 0 0 0 0

Collision ‐ Reportable 2 4 2 9

Collision ‐ Non Reportable 0 4 4 6

Off‐Road Vehicle Collision 0 0 0 0

Municipal By‐laws 0 0 0 1

Other Traffic Offence/Violation 10 33 23 58

Other Traffic Related Duties 0 2 2 2

Checkstop 1 10 9 15

911 Call 1 4 3 12

Breach of Court Order 0 0 0 1

Liquor Act 1 4 3 7

Mental Health Act 1 6 5 13

Missing Person 0 0 0 0

Municipal Bylaw ‐ Other 2 2 0 5

Other 13 38 25 90

Suspicious P|V|P 0 8 8 10

Trespass At Night 0 0 0 0

HPA (COVID‐19) ‐ Offences only 1 8 7 11

HPA (COVID‐19) ‐ Other activities 0 0 0 1

QUA (COVID‐19) ‐ Offences Only 0 0 0 0

QUA (COVID‐19) ‐ Other Activities 7 8 1 17

50 183 133 390

53 203 150 435
*Includes Unfounded and Unsubstantiated

Other

Total Founded & SUI Occurrences

Total Occurrences*

Traffic

Statistics represent 1st line of UCR Scoring

Statistics do not include Unfounded or Unsubstantiated occurrences unless indicated Page 2 of 2



Lunenburg County District Quarterly Statistics
(Includes Traffic Services and Occurrences taken by Call Back Unit)

Protected "A"

2020 2020
Q4 Q3

Current Previous 2020

Ye Offences Related to Death 2 1 ‐1 3

Sexual Offences 10 10 0 35

Assault 43 63 20 196

Kidnapping/Hostage/Abduction 0 2 2 2

Robbery 0 1 1 1

Extortion / Intimidation 1 0 ‐1 1

Criminal Harassment 4 4 0 21

Indecent | Harassing Comm. 22 27 5 90

Uttering Threats 33 17 ‐16 85

Arson 1 11 10 14

Break and Enter 6 15 9 57

Unlawfully in a Dwelling House 3 1 ‐2 11

Theft Over 2 1 ‐1 10

Theft of Motor Vehicle 2 3 1 10

Theft of Other MV / Motorcycle 2 3 1 9

Take MV w/o Consent 2 1 ‐1 3

Theft Under 35 37 2 133

Shoplifting 3 7 4 20

Theft (mail, bicycle, et al) 3 1 ‐2 5

Theft from Motor Vehicle 2 4 2 26

Possession of Stolen Goods 1 0 ‐1 1

Fraud 65 84 19 312

Identity Theft 2 10 8 17

Mischief 82 97 15 300

Possession 3 3 0 9

Trafficking 4 2 ‐2 19

Import/Export 0 0 0 0

Production 1 1 0 3

Other 1 0 ‐1 1

Calendar Year
Type of Crime & Occurrence Type 

Amount of 

Change

Crimes Against Persons

Property Crime

Drug Enforcement

Statistics represent 1st line of UCR Scoring

Statistics do not include Unfounded or Unsubstantiated occurrences unless indicated Page 1 of 2



Lunenburg County District Quarterly Statistics
(Includes Traffic Services and Occurrences taken by Call Back Unit)

Protected "A"

2020 2020
Q4 Q3

Current Previous 2020

Calendar Year
Type of Crime & Occurrence Type 

Amount of 

Change

Dangerous Op of MV 1 1 0 7

Impaired by Alcohol 55 61 6 199

Impaired by Drug 2 1 ‐1 12

Failure/Refusal 2 0 ‐2 6

Driving while Disqualified 12 25 13 87

Fail to Stop or Remain 7 10 3 30

Seatbelt Violation 12 31 19 126

Intersection Violation 81 36 ‐45 167

Speeding Violation 552 535 ‐17 1,881

Insurance Violation 8 13 5 47

Road Side Suspension (Alcohol) 2 2 0 20

Road Side Suspension (Drug) 0 0 0 0

Collision ‐ Fatal 1 0 ‐1 3

Collision ‐ Non ‐ Fatal Injury 21 18 ‐3 63

Collision ‐ Reportable 94 68 ‐26 292

Collision ‐ Non Reportable 45 35 ‐10 150

Off‐Road Vehicle Collision 1 3 2 7

Municipal By‐laws 0 1 1 2

Other Traffic Offence/Violation 352 506 154 1,635

Other Traffic Related Duties 4 1 ‐3 7

Checkstop 72 88 16 382

911 Call 66 56 ‐10 225

Breach of Court Order 22 20 ‐2 102

Liquor Act 5 13 8 38

Mental Health Act 102 98 ‐4 387

Missing Person 14 15 1 51

Municipal Bylaw ‐ Other 10 12 2 41

Other 537 686 149 2,407

Suspicious P|V|P 50 95 45 255

Trespass At Night 1 5 4 9

HPA (COVID‐19) ‐ Offences only 18 49 31 97

HPA (COVID‐19) ‐ Other activities 8 13 5 24

QUA (COVID‐19) ‐ Offences Only 2 8 6 16

QUA (COVID‐19) ‐ Other Activities 258 201 ‐57 544

2,753 3,117 364 10,720

2,971 3,377 406 11,618
*Includes Unfounded and Unsubstantiated

Other

Total Founded & SUI Occurrences

Total Occurrences*

Traffic

Statistics represent 1st line of UCR Scoring

Statistics do not include Unfounded or Unsubstantiated occurrences unless indicated Page 2 of 2



January 28, 2021 
 

MOTION by Councillor Penny Carver re: Council-Staff Relationship Policy 

Whereas it is commonly recognized that a positive relationship between council and 
staff is a key component of effective municipal government, and 

Whereas the Town has no formal policy governing the interactions and relationship 

between Council and staff, and  

Whereas some municipal government experts and organizations recommend that 

municipalities adopt policies governing the Council-staff relationship, and 

Whereas the Province of Ontario has set a precedent by requiring that all Ontario 

municipalities adopt policies that support positive and effective Council-Staff 

relationships, and  

Whereas such Council-Staff Policies provide guidelines on a variety of issues that may 
include, but are not limited to, role clarification, processes for communication and 
Council inquiries, procedures to address concerns, identifying relevant organizational 
tools, success indicators, and policy review, 

Therefore be it resolved that Council direct staff to investigate the effectiveness of 

Council-Staff Relationship Policies where they are in place including any in the province 

of Nova Scotia and to prepare a report on the possible application of such a policy in the 

Town of Mahone Bay, and 

Be it further resolved that the report include reference to any relevant existing 

legislation, policies and/or guidelines. 

 

George Cuff: Council-CAO Covenant, Municipal World, April 2010 

Michael Fenn: Successful Staff/Council Relations in AMCTO Policy Briefs 

https://www.municipalworld.com/feature-story/council-cao-covenant/
https://smithers.civicweb.net/document/131921


Mackenzie County 
 

Title Council/Administration Protocol Policy No: ADM050 

 

Legislation Reference MGA 

 

PURPOSE 
 
To establish a framework to clarify the roles of Council and Administration and set out 
communication standards between Council and Administration and to identify tools that 
may guide to the overall efficiency and effectiveness in decision making and assist  in 
building and fostering respectful relationship between Council and Administration. 
 

 
POLICY STATEMENT  
 
1. Statement: 
 
Mackenzie County Council recognizes that in order to create an environment for the 
effective management and operation of the County, Council and Administration must 
have a clear understanding of their respective roles and responsibilities. 
 
Further, Mackenzie County Council wishes to establish a regime of protocol for 
regulating relations and communication between Council and Administration in order to 
promote a sound working relationship.  This can be achieved through a comprehensive 
framework that guides their interaction. 
 
In order to build effective partnerships and relationships, Council will use a self-
evaluation tool (Schedule A) to assist Council in determining Council’s strength, areas 
for improvement, and ultimately increase Council’s efficiency and effectiveness.   
 
GUIDELINES  
 
2. Definitions: 

a) “Administration” means CAO and Managers for the County; 

b) “County” means Mackenzie County; 

c) “CAO” means Chief Administrative Officer for the County; 

d) “Council” means the duly elected council for the County; 

e) “Councillor” means a member of Council including the Reeve; 

f) “Managers” means the Directors, Agricultural Fieldman, and the Zama Site 
Supervisor for the County; 
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g) “Reeve” means the Chief Elected Official or in his/her absence the Deputy 
Reeve for the County; 

h) “Policy” means a policy, bylaw or other formal resolution of Council; 
 
3. Municipal Governance Framework: 

a) Council is the political and policy-making arm of the County, while 
Administration is the administrative and operational arm of the County; 

b) The legal responsibilities, functions and powers of Council and Administration 
are both inter-dependent and interrelated.   

c) The statutory powers of Council and the CAO are set out in the Municipal 
Government Act. 

d) Council is lead by the Reeve who is the Chief Elected Official as defined in 
the Municipal Government Act.  

e) Administration is led by the CAO whose roles and responsibilities are defined 
in the Municipal Government Act. 
 

4. Roles and Responsibilities: 

a) Council provides direction, makes strategic policy decisions, represents the 
public’s interests, and performs the duties of Councillors as per the Municipal 
Government Act. 

b) Council's effectiveness depends on Councillors providing input on their areas 
while thinking and voting for the whole municipality. 

c) Council is responsible to hire, supervise, and terminate the CAO.  Council has 
one employee: the CAO. 

d) The Reeve acts as Council’s spokesperson, facilitates the 
Council/Administration interface, and performs the duties of the Chief Elected 
Official as per the Municipal Government Act. 

e) The CAO coordinates the organization’s systems, manages organizational 
resources, facilitates the Administration/Council interface, performs the duties 
as outlined in the Chief Administrative Officer Bylaw, and performs the duties 
of chief administrative officer as per the Municipal Government Act. 

f) The CAO is responsible for the hiring, managing, and terminating of all the 
employees of the County. 

g) Administration implements Council’s policies and programs, assists Council in 
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meeting their annual business plan priorities, provides decisions-making 
advice, and communicates customer needs under the direction of CAO. 

h) Council and Administration will adhere to formal channels of communication 
between each other as established by this policy. 
 

5. Council/Administration General Protocol: 

a) Council and Administration will treat each other with respect and integrity. 

b) Council recognizes the complexities and volume of operational tasks and 
activities of Administration.  

c) Administration recognizes the value of Councillors’ input through the local 
knowledge of their wards.  

d) The Reeve will advise Council when a Councillor’s activities are affecting 
Administration’s performance. 

e) Council will deal with Administration performance concerns by communicating 
them to the CAO as concerns arise. 

f) The CAO will provide information to all of Council as deemed appropriate in 
responding to a request from a Councillor. 

g) Managers will advise the CAO if a request for information and/or action from a 
Councillor may create a significant impact on performance/workload. 

 
6. Council/Administration Communication Protocol (Internal): 

a) Council will channel formal communications to Administration with regard to a 
municipal matter through the CAO.  Council will make information requests to 
Administration with the following understanding: 

• Information that is readily available to the public can be requested from 
the appropriate Manager directly; 

• Information on the status of ongoing programs, activities and/or 
projects can be requested from the appropriate Manager directly; 

• All other requests for information and/or action will be directed to the 
CAO. 

b) Administration will channel communication to Council through the CAO if a 
municipal matter is outside of existing County Policy and/or Council approved 
budget. 
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c) The municipal matters not addressed in existing Council Policy will be brought 
forward to the attention of Council and/or a committee of Council as 
appropriate. 

d) Council will provide direction to Administration through bylaws and resolutions 
of Council on all matters outside of existing County Policy and/or Council 
approved budget. 
 

7. Council/Administration Communication Protocol (External): 

a) Administration will forward external correspondence directed to a Councillor 
or Council without delay. 

b) If Council receives requests from residents for service or information, Council 
will refer residents to the appropriate County department or the CAO for 
action. 

c) Administration will maintain a log of external communications, which come as 
a request for service, into the County’s customer service system.  Each 
Manager will be responsible for maintaining the log for their appropriate 
department(s). 

d) The Reeve may coordinate and direct Council regarding action and response 
to be taken by Councillors to verbal or written communications received from 
external sources.  The Reeve will also coordinate these action and responses 
with the CAO. 

e) The CAO will coordinate and direct Administration regarding action and 
response to be taken by employees of the County to verbal or written 
communications received from external sources.  The CAO will also 
coordinate these actions and responses with Council when appropriate. 
 

8. Organizational Tools: 

The following organizational tools will be utilized to contribute to a successful 
working relationship between Council and Administration: 

a) Monthly CAO reports to Council regarding Administration’s activities to be 
presented during regular Council meetings; 

b) Monthly progress capital project report to be presented during regular Council 
meetings; 

c) Requests for decisions which provide the information required for decision-
making; 
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d) Clear and concise direction to Administration through resolutions made at 
Council meetings; 

e) Updates from the Reeve and Councillors as necessary at Council meetings; 

f) An up-to-date organizational chart which shows a clear chain of command 
and indication of who has duties in which areas; 

g) Council Procedural Bylaw which provides the framework for parliamentary 
procedure, current legislation and the specific governance preferences of 
Council; 

h) A clear understanding of Council’s and Administration’s roles, activities and 
capacities; 

i) An annual business planning process which outlines the strategic direction 
set by Council. 

j) An annual council self-evaluation (Schedule A) undertaken in conjunction with 
mandatory CAO evaluation as per MGA. 

 
9. Success Indicators: 

The following are indicators of the success of this policy: 

a) Flexibility in organizational hierarchy to deal with urgent matters; 

b) Excellent customer service; 

c) No direct supervision of Administration by individual members of Council; 

d) A clear chain of command; 

e) Higher employee satisfaction; 

f) Achieving Council’s business priorities; 

g) Timely communication, both internal and external; and 

h) An informed and involved Council. 
 

10. Policy Implementation and Monitoring: 

a) The Reeve will be responsible for monitoring compliance with this policy by 
Council. 

b) The CAO will be responsible for monitoring compliance with this policy by 
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Administration. 
 
11. Policy Review: 

 
This policy shall be reviewed annually during the organizational meeting. 

 

 
 
 

 Date Resolution Number 

Approved 2012-05-01 12-05-309 

Amended 2013-04-24 13-04-294 

Amended 2017-10-23 17-10-724 
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SCHEDULE A 
 

COUNCIL SELF-EVALUATION TOOL 
 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
Just like going to the doctor once a year for an annual checkup, governing bodies 
should periodically take time to do a “checkup” on their performance.  Periodic reviews 
do the same thing as a doctor’s visit; they provide an opportunity to implement 
preventative measures; identify issues that need attention that are not immediately 
apparent; and/or just verify that all is going well.  And just like an annual checkup; once 
all the data is collected, an action plan for optimum health (performance) for the future 
can be developed.  
 
The following questionnaire has been developed to assess Council’s performance.  The 
statements below reflect optimum performance measures for Council and this 
questionnaire reflects how Council views its performance in relation to these optimum 
performance measures. 
 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
Please rank yourself and your colleagues on a scale of 1-4.  Mark the number you feel 
most accurately describes the current Council context: 
 
1 = We “Never” meet this performance measure 
2 = We “Sometimes” meet this performance measure 
3 = We “Often” meet this performance measure 
4 = We “Always” meet this performance measure 
 
 
DECISION-MAKING 
 
1. Council members use rational, objective decision-making processes that are 

supported by administrative recommendations, appropriate consultation with 
stakeholders and research of options. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
2. Council members listen actively, respect diverse opinions and view constructive 

disagreement and discussion as positive and necessary to effective decision-
making. 
 
 1  2  3  4 
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3. Council members stay focused on the issue being debated. 

 
 1  2  3  4 

 
4. Council members come to meetings prepared; with their “homework” and research 

done. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
5. Council members focus their energy on issues that have strategic, organization-wide 

impacts. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
6. Council members recognize that decision-making authority resides with the Council 

“as a whole” – not with individual Council members. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
7. Council members avoid placing themselves in positions where there may be a real 

or perceived conflict of interest and avoid any conflict of interest with respect to their 
pecuniary responsibility in accordance with legislation. 

 
 1  2  3  4 

 
 
COMMUNICATIONS AND PROTOCOLS 
 
8. Council members protect the confidentiality of privileged, protected, and in camera 

information. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
9. Council members are respectful of each other and staff in their communications with 

the public and the media. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
10. Once a decision has been made by the Council, Council members publicly support 

the decision. Council members are free to indicate why they may not have voted for 
a decision in a Council meeting; however, they should make it clear that once the 
decision has been made, they respect the legitimacy of the democratic process and 
the decision. 

 
 1  2  3  4 
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11. Council members represent Council’s position as a whole when attending board or 

committee meetings. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
12. Council actively seeks partnerships (with both public and private organizations) 

which provides enhanced and/or more efficient provision of services and/or facilities 
to residents. 

 
 1  2  3  4 

 
 
COUNCIL MEMBER RELATIONS 
 
13. Council members deal with conflicts in a timely and issues focused manner; i.e., 

significant conflicts and problems are not ignored. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
14. All Council members have equal and timely access to relevant information to support 

decision making. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
15. Council reviews its performance periodically with a view to continuously improving its 

effectiveness. 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
 
STAFF RELATIONS 
 
16. Council members respect the authority of the CAO, as delegated by the CAO Bylaw 

and Council governance policies, to direct staff and the work of the organization. 
They do not attempt to direct the activities of staff or departments except through 
established channels of authority. 

 
 1  2  3  4 

 
17. Where there are council/staff interaction issues and/or role clarity issues; Council 

members convey their concerns to the CAO. Conversely if staff has concerns with 
council/staff interaction issues and/or role clarity issues; the CAO conveys these 
concerns to Council. 

 
 1  2  3  4 
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18. Council members direct any criticisms of staff through the CAO and refrain from 

criticizing staff in public or the media (praise publicly, criticize privately). 
 
 1  2  3  4 

 
 
FINAL QUESTIONS 
 
19. Council should be taking take action in the following areas to improve Council’s 

capacity and effectiveness: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
20. Council should take advantage of the following educational/development 

opportunities to improve governance capabilities: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21. Please provide any additional comments: 
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The Corporation of the Municipality of Meaford 

By-law Number 2019-26 

Being a by-law to establish a Council-Staff Relations policy 

Whereas, Section 5 (3) of the Municipal Act, S.O. 2001, c.25 provides that 

municipal power shall be exercised by by-law; and 

Whereas, Section 224 of said Act states that the role of Council includes 

ensuring that administrative policies, practices and procedures are in place 
to implement the decisions of Council; and 

Whereas, Section 270 (1) of said Act provides that municipalities shall 
establish a policy regarding the relationship between members of council and 

the officers and employees of the municipality; and 

Whereas, Council of the Corporation of the Municipality of Meaford deems it 

expedient and necessary to adopt a Council-Staff Relations Policy;  

The Council of The Corporation of the Municipality of Meaford enacts 

as follows: 

1. That the Council-Staff Relations Policy, attached hereto as Schedule A 

and forming part of this by-law, is hereby established and adopted. 

2. That this by-law shall come into force and take effect upon being 

passed by Council. 

Read a first, second and third time and finally passed this 11th day 
of March, 2019. 

 

Barb Clumpus, Mayor 

 

Matthew Smith, Clerk 
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Municipality of Meaford 

Corporate Policy 
Policy: Council-Staff Relations Policy 

Department: Legislative & Protective Services 

Last Revision: February 2019 

Policy Statement 

Purpose 

Definitions 

Policy Requirements 

Monitoring 

Authority 

Contact 

Change History 

Policy Statement 

The Municipality of Meaford takes pride in providing a positive and healthy workplace 

for its employees through promoting and nurturing good relations and communications 

between Council and all levels of staff guided by the Code of Conduct for Members of 

Council and Local Boards, Standards of Conduct in the Human Resources Policy 

Manual, the Discrimination & Harassment-Free Workplace Policy, and the Procedural 

By-Law. 

Purpose 

This policy provides guidance on how the Municipality of Meaford maintains and 

promotes a respectful, tolerant and harassment-free workplace between Members of 

Council and all officers and employees of the Municipality.  

csargent
Text Box
By-law 2019-26Schedule A
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Application 

This Policy applies to all municipal staff, members of Council and members appointed to 

Council committees and local boards.  

Definitions 

“Chief Administrative Officer” or “CAO” means the senior executive appointed by 

Council who is responsible for managing the Municipality’s staff and operations.  

“Clerk” means the person appointed by Council pursuant to Section 228 of the 

Municipal Act, 2001.  

“Council” means the body responsible for the governance of the Municipality, made up 

of the elected Members of Council.  

“Mayor” means the Head of Council, as defined in the Municipal Act. The Deputy Mayor 

acts as Head of Council in the absence of the Mayor.  

“Staff” means all persons employed by the Municipality, including full-time, part-time, 

contract workers and volunteers of the Municipality.  

Policy Requirements 

The relationship between Members of Council and the officers and employees of the 

Municipality of Meaford is guided by the following policy, and the associated documents 

from which language is drawn. This Policy complements the existing legislation 

governing conduct of Members and Staff including, but not limited to, the Municipal Act, 

the Ontario Human Rights Code, and the Criminal Code of Canada.  

Roles and Responsibilities 

General Principles and Values 

The role of Council is to govern. The role of Staff is to advise, implement and manage 

public service delivery. Council and Staff work in partnership with one another, while 

performing their respective roles. Although the roles of Council and Staff are distinct, 

they are interdependent, each one requiring the other to fulfill the Municipality’s 

mandate and purpose.  

Joint role of Council and Staff 

Both Council and Staff are expected to do the following: 
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1. Demonstrate commitment to accountability and transparency among Council and 

Staff and with the general public; 

2. Demonstrate leadership by making sound decisions based on knowledge, expert 

advice and sound judgment; 

3.  Maintain confidentiality in all matters where information is protected under law 

and/or during the course of business, as prescribed in the Municipal Act; and the 

Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. 

4. Truly, faithfully and impartially exercise their role to the best of their knowledge 

and ability; 

5. Enhance public understanding of the political process by providing information 

about decision making processes; 

6. Uphold decisions of Council as a whole, regardless of personal opinion or belief, 

and commit to the implementation of those decisions; 

7. Refrain from disparaging criticism of Council Members or Staff; and 

8. Seek to achieve and maintain an environment of mutual respect and trust, with 

respect and acknowledgement of the different roles in achieving Council's 

objectives. 

Role of Council 

Section 224 of the Municipal Act, 2001 defines the role of Council as: 

1. To represent the public and to consider the well-being and interests of the 

municipality; 

2. To develop and evaluate the policies and programs of the municipality; 

3. To determine which services the municipality provides; 

4. To ensure that administrative policies, practices and procedures and 

controllership policies, practices and procedures are in place to implement the 

decisions of council; 

5. To ensure the accountability and transparency of the operations of the 

municipality, including the activities of the senior management of the municipality; 

and 

6. To maintain the financial integrity of the municipality. 

In carrying out these defined roles, Members shall adhere to the following, in addition to 

the relevant sections of the Council Code of Conduct: 

1. Information or services that are readily available to the public shall be provided to 

Members in the same manner as they are provided to the public. 

2. Member requests for new information or service, requiring a commitment of 

resources (e.g., investigation, analysis, expenditures) beyond the normal course 
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of public service delivery levels shall only be provided after being authorized by 

the whole of Council through a resolution. 

3. When addressing issues of service levels or complaints from

residents/ratepayers, Members shall communicate with the appropriate

Department Head and/or CAO.

4. Member requests for Staff participation and attendance at Member-organized

community events or meetings shall be in keeping with existing procedures and

service levels and Members shall ensure that the CAO is aware of and in

agreement with the community meeting logistics, purpose and outcomes.

5. Member direction or requests to Staff to undertake an action, expend funds,

commit resources beyond the normal course of public service delivery levels, or

prepare a Staff report to Council or a committee, shall only be acted upon by

Staff when authorized by the whole of Council through a resolution.

6. The Mayor, an individual Member or informal groups of Members cannot make a

decision on behalf of Council unless authorized by Council or statute.

7. Members should, to the extent possible:

a. discuss issues with Staff and advise Staff of questions prior to public

meetings where the issue will be heard;

b. request advice from the Clerk about the appropriate wording of motions,

amendments and formal staff directions in accordance with the Procedure

By-law;

Role of Staff 

It is the role of Staff to provide advice, support and recommendations to Council 

collectively and to Members individually, and to implement Council decisions in keeping 

with legislation, municipal policy and procedures. 

In carrying-out their stated role, Staff shall adhere to the following: 

1. To the greatest extent possible, Staff shall respond to Members’ requests for

information in writing (email or hard- copy).

2. Unless the issues involve matters of personal privacy, Staff responses to a

Member on specific issues (e.g., complaints, questions, requests) will be

provided to all Members for consistency.

3. Staff responses to a Member on municipal or corporate issues will be provided to

all Members for consistency.

4. Staff responses to requests from Council Members for readily-available public 
information shall be provided within 1 business days whenever possible.

5. Staff will:
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a. recognize that Council is the elected voice of the citizens of the 

Municipality and respect the decisions of Council; and 

b. carry out, to the best of their ability, implementation of Council approved 

policies, programs and directions. 

6. Staff will not: 

a. make comments that disparage or harm the professional or ethical 

reputation of Members; 

b. engage in partisan political activities when acting in their capacity as Staff; 

c. use, or attempt to use, their influence for the purpose of intimidating, 

threatening, coercing, commanding or influencing any Members with the 

intent of interfering in Member roles; or 

d. claim to speak on behalf of the Municipality unless authorized to do so. 

Reporting Relationship 

The formal relationship between Members and Staff must be respected to ensure equal 

treatment. For significant or sensitive issues, Members and Staff are encouraged to 

primarily direct questions and concerns to the Mayor and/or CAO and/or Department 

Head for their consideration. 

Code of Conduct for Members of Council & Local Boards 

The Code of Conduct for Members of Council and Local Boards establishes a common 

basis of acceptable behaviour. 

Section 5.3.2 titled “Conduct Respecting Staff” within By-law Number 22-2016, being 

the by-law that establishes a Code of Conduct for Members of Council and Local 

Boards, states as follows: 

 Members will be respectful of the fact that staff work for the Municipality and are 

charged with making recommendations and advice based on political neutrality 

that reflects their professional expertise and objectivity, without undue influence 

from any individual member or group of members. 

 Members acknowledge that only Council as a whole, in a duly called meeting 

with a quorum present, has the capacity to direct staff members. 

 Members recognize that the Chief Administrative Officer is the only staff person 

directly reporting to Council. Members will direct any concerns respecting staff 

through the Chief Administrative Officer. 

Members of Council will not: 

 Maliciously or falsely injure the professional or ethical reputation of staff; 
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 Compel staff to engage in partisan political activities or be subjected to threats or 

discrimination for refusing to engage in such activities; or 

 Use, or attempt to use, their authority or influence for the purpose of intimidating, 

threatening, coercing, commanding or influencing any staff member with the 

intent of interfering with staff’s duties. 

Standards of Conduct in the Human Resources Policy Manual 

The Standards of Conduct as presented in the Human Resources Policy Manual are 

designed to identify standards of behaviour of which both the Municipality and prevailing 

legislation expect staff to observe and maintain. 

Unacceptable behaviour as defined by the policy is as follows: 

 The neglect, carelessness or mischief of an employee that results in the loss, the 

damage, the breakage or the destruction of Corporation property or the property 

of fellow employees or others. 

 The use of profane, discourteous, abusive or rude language, or action, against 

another employee, supervisor or others. 

 Discrimination or harassment against a fellow employee or others because of 

race, colour, age, religion, sex, sexual preference, national origin or mental or 

physical disability. 

 Engaging in any immoral or indecent behaviour or soliciting persons for immoral 

purposes or the aiding and/or abetting of any of the above. 

 Willful disregard, disrespect toward a supervisor or representative of 

management, or failure to obey or perform work as required or assigned. 

 Fighting or attempting bodily injury to a fellow employee or others, threatening, 

intimidating, coercing or interfering with other employees on the premises at any 

time. 

Discrimination & Harassment-Free Workplace Policy 

The purpose of the Discrimination & Harassment-Free Workplace Policy is to provide a 

discrimination-free and harassment-free workplace in which all persons can be treated 

with dignity and respect. 

The policy states as follows: 

The Corporation conducts business and treats all employees in accordance with 

all applicable Human Rights legislation.  The Corporation does not condone and 

does not tolerate harassment of any kind whether based on the prohibited 
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grounds as defined under the Human Rights Code or any other criteria contrary 

to established law.   

No employee may be harassed or discriminated against by the employer, by 

anyone acting as an agent for the employer or by another employee because of 

race, ancestry, place of origin, ethnic origin, citizenship, religion, creed, colour, 

sex, sexual orientation, age, record of offences for which a pardon has been 

granted, family status, handicap or any other grounds prohibited under the 

Ontario Human Rights Code.  Harassment undermines an individual’s self-

respect and adversely affects work performance and well-being. 

Supervisors, who do not exercise their responsibility to prevent or discourage 

harassment of or by their staff, are considered to be as guilty of violating this 

policy as if they had committed the harassment.  Therefore, any supervisor who 

willfully disregards a report of harassment of/by his/her staff is subject to 

discipline up to and including dismissal. 

Procedural By-Law 

The Procedural By-Law establishes rules governing the order and procedure of the 

Council and its meetings. 

Subsection 6.3 under “Conduct of Members” states: 

“No Member shall: use offensive words or unparliamentary language in or 

against the Council or against any member of staff or the public.” 

Monitoring 

The Chief Administrative Officer shall be responsible for receiving complaints and/or 

concerns related to this policy. 

Responsibilities 

Members of Council and officers and employees of the Municipality of Meaford are 

required to adhere to this policy and its governing principles.  

Contact 

Matt Smith 

Director of Legislative and Protective Services 
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Telephone: 519-538-1060 x1115 

Email: msmith@meaford.ca 

Change History 

Policy Name Effective 
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Town of Digby 

Administrative Policy # 2016-003 

Council/Staff Relations Policy 

Preamble:  
  

Town Council recognizes that a council /staff relationship is important to the viability and 

sustainability of the town.   
 

Purpose: 

This policy emphasizes the position that in a Council/Chief Administrative Officer system, 

council directs the organization through the Chief Administrative Officer.  

 

Policy:   

 

 Council directs the Chief Administrative Officer to achieve outputs. Direction is given 

through Council’s goals/objectives. The action plans created by the Chief Administrative 

Officer to achieve the outputs are governed by the policies of council. 

 

 The Chief Administrative Officer interprets council’s policies within the scope of 

council’s policies (as interpreted by the Chief Administrative Officer). The Chief 

Administrative Officer has the authority to develop action plans to achieve 

goals/objectives. Where there are multiple interpretations, any questions should be 

referred back to council for decision. 

 

 Council as a whole directs the Chief Administrative Officer. The Chief Administrative 

Officer will do his best to accommodate requests from individual members which shall 

be made available to all council. However, if these requests are, in the opinion of the 

Chief Administrative Officer, onerous or inappropriate and outside the sphere of 

Council’s goals and objectives then these shall be deferred and discussed by Council. 

 

 Council monitors the performance of the organization by monitoring the performance of 

the Chief Administrative Officer. As Council’s single official link to the operating 
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organization, the Chief Administrative officer’s performance will be considered to be 

synonymous with organizational performance as a whole.  

  

Clerk's Annotation For Official Policy Book 

Date of Notice:  February 16, 2016           

Date of adoption: March 7. 2016 

Policy effective date:  March 7, 2016 

I certify that this Council/Staff Relations Policy was adopted by Council as indicated above. 

          

                          March 7, 2016 

                                                             __________________________ 

Clerk       Date 



Councillor Burdick Motion for Consideration  
January 28, 2021 
 
Whereas the Town of Mahone Bay is currently engaged in a process to 
implement the Active Transportation Plan, which includes providing safe streets 
and sidewalks, and  
 
Whereas the Council directed staff to commence work on the 3-way stop at the 
intersection of Clearway Street and Main Street as soon as possible, and  
 
Whereas it is possible that the 3-way stop will not be complete by the end of the 
present school year, and  
 
Whereas there is continued concern on the part of citizens, including and 
especially from parents in regard to the safety of their children crossing Main 
Street at Clearway Street on the way to and from school, 
 
Therefore, be it resolved that Council direct staff to research and report back to 
Council on the possibility of hiring a crossing guard for twice a day on school 
days, for the period of time until the 3-way stop is completed and/or beyond this 
time.  
 

 

Relevant links for hiring paid crossing guards: 
 
From a recent call for a crossing guard in Bible Hill: https://www.biblehill.ca/we-re-
hiring-a-crossing-guard 
 
From a call for a crossing guard in Bridgewater: 
https://www.facebook.com/BridgewaterNS/posts/1937616402960637 
 
The training manual for Nova Scotia Crossing Guards: 
https://novascotia.ca/tran/publications/CrossingGuardTrainingManual.pdf 
 
Information about volunteer crossing guards – possible partnership with 
Bayview Community School? 
 
Article about a parent volunteer crossing guard in BC: 
https://www.nsnews.com/in-the-community/north-vancouver-crossing-guard-is-
one-of-the-best-in-the-country-3077069 
 
Article about a parent volunteer crossing guard in Alberta: 
https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/ensuring-the-children-of-langdon-make-it-to-and-from-
school-safely-1.2297196 

https://www.biblehill.ca/we-re-hiring-a-crossing-guard
https://www.biblehill.ca/we-re-hiring-a-crossing-guard
https://www.facebook.com/BridgewaterNS/posts/1937616402960637
https://novascotia.ca/tran/publications/CrossingGuardTrainingManual.pdf
https://www.nsnews.com/in-the-community/north-vancouver-crossing-guard-is-one-of-the-best-in-the-country-3077069
https://www.nsnews.com/in-the-community/north-vancouver-crossing-guard-is-one-of-the-best-in-the-country-3077069
https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/ensuring-the-children-of-langdon-make-it-to-and-from-school-safely-1.2297196
https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/ensuring-the-children-of-langdon-make-it-to-and-from-school-safely-1.2297196


 
 

2021-01-21_Meeting Minutes_PAC 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

A meeting of the Planning Advisory Committee for the Town of Mahone Bay was held on 
Tuesday, January 19, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. via videoconferencing. 

Present: 
Councillor Richard Nowe (Chair) 
Deputy Mayor Francis Kangata (Vice Chair) 
Councillor Alice Burdick 
John Biebesheimer 
Katherine McCarron 
Bryan Palfreyman 
Glenn Patscha 
Mayor David Devenne 
Town Clerk, Maureen Hughes 
Senior Planner, Garth Sturtevant 
CAO Dylan Heide 
 
Absent  
 
Gallery: 8  
 
1.  Approval of Agenda 
A motion by Mr. Biebesheimer, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT the agenda 
be approved presented.”                        Motion carried. 
                                 
2.  Minutes 
A motion by Mr. Biebesheimer, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT the minutes 
of the June 2, 2020 meeting be approved as presented.”         Motion carried. 
 
5. New Business 
 
5.1 Correspondence 
The committee received correspondence from Gregg and Christine Little, of 984 Main 
Street, in respect to the proposed glamping proposal at 994 Main Street.  
 
A motion by Councillor Burdick, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT the 
Planning Advisory Committee receive and file the correspondence from Gregg and 
Christine Little.”          Motion carried.  
 
 



 

 
5.2 Staff Report 
The committee received a staff report regarding the request to amend the Mahone Bay 
Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law to permit a glamorous campground 
(glamping) within the Residential Unserviced Zone at 994 Main Street.  
 
Mr. Sturtevant advised committee members that while staff were researching the 
request from the developer, they discovered that the Land Use By-law currently allows 
development of up to 70m2 of indoor space and there is a provision in planning 
documents to permit an expansion of the business based on a site-plan approval, which 
would cover a number of issues such as parking, landscaping, access, sewer/septic, etc.  
 
Staff noted the path to pursue the above process to the developer however the developer 
elected to proceed with the request to amend the Land Use By-law. Staff identified a 
concern that amendment of the Land Use By-law is potentially complicated by the new 
Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law which is expected by May 2021 as a 
result of the ongoing Plan Review (Plan Mahone Bay). Based on concerns about an 
amendment to the Land Use By-law coincident with the Plan Review, staff 
recommended that the PAC make a motion to recommend that Council reject the 
request from the developer and that the proposed development be forwarded to the 
contractors performing the Plan Review as public input to the process.  
 
A motion by Mr. Biebesheimer, seconded by Deputy Mayor Kangata, “THAT the Planning 
Advisory Committee recommend that Town Council reject the request to amend the 
Mahone Bay Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law to permit a 
Commercial Use (glamping) within the Residential Unserviced Zone, and also that the 
Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council refer the amendment 
request submitted by Rae Kraushar, and all correspondence received in respect to 
the proposed development, for consideration, as public input, as part of the ongoing 
Plan Mahone Bay review conducted by UPLAND Planning Design.”     
            Motion carried. 
 
 
 
The meeting adjourned by motion at 7:51 pm 
 
 
TOWN OF MAHONE BAY    TOWN OF MAHONE BAY 
 
 
 
 
Chair, Richard Nowe     Town Clerk, Maureen Hughes 
 



   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

General Overview: 

By letter dated August 25th,2020 (Appendix A), Rae Kraushar, owner of property located at 994 Main 

Street (PID 60371283) has requested amendments to the Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use 

By-law. Ms. Kraushar wishes to develop a campground within the Residential Unserviced Zone. Ms. 

Kraushar’s request outlines 

her desire to develop up to 

20 sites for “glamping”, with 

each site comprising a raised 

platform with a domed tent. 

Communal washrooms, 

kitchen space and activity 

(yoga/retreat) space would 

compliment the tent sites.   

The request letter is seeking 

changes to the planning 

documents to permit this use 

as of right, either by addition 

of this use to the Zone or 

through changes to the 

“Tourist Establishment” 

definition within the Land 

Use By-law.  

Background: 

Development and Planning Staff have discussed and met with the applicant on several occasions prior 

to this report being prepared. Town Council, by motion, directed Ms. Kraushar’s request to planning 

staff at a meeting held on September 8, 2020. 

Figure 1: showing the subject property 994 Main Street and existing zoning 

Staff Report #1 
Request to Amend the Mahone Bay Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law to permit a 

Campground (glamping) within the Residential Unserviced Zone 
994 Main Street, Mahone Bay 

PID 60371283 
January 11, 2021 



 

During preliminary review of the request, staff noted that the development as described has a path to 

approval under the current planning documents without amendments. This option was discussed with 

the applicant and is detailed further in the Analysis section of this report. 

Staff also discussed the timing of the request with Ms. Kraushar as it relates to the Plan Mahone Bay 

review process, currently being undertaken by UPLAND Planning and Design. This review is expected to 

result in new planning documents being introduced and adopted by May 2021. An amendment 

undertaken at this time is likely to be impacted by the timeline for adoption of the new documents. 

While Council could adopt the new documents with an amendment file partially complete, this would 

essentially deny the amendment without completing the process and could be viewed as bad faith 

from the perspective of the applicant.   

Analysis: 

Development Possible Under Existing Regulations 

In reviewing the request from Ms. Kraushar, staff have identified a path within the current planning 

documents that will permit the development of a Commercial Use (glamping), within the Residential 

Unserviced Zone.  

Land Use By-law Section 6.2.1 lists special requirements for Commercial, Industrial, and Institutional 

developments within the Residential Unserviced Zone. The provisions of Section 6.2.1 allow 

Commercial uses to be developed as of right, to a maximum 70 sq. m. of floor area or a total outdoor 

area of 204 sq. m. This Section will allow approximately three of the proposed glamping sites to be 

developed subject to obtaining a development permit.  

Section 6.2.2 b) iii) of the Land Use By-law allows for the expansion of a Commercial, Industrial, or 

Institutional use within the Residential Unserviced zone subject to receiving a Site Plan Approval in 

accordance with Section 4.5.19 (Site Plans).  

These provisions within the Land Use By-law are supported by the following Municipal Planning 

Strategy policies: 

4.2.2 Within  the  Residential  Unserviced  Zone  established  by  Policy  4.2.1,  commercial,  institutional,  and 

industrial uses which occupy a floor area of no more than 70 sq. m. (750 sq. ft.) and a site area of no 

more than 204 sq. m. (2200 sq. ft.), on a lot and which are considered to be compatible at this scale with 

other rural and residential uses, are permitted subject to minimum development standards set out in the 

Land Use By-law. 

4.2.7 The area designated Residential Unserviced is also designated as a site plan approval area where 

expansion of Commercial, Industrial or Institutional developments beyond the limits established in Policy 

4.2.2 may be permitted subject to site plan approval in accordance with Policy 6.2.6. 

To move forward under the existing regulations, Ms. Kraushar would need to submit an application for 

a Development Permit for the initial 70. sq. m. of floor area for the Commercial use. Once this permit 

was issued, Ms. Kraushar would then be able to submit an application and supporting documents to 



 

seek a Site Plan Approval. Once approved, the Site Plan Approval would allow expansion of the 

Commercial use. It is also important to note that the criteria for a Site Plan Approval does not limit or 

cap the total number of sites that could be developed through this mechanism.  

Obtaining a Site Plan Approval requires an applicant to meet all the criteria outlined in the Land Use 

By-law. These criteria are extensive, including approval of wastewater systems, access to the site from 

public streets, stormwater management, landscaping, parking, and lighting details. The full list of 

criteria is attached to this report as Appendix B. 

Plan Mahone Bay Review Timeline 

As mentioned above, the Town has procured the services of UPLAND Planning and Design to facilitate 

and produce a new Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law. The new documents are 

expected to be adopted by May 2021.  

The requested amendment, if it proceeds, is almost certain to intersect with and delay the adoption of 

the new planning documents. An amendment to the Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law 

requires a minimum of four to six months to complete.  

If a decision is made to proceed with the requested amendments, the Planning Advisory Committee 

and Council should be prepared for a delay in the adoption of the new documents. All efforts will be 

made to align the process with UPLAND, however, staff wish to be clear that there is a strong 

probability that the timelines will affect one another.  

Site Plan Approval Discussion 

Staff have met with the applicant to explain that the requested use is permitted currently by following 

the process outlined above. However, if the applicant chooses to proceed with Site Plan Approval, this 

will also be subject to the timeline of Plan Mahone Bay and the adoption of the new documents. As the 

content of the new planning documents is unknown, staff and the applicant are taking a conservative 

approach in assuming that the option for Site Plan Approval, to expand an existing Commercial Use 

within the Residential Unserviced Zone, will be removed or replaced with alternate language and 

processes.  

With this assumption, staff have discussed this option with the applicant and advised that if Ms. 

Kraushar wishes to proceed with Site Plan Approval, the Site Plan would need to be complete and 

approved prior to the adoption of the new planning documents. Further, the complete build-out of the 

development would need to occur within 18 months of the date of receiving Site Plan Approval and a 

Development Permit. Development Permits are valid for 18 months and under normal circumstances 

can be re-issued in order to grant an extension. In this case, as soon as the new planning documents 

are in place, it is assumed that the use will become non-conforming and the Development Officer may 

not be able to re-issue the permit. Therefore, the applicant would need to complete the entire 

development while the original development permit was still active. Once complete, the development 

could continue to exist and operate either as a non-conforming use, or if determined by UPLAND to 



 

warrant additional protections, could be added to a table of prior existing uses in the new Land Use By-

law.  

It should be noted that the assumption by staff that the use will no longer be permitted by Site Plan 

Approval in the new planning documents is based on a principle of caution. Without information to the 

contrary this is a prudent approach to a situation with many unknowns. Staff reached out to UPLAND 

to ask whether a draft of the Residential Unserviced Zone is ready for comparison but have been 

advised that this is not yet available.   

A Hybrid Approach 

The situation that staff, the Committee and Council now find themselves is somewhat unique. Given 

the requested use can be developed currently through Site Plan Approval, the Committee may wish to 

recommend that Council reject the request to amend the current planning documents. The Committee 

could also pass a motion to request that Council forward the request of Ms. Kraushar to UPLAND 

Planning and Design. The request would be considered as public input, similar to the information 

received by UPLAND during their public engagement activities.  

Policy Analysis 

A preliminary review of existing Municipal Planning Strategy policies does not appear to provide 

support for the requested amendments. The Residential Unserviced Zone is generally identified as an 

area for future residential development with limited agricultural, forestry and commercial potential. 

Uses other than residential are intended to be limited in size to ensure that they are not incompatible 

with future residential uses. Additionally, policies allow rezoning from Residential Unserviced to the 

Residential Zone without amendment to the Municipal Planning Strategy.  

Given the existing ability to develop the use through Site Plan Approval, and the potential 

complications with the timeline due to the Plan Mahone Bay review, staff have not conducted a 

complete policy analysis. If the Committee and Council provide direction to proceed with the 

requested amendments, including a potential delay in the adoption of the new planning documents, 

staff will conduct a full policy analysis and return with the results of the analysis in addition to draft 

amendments. 

Financial Analysis: 

A complete financial analysis has not been conducted at this time. The direction chosen for the 

amendment request will determine costs. Application fees, advertisements, a public hearing and 

potential costs required to delay the adoption of the new planning documents will need to be 

considered if the amendment file proceeds. 

Apart from advertising costs and the potential impact on fees from UPLAND, staff time is the major 

factor in undertaking amendments to the current planning documents.  

Links to Strategic Plan: 



 

• Ensure that Town policies, procedures, by-laws and other regulations foster growth and 

development 

• Optimize governance structure for effective decision-making 

• Create opportunities for public engagement 

 

Recommendation: 

It is recommended: 

THAT the Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Town Council reject the request to amend the 

Mahone Bay Municipal Planning Strategy and Land Use By-law to permit a Commercial Use (glamping) 

within the Residential Unserviced Zone. 

AND 

THAT the Planning Advisory Committee recommend that Council refer the amendment request 

submitted by Rae Kraushar for consideration, as public input, as part of the ongoing Plan Mahone Bay 

review conducted by UPLAND Planning and Design.  

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Garth Sturtevant, MCIP, LPP 

Senior Planner 

 

 
  



 

APPENDIX A: Letter of Application from Rae Kraushar 



 

 

  



 

APPENDIX B: Site Plan Approval Criteria (Land Use By-law except) 

4.5.19 Site Plans 

Where listed as a permitted use within a zone, the specified developments may be allowed through the site planning 

process in accordance with Municipal Planning Strategy Policy 6.2.6, subject to the following conditions, in addition 

to all other applicable requirements of this by-law: 

a) approval by the authority having jurisdiction for sewage disposal either by an on-site sewage disposal system, 

or by connection to the Town central sewer, or by connection to a sewage disposal system satisfying the 

design and construction requirements of the Town Specifications adopted by Council; 

b) where there are more than three (3) dwellings using a road for access to a public highway, the design of the 

road satisfies the requirements of the Town Specifications; 

c) approval by the Town Engineer for access to any public street, considering adequacy of sight distances, 

driveway entrances, traffic safety, and any other traffic concerns, including pedestrian safety; 

d) a density of no more than 15 dwelling units per hectare (6 per acre) on the site;  

e) approval by the Development Officer of a site plan, where the following matters are addressed: 

i) new buildings and additions to existing buildings shall be located within the permissible building 

envelope with optimum separations from development on adjacent lots, while conforming with the 

current and historical streetscape, and no less than 8 metres (26 feet) from any watercourse (as 

defined by the Environment Act);    

ii) any new building with a footprint (ground floor area) greater than 1500 sq. ft. shall have varied 

massing comprised of a main building form with added wings, ells, porches, etc., joined to the main 

building form under varied roof lines. The composition of these features shall have the effect of 

breaking up the overall visual mass of the building into smaller components, reducing apparent bulk, 

adding visual interest, and creating an intimate scale; 

iii)  vegetation on the site shall be retained and incorporated into the site landscaping, particularly for 

the protection of environmentally sensitive areas such as watercourses and steep slopes, except 

where its removal is essential for construction of the development;  

iv)  landscaping consisting of a combination of trees, shrubs, plants or grass shall be provided, or 

retained as found on the site, in the front, side and rear yards, exclusive of parking, driveways and 

pedestrian walkways, and a minimum of 25% of the total land area shall be so landscaped; 

v)  parking areas shall be designed with pedestrian walkways to facilitate safe access between 

building(s) and vehicle parking and maneuvering areas; 

vi)  driveways, parking areas, and any outside storage areas shall be surfaced with stable materials to 

prevent dust from blowing onto adjacent properties;= 

vii)  parking areas and any outside storage areas shall be screened from adjacent properties and from 

the public street by a fence at least four feet high or an equivalent combination of berms or 

landscaping; 



 

viii)  measures including lot grading shall be shown to adequately dispose of storm and surface water; 

ix) other than the minimum infilling required for construction of wharves and bridges, land levels 

within 8 metres (26 feet) of any watercourse (as defined by the Environment Act) shall not be 

altered by the filling in of land to a depth greater than 0.3 metres (one foot) above the natural 

ground surface unless a variance has been issued under Section 4.4.3 and 4.5.17; 

x) outdoor lighting fixtures shall be identified on the plan, shall use the lowest possible wattage 

consistent with safety, shall use fixtures which eliminate glare and in particular shall not project 

any glare or direct illumination onto adjacent properties; 

xi) all buildings and all other structures, lawns, trees, shrubs, parking areas, lighting systems, and 

other landscaping elements shall be maintained in a tidy, attractive and useable state free of 

unkempt matter of any kind; and the development shall not generate emissions such as noise, dust, 

radiation, odours, liquids, or light to the air, water, or ground so as to create a recognized health or 

safety hazard, or to create a nuisance to the adjacent properties; 

xii) the development provides adequate fire vehicle access and adequate on-site fire protection 

measures such as water supply; and 

xiii)  the applicant shall enter into a written undertaking to carry out the terms of the site plan. 



CAMP GROUND PROPSOAL – AKA “GLAMPING” 

Glamp Ground or Camp Ground, A Fundamental Difference : 

Glamorous camping or “glamping” is a high-end version of traditional, remote wilderness 

camping.  The experience offers elegant tenting accommodations, catered meals and wilderness 

chefs, local guides, recreational equipment, airport shuttles, etc.  For a feeling of the business 

model, a local example is advertised for the Blue Rocks area of Lunenburg County and can be 

found at <https://pleasantpaddling.com/yourisland/>.   

Another “glamping” group in the LaHave Islands has your stay based at a 2-acre private island 

with similar lavish extras.  “Glamping’s” key selling points are privacy, remote locations, attention 

to luxury and access to an “unspoilt” nature experience.  These operations emphasize the 

remoteness of the location, removed from residential, commercial and farming impacted areas. 

Demystifying the term “glamping” is a reality check to realize this marketing spin for what might 

be considered as non-camping, camping. In other words, camping for the clientele who don’t want 

to camp or put in the traditional effort constituting camping.  

This proposed 9-acre glamp ground site is addressing the same demand as exists in national, 

provincial and private campgrounds. These existing campgrounds of at least 20 to 200 plus acres 

do provide the remote outdoor experience while not conflicting or interfering with adjoining 

private residents. The proposed “glamping” at 994 Main Street has no such quality of remoteness 

being in a residential location.  The necessity of physical separation of the two activities is 

essential for minimizing conflict between residential long-term, permanent and private use. To the 

contrary this glamping project is short term commercial for transient and public use.  This physical 

separation, or remoteness, is integral to the purported “glamping” experience. 

This business model, and its temporary structures, located at 994 Main Street and very close to 

other locally available accommodations, such as hotels, motels, inns, rental cabins, B&B’s and air 

B&B’s as well as retail outlets, competes for the same tourist dollar.  Also, that very small number 

of “glamping” customers likely will not add, in any significant sense, to the numbers of visitors 

staying locally.  If this project turns into a campground, contrary to the “glamping” concept, the 

impact changes significantly and adversely as outlined below. 

Placing a commercial operation in a residential zone that benefits the adjacent neighbourhood, as 

in a convenience store for example, is not equivalent to a business which causes adverse impact 

and no benefit to those adjacent properties.  This “glamping” operation will encourage use of the 

surrounding countryside under the guise of such phrases as ecological friendly, back to nature, 

tranquility and privacy, etc. Conflict with the very close and surrounding residences is inevitable. 

To cut through this commercial alternative, and to stay grounded, it is important to substitute the 

term “camping” whenever the term “glamping” is used. 

 



Specific Issues (in no particular order): 

1. Claims in the business model are of an option to walk to town but, would people who don’t 

want to make an effort at camping, want to walk to Town, even if there is access to a 

maintained trail that’s adjacent?  I suspect they will resort to their cars. The busy secondary 

highway has no sidewalk and narrow shoulders for about the first kilometer making 

questionable the clientele’s safety whether walking to Town or to the Town’s Civic 

Marina. There would only be increased traffic on the highway from the commuting camp 

customers. 

 

2. Open fires are a concern particularly in the dryer parts of summer, the peak camping 

season. Would an adequate water source be available and would there be appropriate 

access for fire fighters and equipment?  Emergency response time is critical considering the 

close proximity of the residential properties. 

 

3. The present zoning is exclusively residential and this proposal of re-zoning to commercial 

suggests an unrealistic compatibility.  Much like putting a quarry or airport or commercial 

agricultural business in a residential zone and equally incompatible due to the fundamental 

change to the existing use and to the adjacent properties. 

 

4.  Noise concerns over increased traffic and exuberant holidaying campers is valid. 

 

5. The small property size for the campground is hardly conducive to exploration and 

communing with nature. Trespassing on adjacent properties is inevitable along with 

possible ensuing liability issues ending up literally in the residences’ backyard. 

 

6. Camp grounds and in particular the “glamping” concept typically are set in more remote 

areas with access to wilderness which the present property provides little of.  Proposed is 

20 campsites, a common area with washrooms and showers, a communal kitchen, a 

communal tent and a small shop or convenience store, plus access roads with parking pads 

and an existing residential home is all on 9 acres.  This 9-acre compact layout appears more 

a campsite business and not the “glamping” wilderness experience. 

 

7. Concerns for residential property devaluation is warranted with the impact of a commercial 

operation in close proximity. 

 

8. With the change to commercial in the midst of a residential area would this lead to further 

commercial zoning and disruption to the residential property owners? 

 

9. Parking requirements; 20 spots required for tourist accommodations so is this addressed?  

  



10. Other examples of glamorous camping now operating the Province have the benefit of a 

considerable buffer consisting of distance, ocean and forest from nearby private residences 

but this would not exist at the proposed site.  Examples are Wayside Campground in the 

Peggy’s Cove area, Graves Island Provincial Park Campground, Rissers Campground and 

the Ovens Natural Park.  Recent start-up glamorous camping operations in Blue Rocks and 

the Lahave Islands feature high end “glamping” on private and secluded island locations. 

 

11. Ground water concerns; assuming the camp ground is relying on well water, water table 

draw-down can threaten the water supply of adjacent drilled and particularly, dug domestic 

wells.  This issue can be particularly pronounced at the height of the camping, and 

coincidentally dry, summer season. 

 

12. Engineering concerns; the slope grade for road construction, erosion control, suspended 

material run-off into the harbour waters, etc. 

 

13. To quote the initial proposal “I would like to create an Ecologically friendly Glampsite 

Retreat with seasonal dome tents that have skylights for stargazing.”  Star gazing is at a 

minimum due to the surrounding light pollution from Town, residential and highway 

lighting.  What does ecologically friendly mean?  What assurances, guidelines and the like, 

are there to ensure low ecological impact?  What guarantees both with the potential present 

ownership or future ownership would there be to keep the business venture small, intimate 

and “good” neighbours with the surrounding residences?  To the affected residences, we 

sense this will open a pandora’s box of unfettered campground and trailer park 

development. 

 

 

 

Gregg and Christine Little 

Impacted residents of 984 Main Street, Mahone Bay 

November 2020. 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

A meeting of the Audit & Finance Committee for the Town of Mahone Bay was held on 
Thursday, January 21, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. via video conferencing. 

Present: 
Mayor D. Devenne (Chair) 
Deputy Mayor F. Kangata 
Councillor A. Burdick 
Councillor P. Carver 
Councillor J. Feeney 
Councillor R. Nowe 
Councillor K. Wilson 
B. Lewis 
D. Haley 
CAO D. Heide (Secretary) 
Manager of Finance L. Wentzell 
 
Absent: 
 
 
1.  Call to Order 
The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. 
 
2.  Approval of Agenda 
A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by B. Lewis, “THAT the agenda be approved as 
amended to add a question period for members at the conclusion.”   Motion carried. 
                          
3.  Minutes – September 21, 2020 
A motion by B. Lewis, seconded by Councillor Nowe, “THAT the minutes of the 
September 21, 2020 meeting be approved as presented.”   Motion carried. 
 
4.  2020-21 Financial Statement Update and Projections 

Manager of Finance Luke Wentzell presented YTD and 2020-21 year-end financial 
projections which were discussed with the committee in detail. Possibilities to further 
improve the Town’s financial reporting practices were also discussed. 

A motion by Councillor Feeney, seconded by Councillor Wilson, “THAT the Audit & 
Finance Committee schedule a special meeting of the committee prior to budget 
deliberations to discuss electrical utility operating and financial performance.”  
            Motion carried 



 

 

5.  2020-21 Audit 

Manager of Finance Luke Wentzell provided an update on the request for proposals 
process for the conduct of the Town’s 2020-21 audit. Council will receive an evaluation of 
bids and recommendation, along with the proposals submitted, and will exercise their 
responsibility to select and appoint the municipal auditor under the Municipal 
Government Act of Nova Scotia (MGA NS). 
 
6.  Audit Committee Training 

New Department of Municipal Affairs and Housing online training for audit committee 
members in Nova Scotia – originally anticipated prior to the 2020 municipal elections in 
October – is anticipated later in January. Manager of Finance will distribute login 
instructions when received, so that all members may access the training. 

 
7.  Members Question Period 
An opportunity was provided for questions from committee members, to support a 
common understanding of the committee and its mandate. 
 
8.  Adjournment 

A motion by Deputy Mayor Kangata, seconded by B. Lewis, “THAT the meeting be 
adjourned.”         Motion carried 
 

The meeting was adjourned on motion at 8:30 PM. 

 

 

TOWN OF MAHONE BAY     TOWN OF MAHONE BAY 

 

 

Chair, Mayor D. Devenne     Clerk, Maureen Hughes 
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